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Lop. «^ PREFACE 

My interest in Robinson Jeffers' Medea began in 

connection with a class assignment in the course Studies 

in the Production of Pre-Modern Drama at Texas Tech 

University during the summer of 1969. Out of these studies 

there evolved a full production of the play, under my 

direction, in the Laboratory Theatre of the Departraent of 

Speech and Theatre Arts during the fall of 1970. Eight 

public performances were given October 15-21. 

This document is a record of the production. Chapter 

I includes the research and analysis that was done prior to 

actual production work. Chapter II contains a record of 

the design elements of the production, some of which were 

done by the director and others of which were done by 

other persons under the director's supervision. Chapter 

III pertains to the audition procedure, rehearsals, sched-

ules, and performances. Chapter IV is comprised of the 

prompt book, including the script, charts of movement, 

business, and technical cues. Chapter V consists of pro-

duction photographs and Chapter VI is an evaluation of the 

production. Following Chapter VI is the Bibliography and 

an Appendix that includes the production program and news-

paper reviews. 
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I wish to express to the cast and production staff 

my appreciation for their dedicated interest and in 

particular to acknowledge the efforts of Mr. Charles 

Kerr for his valuable contribution of the design and 

supervision of the costumes. Further indebtedness raust 

be expressed to Professor Ronald Schulz, Director of 

Theatre, for his helpful criticisra and advice during the 

preparation of this thesis, both in producing and record-

ing stages. In conclusion, gratitude is expressed to 

the Graduate School of Texas Tech University for a 

traineeship in Theatre Arts which made the production of 

this thesis possible. 
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CHAPTER I 

DIRECTOR'S PREPARATION 

ROBINSON JEFFERS 

J. Robinson Jeffers was born in Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania, on January 10, I887, the son of Annie Robinson 

and Dr. R. William Hamilton Jeffers.'' On June 22, I89I, 

the family then living abroad, Robin, as young Jeffers 

was called, was enrolled in kindergarten in Zurich, 

Switzerland. He remained there only three weeks. This 

short enrollment was to be only the first of many such 

brief experiences, for Dr. Jeffers never seemed satisfied 
2 

with his son^s education. As a result of this frequent 

moving, however, Robin, unable to develop strong ties 

with friends, channelled his energy to studies and 

became fluent in French and German and obtained a solid 

knowledge of Greek and Latin. At the age of sixteen he 

returned with his family to the United States, eventually 

'̂ Melba Berry Bennett, The Stone Mason of Tor House 
(Los Angeles: The Ward Ritchie Press, 1966), pp, 3-I5. 

^lbid., p. 23. 



moving to California where he enrolled at Occidental 

College, a small Presbyterian school.-̂  

In 1905 after only two years at Occidental, Jeffers 

was graduated with ten other classraates. He then enrolled 

at the University of Southern California for an M.A. pro-

grara in Letters. It was there that he raet Una Call Kuster, 

a married student studying German. They were attracted to 

each other, but it was not until 1913 that they were able 

to get married. Throughout their marriage, much of her 

tirae was devoted to hira and his work. She was a possessive 

woraan, but this quality served Jeffers well because it 

allowed hira to be free frora the pressures of an industrial-

ized society.^ 

Because of the unrest in Europe and the threat of 

war, Robin and Una abandoned plans to live in England. In-

stead, they settled in the sraall village of Carrael located 

near Monterey, California. The town consisted of about 350 

people, raost of whora had strong theatre interests. Here, 

in this village with its sea and its forested mountains, 

the Jefferses began a rich life away frora the noises of 

civilization. Jeffers concentrated on his work, investi-

gating the powers of nature.-̂  

^lbid., pp. 2i|-30. 

^lbid., pp. 35-63. 

^lbid., pp. 68-70. 



Though Californians was Jeffers' first published 

book (1916), his work raay not be considered significant 

until the publication of Taraar in 192if. Because Jef f ers' 

poetry contained rauch violence, he had difficulty attract-

ing publishers. He did raanage to have Taraar printed by 

responding to an advertiseraent in the New York Tiraes. 

Peter G. Boyle offered to print but not publish the poera, 

suggesting that 1 ,000 copies be produced rather than the 

500 that Jeffers requested. The following year Roan 

Stallion was published. 

Between 1926 and 19lj.1 Robinson Jeffers was kept busy 

trying to raeet deadlines. This was a productive period for 

the poet. In 1928 Cawdor was published. His critics re-

gretted the darkness and pessimisra in Cawdor, but Jeffers 

becarae recognized as a raajor Araerican poet because of the 

poera. The following year he acquired the starap of "godless-

ness" with the publication of Dear Judas. Then in 1930 

Jeffers began work on his narrative poem Thurso's Landinf^. 

It was considered to be his raost iraportant work up to that 

tirae. In 1933 Jeffers surprised his critics in Give Your 

Heart to the Hawks by excluding incest and perversion as 

theraes in the work. Two years later Solstice was published, 

baffling the public, but bringing hira a generous prize frora 

^lbid., pp. 103-06. 



the Book of the Month Club. On his fiftieth birthday in 

January 1937 Jeffers was elected a raeraber of the National 

institute of Arts and Letters. Occidental College con-

ferred upon hira the honorary degree of Doctor of Huraane 
•7 

L e t t e r s . ' His next iraportant work appeared i n 191+1 en-
Q 

titled, Be Angry at the Sun. 

The following years were devoted to Medea. Judith 

Anderson, an enthusiast of Jeffers, suggested to her pro-

ducer that the poet be asked to write the script. 
Judith Anderson, living in New York, was 

doggedly clinging to her determination to make 
sorae producer aware of Jeffers' talent as a 
draraatist. But during the war-years the theatre-
going public sought merrier entertainraent than 
Greek tragedy, and Miss Anderson had no success 
in promoting the production of Tower Beyond 
Tragedy. At the conclusion of the war, however, 
the producer Jed Harris agreed that Judith 
Anderson should do a Greek drama, but his choice 
was the bloodiest role in history—Medea. They 
began looking for a translation that could be 
used in modern theatre. Dissatisfied with those 
subraitted to her, Miss Anderson urged Harris to 
allow her to ask Jeffers to do an adaptation of 
Euripides' tragedy, insisting that if he would he 
could, and that it would be brilliant.^ 

Despite his growing literary reputation, Jeffers 

was relatively poor and Una often accepted gifts frora 

friends so that the faraily could exist. It was not until 

1 9if7 with the publication and success of Medea that the 

'̂ lbid., pp. 1l5-3lj-» 1i|6-60. 

^lbid., p. 2i|6. 

^lbid., p. 19i|. 



1 0 family realized financial security. Three years later, 

Una died. Her death raarked the beginning of twelve 

sorrowful years for Jeffers. 

Although Jeffers developed his doctrine of "inhuman-

isra" in Taraar and subsequent works, it was not until the 

publication of The Double Axe and Other Poeras that he 

11 applied the label "inhuraanisra" to his work. He ex-

plained that idea with reference to Narcissus who fell in 

love with hiraself. 

"If a person spends all his eraotion on his own 
body and states of raind, he is raentally diseased, 
and the disease is called narcissisra. It seeras 
to rae, analogously, that the whole huraan race 
spends too rauch emotion on itself. The happiest 
and freest man is the scientist investigating 
nature, or the artist admiring it; the person who 
is interested in things that are not human. Or 
if he is interested in human beings, let him 
regard them objectively, as a very small part of 
the great music. Certainly humanity has clairas, 
on all of us; we can best fulfill thera by keep-
ing our emotional sanity; and this by seeing be-
yond and around the human race."''^ 

With Tamar Jeffers' association with a religion of 

"lithic permanency" becarae obvious. "He had begun his 

long quarrel with man's deliberate separation frora the 

somber continuity of Nature, and what angered him raost was 

that in discarding the values of the priraitive heart raan 

lOibid., p. 127. 

''''Mercedes Cunningham Monjian, Robinson Jeffers; A 
Study in Inhumanism (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: University 
of Pittsburgh Press, 1958), p. 1. 

^^Bennett, pp. 181+-85. 



seemed incapable of substituting the calra values of the 

civilized raind."'^ His therae of inhuraanisra became most 

eraphatic in Tower Beyond Tragedy when Orestes explains his 

discovery at the end of the poera. 

In The Loyalties of Robinson Jeffers, Radcliffe 

Squires explains Jeffers' therae of "inhuraanisra." "And so 

he carae to write violent 'stories' about two heroes: 

Nature as perraanence opposed to raan as the perverse, ephem-

eral consciousness."^ The violence in his works displayed 

raan as a fool, a barbarian, thus expressing Jeffers' belief 

that raan should seek guidance and inspiration from nature. 

Concerning the excesses of violence and sex in Jeffers' 

work, one authority (Monjian) observes that 

we must not loose sight of the fact that although 
Jeffers may seem heartless upon a superficial 
reading, he is constantly, often to his artistic 
detriment, offering what he honestly believes is 
the best possible solution for our unhappiness: 
to flee from the totalitarianism of self and 
humanity ^V-po a worship of the order and beauty 
of nature.^ ̂  

The following list of titles includes raost of Jeffers' 

raajor works. Taken frora Miss Bennett's book, the iteras are 

1 6 listed chronologically. 

''^Radcliffe Squires, The Loyalties of Robinson Jeffers 
(Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan Press, 
1956), p. 18. 

^ bid. 

^^Monjian, p. I3. 

^^Bennett, pp. 239-i|8. 



1903—"The Measure," "Dawn," poeras published in 
The Aurora (Occidental College raagazine) 

1 912—Flasons and Apples 

1 91 6—Californians 

1 92Í4.—Tamar and Other Poems 

1925--Roan Stallion, Tamar and Other Poems 

1927--The Women at Point Sur 

1 928—Cawdor and Other Poems 

1 929—Dear Judas and Other Poeras 

1932--Thurso's Landinpî: and Other Poems 

1933--Give Your Heart to the Hawks and Other Poeras 

1 937—Such Counsels You Gave to Me, and Other Poeras 

1 9ÍÍ.1 --Be Angry at the Sun 

1 9Í4.6--Medea 

19ij.8--The Double Axe and Other Poeras 

1 9^)4.—Hungerfield and Other Poeras 

1958—The Ocean's Tribute 

1 963—The Beginninp; and the End 

THE MYTH OF MEDEA AND JASON 

In her book Mythology, Edith Harailton organizes her 

account of the Jason-Medea rayth frora three sources: 

Apollonius of Rhodes, who wrote a long poera—The Quest of 
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the Golden Fleece; Pindar and Euripides. The following 

1 7 inforraation is taken frora Miss Harailton's book. 

In ancient raythology Jason is considered to be the 

first hero in Europe, undertaking the journey for the 

Golden Pleece in his ship Argo, a task requiring high 

courage. Not only was he required to encounter the unknown 

at sea, but also was required to face dangers at night when 

the Argonauts camped on land. Because of his reputation, 

Jason obtained men who were araong the finest heroes, all 

bearing sorae degree of farae and capable of handling the 

voyage. 

The search for the Golden Fleece began with Athamas, 

a king in Greece and a descendant of Pandora. Tired of his 

wife Nephele (who had given him two children—a boy, 

Phrixus and a girl, Helle), Atharaas took a second wife, the 

Princess Ino. Ino plotted to have the first wife's son 

murdered. She managed to gather all the corn seed and 

parched it before the men sowed. Because of this deed, 

there was no harvest and the kingdom was threatened with 

famine. King Athamas sent a messenger to ask the oracle's 

advice. Ino probably bribed the oracle to declare that the 

young prince, Phrixus, should be sacrificed. After Phrixus 

^^Edith Hamilton, Mythology (New York: New American 
Library of World Literature, Inc, 1961), pp. 70-72, 
117-30. 



was taken to the altar, a rara with pure golden fleece 

snatched hira and his sister and whisked them off to Colchis 

at the eastern end of the Black Sea. 

On the way Helle slipped into the strait which sepa-

rates Europe and Asia (Hellespont), but Phrixus safely 

landed in the country of Colchis. The young prince was 

obviously welcoraed by Aeetes, the King of Colchis, for he 

perraitted Phrixus to raarry one of his daughters. 

Next the rayth shifts to lolcus and the surrounding 

area. Phrixus' uncle, Aeeson, was the rightful King of 

lolcus, but was dethroned by his half-brother, Pelias. 

Pelias had heard that he would die at the hands of a kins-

man who would wear a single sandal. Jason, the son of 

Aeeson and rightful heir to lolcus had been sent away for 

safety until such tirae as he would be capable of clairaing 

back the kingdora. In due tirae he arrived wearing a close 

fitting garment and a leopard's skin around his shoulder. 

His golden locks fell rippling down his back. He was mis-

taken by sorae people to be Apollo. He wore only one sandal, 

Jason demanded that Pelias return his father's kingdom to 

hira. Shrewdly, Pelias agreed only if Jason would succeed in 

several tasks, the raost deraanding of which was obtaining 

the Golden Fleece. Jason was delighted with the idea of 

the adventure which attracted the raost capable young raen 

of Greece: Hercules, Orpheus, Castor, Pollux, Pelleus, 

Hylas and others. 
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Jason and his Argonauts built the ship that was to 

carry thera to the Black Sea and to Colchis. It was named 

the Argo, the raost raagnificent ship up to that tirae. When 

it was corapleted, the Argonauts sailed for Colchis, en-

countering much adventure both on land and sea. Finally 

the Argo arrived at Colchis at the eastern end of the Black 

Sea. 

Upon arriving at Colchis and greeting King Aeetes, 

Jason requested the return of the Golden Fleece in exchange 

for the Argonauts' services. Angered because they were 

foreigners, Aeetes agreed to return the Fleece if the 

strangers could prove themselves. They were to yoke two 

bulls with feet of bronze and breaths of fire and plow a 

field with them. They had to cast the teeth of a dragon 

into the furrows, producing a crop of armed men. Next, 

these arraed raen had to be destroyed as they advanced. 

The gods of Olympus met and decided to participate in 

the Argonauts' adventures in Colchis. They arranged to have 

Cupid raatch Medea, King Aeetes' daughter, with Jason. The 

gods felt that Medea could help Jason and the Argonauts to 

obtain the Golden Fleece by using her "special knowledge" 

of the black arts. Not knowing that Cupid had arranged for 

Jason and Medea's raatch, the Argonauts urged Jason to seek 

Medea's aid. Meanwhile, Medea, feeling the pangs of love, 

and after much thought, decided to use her power for the 
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man she loved. She raade a raagic ointraent for his body 

which would raake hira safe during the day. Medea summoned 

Jason from the ship about the time that he decided to seek 

her. As he approached their meeting place, Hera blessed 

hira with radiant grace, causing all people who saw hira to 

raarvel at his beauty. Medea gave hira the ointraent and 

declared her love for hira. Jason, in return, also expressed 

his feelings for her, inviting her to corae to Greece with 

him. They separated, she to weep in the palace because she 

had betrayed her father and Jason to prepare for the follow-

ing day. He applied the ointraent and courageously faced 

the bulls, plowed the field, sowed the dragon's teeth, and 

threw araong the appearing men a huge stone, causing the men 

to turn upon themselves. 

Realizing that she could no longer reraain at the horae 

she had betrayed and that her love for Jason was in no way 

decreasing, Medea decided to leave with hira for Greece and 

joined the Argonauts at the ship. She agreed to lull to 

sleep the serpent that guarded the Golden Fleece. Natu-

rally, Jason rejoiced and promised Medea that they would 

wed upon returning to Greece. She then lulled the serpent 

to sleep and Jason removed the Fleece from the tree upon 

which it was attached. Then they rejoined the ship and 

departed from Colchis. Medea's brother was sent by King 

Aeetes to prevent the Argo's escape. Medea slew him. 
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dismembered him, and sprinkled his limbs into the sea, 

thereby gaining time for Jason's escape. 

Upon their arrival in Greece, the Argonauts disbanded. 

Jason and Medea presented the Golden Fleece to Pelias who 

meanwhile had forced Jason's father to kill himself. Medea 

again helped Jason, this time to obtain revenge, by trick-

ing Pelias' daughters into thinking that t'ney could rejuve-

nate their aging father by cutting him to pieces and plac-

ing him in boiling water. 

After Pelias' death Medea and Jason were banished and 

left for Corinth, taking their two boys. In Corinth Jason 

engaged himself to Creon's daughter, Creusa. It was a 

splendid marriage. Fearing for Creusa^s life after Medea 

in anger murmured perilous words, Creon banished Medea from 

Corinth. 

She looked back at her past. Because of her wild 

passionate devotion to Jason and the acts of violence 

resulting from such devotion, Medea realized her fate. 

Jason appeared and rebuked her for her mischievous talk and 

uncontrolled spirit. Medea wasted few words with this man 

Seeking revenge, she destroyed Jason's bride with a lovely 

robe anointed with deadly drugs. Then, realizing that the 

children had no protection, she killed them. As Jason 

arrived to see his dead sons, Medea stepped into a chariot 

and was carried away out of Jason's sight, cursed by him--

he never accepting his own guilt. 
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Some stories trace Jason's death shortly afterwards. 

He returned to the dry docked Argo which had become rotten 

since the return of the Argonauts. Here in the shade of 

the ship he rested until a rotten beam of timber fell. 

killing him.^^ 

THE MEDEA OF EURIPIDES 

Euripides first produced his Medea for the Festival 

of Dionysus in I|.31 B.C., winning third place in the compe-

tition. In his book Euripides and His Age, Gilbert Murray 

explains that 

. . . what always galls the average theatre-
goer most in a new work of genius is not the 
subject but the treatment. Euripides' treat-
raent of his subject was calculated to irritate 
the plain man in two ways. First it was enig-
matic. He did not label half his characters 
bad and half good; he let both sides state 
their case and seemed to enjoy leaving the 
hearer bewildered. And further, he made a point 
of studying closely and sympathetically many re-
gions of thought and character which the plain 
man preferred not to think of at all. When 
Jason had to defend an obviously shabby case, no 
gentleman cared to hear him; but Euripides in-
sisted on his speaking. He enjoyed tracking 
out the lines of thought and feeling which 
really actuate men, even fine men like Jason, 
in Jason's position. When Medea was revealed 
as obviously a wicked woman the plain man 
thought that such women should simply be thrashed, 
not listened to. But Euripides loved to trace 

1 A 
^ Arthur Fairbanks, The Mythology of Greece and Rome 

(New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1906;, p. 355. 
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all her coraplicated sense of injustice to its 
origins, and was deterrained to understand and 
to explain rather than to conderan.19 

Brooks Atkinson, in his review of Jeffers' adaptation of 

Medea, agreed with Professor Murray. 

Prora the raodern point of view it is much to 
the credit of Euripides that he did not happily 
conform to the accepted patterns. He did his 
thinking independently. In Medea he counte-
nanced the marriage of a Greek to a foreigner, 
which is still an abomination in cultures 
that are pure and intolerant: and he faced 
honestly the injustice that a Greek man had 
done a foreign woman, which presumably most 
upper-class Greeks did not worry about.^O 

He showed Jason, traditionally considered to be a paragon 

of manly virtue, as a self-centered, shoddy example of 

humanity. Quite naturally the Greek audiences were often 

perplexed or outraged at this and other character studies 

that were in direct opposition to comraon viewpoints. ' 

Kitto has explored Euripides' aira in creating a 

character such as Medea. He notes that she is tragic be-

cause her passions control her reasoning and that she is 

dramatic merely by the force with which she is created. 

Everything that she does or says conveys tremendous vigor 

and directness. Medea is not like the heroes of Sophocles 

''^ilbert Murray, Euripides and His Ap;e (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1965), P- W • 

^^Brooks Atkinson, "Medea for Moderns," New York 
Times, Oct. 26, 191+7, sec. 2, p. 1 . 

'̂'john Gassner, A Treasury of the Theatre (rev. ed.; 
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1951), I, 52-53. 
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whose strength of character is nullified by a weakness. 

The fact of her existence at all raakes her tragic. 

She is bound to be a torraent to herself and to 
others; that is why Euripides shows her blaz-
ing her way through life leaving wreckage be-
hind her; that is why the suffering of others 
• . . are not to be glozed over. That she 

suffers herself is a great and no doubt a 
necessary part of the draraa, but it is not the 
point of the tragedy, which is that passion 
can be stronger than reason, and so can be a 
raost destructive agent. Destructive to whora? 
Here, to the children, Creon, Jason and to 
Medea's peace—but not to her li^Sî in short, 
destructive to society at large. 

The Chorus exclairas that love in too great a strength never 

brings good. 

Medea is drawn stark as the strongest possible 
irapersonation of this force; balance of char-
acter is necessarily denied her, and this raeans 
that we cannot lose ourselves in syrapathy with 
her as we do with Oedipus. Euripides is not 
asking us to sympathize with her in this way, 
but to understand her, to understand that such 
things are, that Medeas, and Jasons, exist, 
poetically if not actually. He asks us to feel 
terror when we hear of what her passion leads 
her to do, pity for all who are broken, tragic 
enlightenment when we see tbat all are the vic-
tims of a primitive force.*^^ 

Euripides was a rationalist, but realized that man 

also possessed non-rational emotions which were not only 

necessary, but unfortunately overcarae reason, causing 

calamity. In short, he was realistic and acknowledged that 

^^H.D.F. Kitto, Greek Trag;edy: A Literary Study 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc, 
1951+), p- 203. 

^3ibid., p. 201+. 
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when natural passion went beyond its bounds, the penalty 

was not always served to the guilty, but sometiraes to the 

innocent as well.^^ Medea and those around her are victiras 

of an external force invading through Medea and her teraper-

araent. "Unless we feel Medea in this way, a tragic victira 

rather than a tragic agent, we shall try to sympathize with 

her in the wrong way, and waste valuable time working up 

eraotions about the poor children."^5 The play would be 

raeaningless if it were priraarily a tragedy of character--

the study of a woraan's reactions when placed in a situa-

tion in which her character would cause her downfall. 

Euripides does not use Medea for this purpose. Instead, 

he is presenting to us his tragic conception that 
the passions and unreason to which huraanity is 
subject are its greatest scourge. This iraplies 
no tragic interlock between character and situa-
tion; the situation is nothing but the setting 
for the outburst of unreason, the channel along 
which it rushes. What raatters now is not that 
the situation raust be convincing and illurainating, 
not even that the heroine be convincing as a 
person; but that her passion raust be, in however>. 
extrerae a forra, a fundaraental and familiar one. 

THE HISTORY OF ROBINSON JEFFERS' MEDEA 

As mentioned above, Judith Anderson convinced Jed 

Harris that Jeffers was capable of adapting Euripides' 

^^lbid. 

^^lbid., p. 205. 

^^lbid., p. 206. 
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Medea. Both Harris and Jeffers agreed to Miss Anderson's 

proposal and the play, in its written form, was completed 

in July 191̂ -5. Because of casting difficulties, Harris 

cancelled his production rights, leaving Miss Anderson the 

task of finding another producer. She approached two un-

known producers, Robert Whitehead and Oliver Rea, who 

decided that the play could not be a financial success but 

that the prestige realized from a joint venture of Jeffers 

and Anderson was worthwhile. The play went into produc-

tion in Septeraber 1 9lj.7 with Miss Anderson as Medea and 

John Gielgud playing Jason as well as directing. Medea 

opened in New York on October 20, 19i|7, at the National 

Theatre on Broadway. That evening Miss Anderson was 

compelled to take thirteen curtain calls.^' 

Jeffers' play ran for 21 ij. perf ormances, closing on 

May l5, 191̂ .8. During subsequent years Miss Anderson 
pfi 

appeared as Medea in San Francisco and in other major 

United States cities. Europe was also exposed to Jeffers' 

adaptation. By 19l|9 other productions of Jeffers' Medea 

were or had been presented in several European countries: 

France, Italy, Gerraany, Denraark and Great Britain. In 

29 1955 Judith Anderson toured with Medea in Australia. 

^"^Bennett, pp. 195-201. 

^ Frederic I. Carpenter, Robinson Jeffers (New York: 
Twayne Publishers, Inc, 1 962), p. 1|9. 

^^ennett, pp. 210, 216-32. 
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The Broadway production of 191̂-7 was designed by Ben 

Edwards, with costuraes by Castillo and lights by Peggy 

Clark. Tibor Serly created original rausic and scoring. 

Supporting Miss Anderson and Mr. Gielgud were Florence 

Reed as the Nurse, Albert Hecht as Creon, and Hugh 

Franklin as Aegeus. The Corinthian woraen were portrayed 

by Grace Mills, Kathryn Grill and Leone Wilson. Other 

members of the cast were Don McHenry, Gene Lee, Peter 

Moss, Richard Hylton, Martha Downes, Marion Seldes, Ben 

Morse, Jon Dawson, Richard Boone and Dennis McCarthy.^ 

Medea had been plagued with many problems prior to 

its opening in New York. Lewis Nichols, in an article 

entitled, "The Fates and Furies," illustrated some of the 

production's pre-Broadway problems. 

Unless soraething happens over the week-end, 
during travel through the iraprobable fastnesses 
of New Jersey, Medea should be arriving on Broad-
way on scheduíe. . . . Since Philadelphia is only 
ninety railes from Times Square . . . that final 
leap may well be made without incident. If so, 
it will be the only leap without incident, for 
the career of Medea thus far has been almost 
Grecian in its contest with the fates or furies--
or just normal theatrical procedure. 

For when Medea opens up at the National 
Theatre, the man who suggested the production 
will not be there, nor will the second man, in 
the latter case a corporation. . . . 

As the author--the one this side of 
Euripides--there will be a poet no one thought 
would interest himself in Medea, but whose affirm-
ative answer to a rhetorical question expecting 

•̂  Brooks Atkinson, "At the Theatre," New York Times, 
Oct. 21, 191+7, p. 27. ~ 
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the negative took everyone by surprise. Finally, 
in the role of Jason there will be a famous 
English actor, the oddity here being that as a 
part, that of Jason is unable to even touch the 
fangs of one of Medea's serpents. 

• • • Miss Anderson . . . recalls that she 
refused to play the standard version of Euripides' 
or any near-literal translation. In this period 
of negotiation and comproraise, the narae of Mr. 
Jeffers entered the conversation, and she agreed 
to ask hira to raake an adaptation of the play. 
Instead of plunging quietly into the Pacific as 
she had expected, Mr. Jeffers said he would deera 
it a pleasure and honor. In addition to being a 
good raany things frora poet to carpenter, he also 
is a Greek scholar and he went iramediately to 
sources. 

Having duly supplied the activating impulse, 
Mr. Harris was called elsewhere and to other work, 
and Medea, duly dedicated to Miss Anderson lan-
quished. Two years ago, the Theatre Guild grew 
interested, but nothing came of that fancy save 
the publication of the printed version of the 
play. One or two other managers, thoughtfully 
biting fingernails over the question of Euripides' 
box office rating in 19i|7, looked on moraentarily 
and then looked iraraediately away. Finally, Robert 
Whitehead and Oliver Rea came along, and Medea had 
something new added--a pair of actual producers. 

When John Gielgud agreed to direct, there 
remained one further problem, but a large one. 
Not to be profane about it, Medea is the woman's 
play, and the role of Jason, while undoubtedly 
that of a leading man, is technically rather than 
overbearingly so. Mr. Gielgud is playing it now, 
and he will do so for six weeks, or until he can 
get off into Crime and Punishment. Miss Anderson 
simply reminded him, much as Medea reminded Jason 
of the various incidents in the recovery of the 
Golden Fleece, that once upon a time she had played 
Gertrude for his Hamlet. Mr. Gielgud surrendered. 

On the stage, in her robes, Miss Anderson 
appears seven feet tall, and her voice as the 
threatening, vengeful Medea has been sending 
Philadelphians' hair straight up. . . . 
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Mr. Jeffers calls his version a free adapta-
tion, and upon those words, as both leading lady 
and dedicatee, Miss Anderson is not only content 
but anxious to stand. The version is one which 
follows the Euripides story in its main form, but 
differs from it in images, sirailes and expressions. 
The appearance of the printed form called forth 
the scholars from both sides, and Miss Anderson 
has no doubt she soon will be meeting them again, 
in person. After the preliminaries, a peaceful 
run for Medea would be out of character. 

Here in Philadelphia, both Miss Anderson 
and Mr. Jeffers' version of the Medea have been 
welcomed, and that she hopes is a sign of a 
changing, benign destiny. For the past two weeks 
the play has warmed its hands at the Locust Street 
Theatre, gaining an eager public. . . . The strict 
line-by-line classicists have not raised their 
voices, and all has been as quiet as a good omen. 
But with Medea, at least with the history of its^. 
present production, it is impossible to fortell.-^ 

In his New York Times review on October 21, 19l|7, 

Brooks Atkinson said of Miss Anderson: "If Medea does not 

entirely understand every aspect of her whirling character, 

she would do well to consult Judith Anderson. For Miss 

Anderson understands the character more thoroughly than 

Medea, Euripides or the scholars. . . ."-̂  Later in the 

same article Atkinson investigated Miss Anderson's 

performance. 

Miss Anderson's Medea is mad with the fury of a 
woman of rare stature. She is barbaric by inheri-
tance, but she has heroic strength and vibrant 

•̂  Lewis Nichols, "The Fates and Furies," New York 
Times, October 19, 191+7, sec. 2, pp. 1, 3. 

^^Atkinson, "At the Theatre," p. 27. 
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perceptions. Animal-like in her physical reactions, 
she plots the doora of her eneraies with the intelli-
gence of a priestess of black raagic--at once obscene 
and inspired. Between those two poles she fills the 
evening with fire, horror, rage and character. 
Although Miss Anderson has left some meraorable raarks 
on great woraen in the theatre, Medea has summoned 
all her powers as an actress. Now everyone realizes 
that she has been destined for Medea from the start.33 

Atkinson, as well as other major critics, hailed not only 

Miss Anderson's obviously grand perforraance, but corapliraen-

ted Gielgud on the directing. Criticisra was leveled 

against the set design and other technical special effects, 

the weak final death scene of the boys, and (to sorae extent) 

Gielgud's Jason. In his following Sunday article Mr. 

Atkinson corapared the Medeas of Euripides and of Jeffers, 

having nothing but adrairation for the efforts of Jeffers. 

As a raodern-rainded writer, Euripides would 
be the first to agree that after 2,378 years Medea 
needs a little play-doctoring. Robinson Jeffers 
has performed that service with the alacrity of a 
surgeon. Although he has retained the legend and 
the characters, he has freely adapted Medea into a 
modern play by dispensing with the formalities; 
editing most of the woe-woe out of the chorus 
speeches; and in the interest of melodramatic sus-
pense he has not announced every five minutes 
exactly what Medea is going to do. . . . Mr. Jeffers 
has kept most of the speeches short, which is a 
blessing in or out of the theatre; and his liter-
ary style is terse, idiomatic and sparing. The 
imagery is austere and brilliant. His version is 
less sheeplike than Coleridge's which is strewn 
with literary corpses. With all proper respect 

33ibid. 
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for the love and talent Gilbert Murray devoted to 
his raetrical translation, Mr. Jeffers' is raore 
pulsing in the theatre. And it does not waste 
tirae invoking the Greek gods, who were more numer-
ous than influential in the dispensation of 
justice.34 

Even though most criticisra favored Jeffers' adapta-

tion, sorae reviewers were raore reserved in their opinions. 

Less than positive response was awarded frora the London 

critics who were not as irapressed as were the Araerican re-

viewers. The Morning Advertiser explained that "'Jeffers' 

siraplification has seriously dulled the play's impact. 

,,.35 
. . . The Evening Standard felt that Jeffers' ver-

sion was vulgar and abbreviated. The Daily Mail conceded 

that this new Medea had moraents of poetic force with 

Jeffers' treatment of free verse.^ This negative criti-

cism, however, was rainiraal and relatively insignificant. 

Certainly for the raajority of theatre goers, as Judith 

Anderson had hoped and perhaps instinctively felt, Jeffers' 

Medea crowded " . . . into two hours the accumulated 

bitterness, savagery and ferocity of the world."-^' There 

was need for little more. 

^^Atkinson, "Medea for Moderns," p. 1 . 

3^Bennett, p. 211 . 

^^lbid., pp. 211-12. 

3'Atkinson, "Medea for Moderns," p. 1. 
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MEDEAS 

OP EURIPIDES AND JEFFERS 

Gilbert Murray in the introduction to his translation 

of Medea states that the play " . . . is not a romantic 

play but a tragedy of character and situation."^ It is 

concerned with oppression and revenge.-^ 

Euripides added a new dimension to the popular con-

cept of Medea as an outlandish barbarian and a witch. She 

is given human stature and the play becomes a contest be-

tween good and evil.^ 

Robinson Jeffers has used Euripides' basic plot, but 

has treated the play abstractly by assigning symbols to 

both Medea and Jason. Jeffers was concerned about raan and 

nature. His Medea uses the heroine as a symbol for nature 

and designates Jason as a symbol for civilization. Medea 

flatly states, "I do according to nature what I have to 

do. "̂ ^ 

While Euripides has humanized Medea, there is still 

a classical detachment of attitude toward her. Jeffers, 

^ Gilbert Murray, Five Plays of Euripides (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1 91|6), p. v. 

^^lbid., p. X. 

^ D.J. Conacher, Euripidean Drama: Myth, Theme and 
Structure (Toronto, Canada: University cf Toronto Press, 
1967), PP. 186-87. 

^ Robinson Jeffers, Medea (New York: Samuel French, 
19l|8), p. 62. 
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while elevating her to god-like proportions in her 

strength, betrays a romantic attachment to her. The play 

is one-sided in evoking sympathy for Medea. 

Jeffers' style, his use of primitive rhythms in free 

verse and his use of imagery support this interpretation 

of the heroine. 

ANALYSIS OF THE PLAY 

Scenes 

Rehearsal Units 

The purpose of the following analysis is twofold: 

firstly, to sumraarize the play's action; secondly, to exam-

ine that action as it pertains to theme, character, plot, 

structure, and other dramatic components that constitute a 

play. Scene designations represent divisions of the play 

into units of action which serve distinct functions. These 

divisions serve as rehearsal units. They are indicated in 

the prompt book (Chapter IV). 

Scene One 

The Chorus enters and processes to their designated 

positions. One meraber of the Chorus uses hand cyrabols for 

accompaniment. 

The function of the scene is to stimulate interest, 

to create a somber mood, and is created by the director. 
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Scene Two 

The Nurse enters from the house, bewailing the plight 

of Medea and the events that led up to the present situa-

tion. She expresses concern that Medea, a strong person 

with ̂ wiimal-like passions and dark powers will do sorae 

terrible thing to avenge herself against Jason for the in-

justice he has done her. 

The scene, a typical Euripidean prologue, gives ex-

position and creates a raood of soraber tension and fore-

boding. In her use of imagery, the Nurse establishes the 

character of Medea. In relating what has transpired be-

tween Jason and Medea, she educes sympathy for Medea. 

Scene Three 

The Tutor and Medea's two boys enter, apparently 

having been in the city. The Tutor repeats gossip that 

Creon is going to banish Medea and her boys and that Jason 

will acquiesce. 

This scene continues the exposition, adding the infor-

mation that Creon's power is against Medea. The scene also 

further discredits Jason and strengthens sympathy for 

Medea. As the scene begins, the mood established by the 

Nurse in the preceding scene is slightly alleviated, but 

by the end of the scene the portentous tone is restored. 

The presence of the innocent boys who know nothing of the 
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fearful affairs being discussed adds a note of poignancy 

and makes the impending action terrible. 

Jeffers uses the Nurse to introduce his theme that 

man should seek inspiration from nature. In telling the 

Tutor of her grief, she says, "I had to corae out and speak 

it to the earth and sky."^^ 

Scene Four 

Medea is heard wailing offstage, calling for death 

and destruction. Frightened, the Nurse sends the Tutor 

away with the boys. 

This scene continues to build tension and prepares 

for Medea's strong entrance in Scene Six. Character con-

trasts becorae apparent between Medea and the Nurse. Medea, 

in raental anquish, is unaware of her physical needs. The 

Nurse, however, is less concemed with Medea's spirit than 

with her physical being. From a symbolic point of view 

Medea's strength is equated with nature and all of nature's 

force. 

Scene Five 

The Chorus warns that a person should never wish for 

death. Medea, however, continues her curses offstage. The 

^^lbid., p. 11. 
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Chorus admires Medea in her grief, and out of curiosity, 

tries to persuade the Nurse to coax Medea from the house. 

Jeffers introduces his Chorus of three woraen. They 

act as a group and, through their warning, provide ex-

cellent theraatic contrasts with Medea's curses. Tension 

continues to raount as Medea's entrance is de ayed. 

Scene Six 

Medea enters and the Chorus coraraents on her evil 

appearance. Wishing for death, Medea recalls her raisfor-

tunes, then turns on the Chorus and attacks the concepts of 

deraocracy. She also scorns the Greek idea of pity. 

Jeffers advances his theory of inhuraanisra, by raocking 

"civilized" concepts. 

Scene Seven 

The Chorus notices Medea's stonelike eyes and the 

froth on her mouth. The Chorus is primarily concerned with 

Medea's physical appearance. Medea interrupts with a warn-

ing that she will not tolerate such an insult as Jason has 

made. 

The emphasis of the play shifts to the Chorus, pro-

viding variety. Character differences between the Chorus 

and Medea become vivid. 
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Scene Eight 

Creon comes to see Medea and tells her that she must 

leave. He intends to reraove any root of disturbance from 

Corinth. Creon is really afraid for Creusa's safety. He 

claims that Medea has threatened her. Suprised by Creon's 

order, Medea asks for his reasons. He reveals the gossip 

that Medea is a witch. Stunned by Creon's decision, Medea 

places herself at Creon's feet and begs for time. She 

first appeals to his intellect and then to his emotions. 

Her pleas almost work, but Creon impatiently remembers that 

he has a guest at his house and must return to entertain 

the man. Medea falls before Creon pleading to hira, "Have 

raercy on ray little sons, Creon, / Though there is none for 

rae."^-^ Touched by her desperation, Creon grants Medea's 

request for one day to prepare for her exile. Creon exits. 

In this scene Medea raeets the opposition and the 

play's action begins. The first portion of this scene em-

phasizes character development. Creon is portrayed as a 

tyrant. Medea acts too rashly. She is not acting within 

the social fraraework established for human behavior. It 

should be reraembered, however, that nature fails to comply 

with man's rules, and that Medea is the personification of 

nature in its active state. The inciting moment occurs in 

k3 bid., p. 21^, 
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this scene as Medea falls before Creon's feet. From this 

point Medea will rise out of her humiliation and gain 

sufficient strength to comrait her devastating acts of 

revenge. 

Scene Nine 

The Chorus coraraents on the scene between Creon and 

Medea. Medea has time to concentrate on the previous con-

frontation and on how to seek revenge. "There are so 

many / Doors through which painful death may glide in and 

catch—Which one, which one?"^ She concludes that woraen 

can do evil. 

Jeffers integrates the Chorus at this and other 

raoraents in the play raore successfully than traditional ver-

sions that rigidly separate the Chorus frora the characters 

Structurally, the scene provides relief frora the tension 

created in Scene Eight by stopping the action and reflect-

ing. 

Scene Ten 

The Nurse interrupts the scene by interrogating the 

Chorus about Creon's guest. The Chorus tells her that 

Aegeus of Athens is visiting Corinth. Medea deraonstrates 

^ bid., p. 29. 
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an increasing obsession for revenge, while the Nurse shows 

a greater concern for Medea's safety. 

Character contrast between Medea and the Nurse is 

further shown in this scene. The scene also prepares for 

a more believable entrance of Aegeus. 

Scene Eleven 

Jason enters in a blustering manner and mocks Medea. 

He points out that Medea should have considered their sons 

when she allegedly spoke against Creon's daughter. Accus-

tomed to dealing in political raatters, Jason raanages to 

speak so that his intentions for raarrying Creusa appear to 

be honorable. Medea rerainds Jason that she saved his life 

five times. She weighs the evidence concerning Jason, then 

sumraarizes her own condition. In desperation, the Nurse 

exits toward the palace of Creon in search of Aegeus. 

Meanwhile Jason presents his own argument by reminding Medea 

what he has done for her. He helped her leave the super-

stitious and dirty Colchis and brought her to the sunlight 

of Greece so that she could live a decent life. He be-

lieves that he has served Medea and has rationalized that 

he would extend his protection to Medea once he obtained 

power. He arrogantly states that Venus coirpelled Medea to 

fall in love with him and that he simply enjoyed the 

goddess' favor. Medea's wrath increases and Jason exits 

contemptuously. 
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This scene is basically one of character development 

as Jason and Medea, the antagonist and protagonist, meet. 

Jeffers lets Jason strut before the other characters on 

stage so that previous talk about hira raay be confirraed. 

Jason does not try to coraprehend Medea's situation and 

accepts no guilt. His rebukes are dramatically timed, 

giving Medea the upper hand when she begins to argue her 

case. 

Scene Twelve 

At Jason's exit Medea is in a rage. She is sickened 

with the raemory of his so-called love and desires to peel 

off everything that is associated with him. The Chorus 

presents a passage stressing the value of love in proper 

degrees. Medea, however, calls for annihilation and thinks 

of her sons as they reflect Jason's being. She realizes 

that to be rid of Jason and his memory, she must kill her 

children. 

Contrast is strong between the Chorus' words and the 

desires of Medea which are expressed at the beginning of 

the scene. Moderation, typical of the Greeks, is the 

civilized attitude of the Greek woraen toward nature. Fire 

and water are treated as destructive, and animals are 

depicted as being mad. 
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Scene Thirteen 

The Nurse returns and announces that Aegeus of Athens 

is coming. As Aegeus enters, he notices that Medea is 

possessed. She regains control of herself and turns her 

attention to Aegeus' problera--his lack of a child to becorae 

heir to his throne. Medea agrees to use her raagic powers 

to help hira overcorae this problera in exchange for a guaran-

tee of safety if she coraes to Athens. Aegeus accepts 

Medea's proposition and swears to protect her in Athens. 

Medea exits into the house, and Aegeus, disturbed about 

Medea's behavior, exits. 

This scene prepares for the destruction of the 

children in Act Two. As contrasting figures, Medea is per-

sistent, while Aegeus is hesitant. The subject of this 

scene is immortality. By carefully stressing this issue, 

Jeffers has managed to successfully integrate the scene 

with the plot. 

Scene Fourteen 

The Chorus asks what Medea is plotting, and they are 

afraid, suspecting the worst. They do not understand how 

she can be drowned in sorrow and hatred, nor can they 

understand why Medea wishes to die since life is beautiful. 

Jeffers not only show the Chorus' interest in life, 

but eraphasizes Medea's lack of concern in a physical 
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existence. The action stops raomentarily as the Chorus 

again expresses its fears. 

Scene Fifteen 

Medea returns from the house and repeats the state-

ment of the Chorus—to be alive is beautiful. She announ-

ces that she will be reconciled with Jason and with Creon. 

Medea sends the Nurse to fetch Jason while the horrified 

Chorus remains silent at Medea's reversal in attitude. 

Medea's plan for revenge begins. 

This scene prepares for Act Two, but more iraportantly, 

it is a scene creating a raood of spine-chilling horror and 

builds a strong finale to Act One. Medea's sudden change 

in personality can only forecast danger. 

Scene Sixteen 

The Chorus enters as in Scene One, crosses to Medea's 

entrance-way and sits on the steps. 

This scene begins the second act and is designed to 

restablish mood and interest in the play. Scene Sixteen is 

also the creation of the director. 

Scene Seventeen 

Medea enters with a box containing a robe and a 

wreath. She explains that she intends to give the gifts to 

Creon's daughter. Though calm, Medea is obviously possessed. 
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The scene is primarily one of mood. It has the func-

tion of slowly rebuilding the level of fear that ended the 

first act. 

Scene Eighteen 

The Chorus and the Nurse present examples of 

"irrational things" that have upset the natural order of 

life. Medea returns to her original subject. She asks the 

Chorus, "You haven't told me yet: do you not think that 

Creon's daughter / Will be glad of those gifts?"^^ 

Jeffers uses the imbalance in nature to forecast 

doom. 

Scene Nineteen 

Jason enters and confesses that he has not come for 

Medea's sake, but for the children's. He displays a genu-

ine concern for the boys. Medea questions Jason concern-

ing his feelings toward the boys. She and Jason quarrel 

and he stupidly says that he could take them frora her by 

force. Medea dares hira to try. She pauses and regains 

control, requesting that they be friends. The two children 

enter, soraewhat afraid of their father. Medea encourages 

them to go to Jason. This encounter upsets Medea because 

the meaning of her life is found in the three people before 

^^ bid., p. 53. 
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her--all of whom she must destroy for the sake of honor and 

revenge. She surveys her life up to this moraent, a life 

that gave her the greatest pleasure and fulfillment. She 

loved a beautiful man, a man with strength and ability, 

abandoned her homeland, killed her brother, and bore his 

children. This life will shortly end and Medea knows it. 

Jason plays with the boys, and his paternal feelings for 

them are expressed. He is soft and possessive. As he plays 

with the boys, the Chorus speaks to Medea and tells her not 

to give the children to Jason for her heart will ache. 

Medea sees that the boys have taken to their father and she 

weeps. Then Medea instructs Jason to take the boys and 

gifts to Creusa and to request the princess to approach 

Creon and persuade him to let the boys stay in Corinth. 

This instruction is ancther test to examine Jason's love 

for the boys. It is demanding, but he agrees to the task, 

bragging about his power over Creusa. Medea then goes to 

her boys and says farewell to thera. Jason adraits that 

leaving the children is difficult. Medea replies, "I can 

bear it. / And worse too."^ After the gifts are brought 

forth, she bids everyone farewell and requests that they 

tell her what happens. The Chorus reraains. 

In this scene Medea says that black is her wear and 

refers to other symbols of death. She is speaking deli-

^^lbid., pp. 59-60. 
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berately and knowingly. Throughout Act One, Medea mentions 

black magic and the destruction that nature can cause, but 

never is she fully aware of her words, nor of their mean-

ings. Act One exposes her passion, Act Two her intellect 

as well as her passion. In terms of the plot, Medea con-

firms her hope that Jason truly loves the boys. Drama-

tically, Jeffers involves Medea, the witch, in a fight with 

Medea, the mother. 

Scene Twenty 

Medea is in ecstasy and summons the Chorus to rejoice. 

She envisions all that will happen. The Chorus is skepti-

cal, believing that Medea will not kill her sons. They 

wish to leave, but Medea prevents them. 

Medea progresses one more step to the pure state of 

nature. Her revenge is beginning and her speech is primi-

tive in ecstasy. But Medea, the mother, joins Medea, the 

witch, and she reraerabers her grief. Jeffers raakes his 

strongest stateraent about Medea and about her role in this 

drama when she responds to the Chorus' statement that she 

has suffered evil and wishes to inflict evil. Medea coldly 

replies, "I do according to nature what I have to do."̂ '̂  

'̂̂ lbid., p. 62. 
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Scene Twenty-one 

The Chorus conderans the practice of evil and Medea 

retorts that raadraen and cowards practice good when they 

have been wronged. Medea hears the screaras of Creusa and 

is overjoyed. She tells the Chorus that they raust reraain 

present and see how a barbarian woraan withstands betrayal. 

Tension is heightened as Medea offers just an idea 

of the offstage action. The play's pace will be accel-

erated from this moraent. 

Scene Twenty-two 

Pear is expressed by the Chorus. 

Draraatically the play stops, creating tension at a 

moment when tension is already mounting. By postponing the 

anticipated cliraax and the news of the events at Creon's 

house the play progresses to a higher eraotional plane. 

Scene Twenty-three 

The Tutor returns with the boys and tells Medea to 

rejoice because the children have been welcoraed by Creusa. 

This information infuriates Medea. She hastens to add that 

more information will come. 

The scene might appear to offer relief. Just the 

opposite effect is created because the revenge is denied. 
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tension mounts, and the scene serves as the same obstruc-

tion or delay as Scene Twenty-two. 

Scene Twenty-four 

Medea realizes that the death of her boys is soon to 

come. The Chorus requests mercy from heaven to rid Medea 

of her dreams. The Slave enters and confirms Medea's 

statement that raore news will corae. The Slave tells Medea 

to flee for safety, that she is avenged. Creon is dead. 

Afraid for his own safety, the Slave exits. 

Frora a structural viewpoint this scene is drama-

tically the continuation of rising tension first begun 

with Scene Twenty-two. Jeffers has organized a series of 

events that lead to the climax. By the tirae the Nurse 

enters, eraotionally the play is ready for whatever she has 

to say. This scene underscores Medea's savagery when she 

gloats at the Slave's words. Jeffers uses this device to 

counteract the extrerae syrapathy felt for Medea. 

Scene Twenty-five 

The Nurse enters in a state of shock. Medea calraly 

requests the Nurse to reveal the offstage action. With 

vivid iraagery the Nurse tells of the deaths of Creusa and 

Creon and raentions the helpless condition in which Jason 

found hiraself. 
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This powerful scene elevates the play's eraotional 

level, making the sacrifice of the boys a plausible act. 

Scene Twenty-six 

Medea rejoices at the Nurse's story and tells her 

children how their enemies have been struck down. The 

Chorus pleads for Medea to awake frora her evil dreara to 

which she replies "no." She turns on her boys to send 

thera into the house. As her raaternal instincts take hold, 

she weakens. A sound is heard and the Nurse tries to get 

Medea to leave because Creon's avengers have corae. Mean-

while, disturbed by this sound, Medea regains her strength. 

"I have a sword in the house. / I can defend you."^ She 

instructs the boys to enter the house because it is evening 

Tenderly she guides thera offstage through the palace. 

In just a few pages Medea has shown cruelty, joy, 

and now love. Medea's weakening for her boys eraphasizes 

her sacrifice by raaking it a raeaningful, ritualistic 

sacrifice, thus elevating the draraa and increasing the 

tension already present. Jeffers concentrates on Medea, 

the mother. The vascillation between the mother and the 

desire for revenge presents excellent eraotional material. 

^^lbid., p. 73. 
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Scene Twenty-seven 

The Chorus asks what is going to happen and are 

imraediately answered. The screams of the children are 

heard offstage. 

With the death of the second boy, Medea (through her 

scream) returns to nature, defeating the mother, the lover, 

the civilized woman. Priraitive in her actions and passion, 

Medea is now in a "pure" state of nature both syrabolically 

and realistically through her intense suffering. 

Scene Twenty-eight 

Jason approaches and the Chorus rebukes hira for caus-

ing all of the distress. He asks for the children and the 

Nurse responds by wailing. 

The abrupt entrance of Jason replaces the horror of 

the cliraax, causing a shift of attention to Jason, the person 

ultiraately responsible for all of the grief. 

Scene Twenty-nine 

Medea enters and presents the dead bodies and explains 

that she killed thera " . . . because I loathed you raore / 

Than I loved thera."^^ She tells Jason to go down to his 

ship and wait for death. She turns and exits. 

^^lbid., p. 79. 



The play does not corae full cycle as does the Greek 

draraa traditionally. Pathos is felt for Medea, the victira 

and the victor. Through Jason's destruction in this scene, 

civilized raan is defeated and nature, through Medea's 

triumph, is revealed to be a greater force than man. 

Realistically Jeffers treats Medea as a revenge 

play. But frora a syrabolic outlook, the poet assigns the 

role of nature to Medea, treating each episode as a pro-

gressive or regressive step toward the personification of 

an abstract concept. He carefully balances the play, 

even though it appears to be weighted toward Medea. He 

supports her actions, but he does not attempt to justify 

them--she is above this requirement, but she is a force 

with which to be reckoned. 

Structure 

Whereas the Greek drama clearly defined the divisions 

between episodes and stasima, Jeffers has constructed a less 

formal plot structure that merges these elements. 

Exposition begins with the first eight scenes. 

Character, mood and antecedent action are the primary func-

tion of these scenes. The exposition continues in a low 

key until the inciting moraent which occurs when Medea falls 

to Creon's feet and begs for time to prepare for exile. 

This action is near the end of Scene Eight. From this 
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point the rising action traces Medea's progression or 

regression to the primitive state that allows her to sac-

rifice her children. The raoraent of their deaths and 

Medea's screara raark the cliraax which occurs in Act Two. 

Act One, however, has its own climaxes; the first happening 

after Jason's exit in Scene Eleven, and the second being 

at the end of Act One as Medea proposes to be reconciled 

with her enemies. The emotional level in the following act 

begins much lower than the end of Act One. Rapidly, 

though, the play builds to the cliraax in Scene Twenty-

seven. The resolution or falling action is quick and in-

volves the final two scenes in the play. 
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Characters 

Medea 

Mecîea, the protagonist, is a complex character. 

She is a foreigner. She is tencier with the chilcîren, yet 

deadly cruel; persistent with Aegeus; weak with Creon; 

cunning, tender and detennined with Jason; cold yet under-

standing with the Nurse. Her role spans a broad range of 

emotions. Primitive and capable of tremendous destruction, 

Medea also serves as Jeffers* symbol of nature. 

As a foreigner, Medea is different, but also her 

manner of speaking and her thoughts are equally different. 

Because of this difference, she is alone virtually against 

the entire world. To face such isolation demands courage. 

Jeffers uses the conflict between Medea, the mother, 

and Medea, the witch, to heighten her agony. In her 

regression back to the primitive state, Medea as a mother 

feels an instinctive drive to save her children from death, 

but Medea as witch commands greater strength and compels 

the mother to slaughter the children. This conflict begins 

during the second encounter with Jason. Medea knows that 

she must destroy her children in order to have complete 

revenge, and as a mother and wife of Jason, she suffers 

as she sees the persons she has loved stand before her. 

Medea's unremitting determination is a cause of con-

cern for Aegeus who, out of fear and a desire to please 
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Medea, complies with her demands. With Creon, Medea 

seems to be weak as she falls to her knees to beg for a 

little time to prepare for exile, but then she realizes 

her degrading situation and is revolted by her show of 

weakness. 

Medea despises Jason, not because he has married 

Creusa, but because he has betrayed Medea's love. She 

must have revenge. Her revenge must be absolute and re-

quires careful planning and courage in its execution. 

The Nurse and Medea have a good relationship. Each 

knows the other well. Medea is aware that she will always 

have the support of the Nurse, even though their interests 

may not be the same. She approaches the Nurse as a child 

would a mother until the scene of revelation in r̂tiich the 

Nurse describes the deaths of Creon and Creusa. At this 

moment Medea becomes savage and beats the Nurse in order 

to get a full description. 

The Nurse explains that Medea " . . . is not meek, 

but fierce . . . . "^ and that she will never learn to 

accept an insult nor learn to be humble. 

Throughout the play, Medea is associated with nature. 

The Nurse compares Medea to " . . . a stone on the shore / 

1̂ Or a wave of the sea . . . . " The Chorus says that she 

50 

Ibid. 

bid., p. 10. 
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is as "stone with stone eyes."^ The best example of 

Medea's symbolic representation of nature may evidenced 

in her statement, "I do according to nature what I have 

to do."-'-̂  Her justice is a primitive kind that eraphasizes 

an eye for an eye: "Only a coward or a madman gives good 

for evil;"^^ " . . . we know that justice, at least on 

earth, / Is a narae, not a fact. . . . "^^ Her solution is 

simple and priraitive: "Annihilation. The word is pure 

6̂ music: annihilation." At Jason's defeat Medea rerainds 

him that she has raet hira " . . . throat for throat, evil 

for evil, vengeance for vengeance. ̂*̂  

Jason 

Opposing Medea is Jason. As the antagonist of the 

play, he represents civilized man with all of his artifi-

cial qualities. Self-centered, Jason is unaware of other 

people's feelings and needs unless they directly affect 

him. 

^^lbid. , 

^^lbid. , 

% b i d . . 

^^lbid. . 
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Jason is porapous. Upon his first entrance, he is 

discourteous to the Chorus. He accepts no responsibility 

for Medea's grief, and instead rebukes her: "You have 

once more insulted the head of Corinth. This is not the 

first tirae / I've seen what a fool anger is."^ "Call 

yourself lucky, Medea, / Not to get worse than exile."-'^ 

As a politician, he is a facile rhetorician. He 

says that his raarriage to Creusa was raotivated by his con-

cern for the future of the boys. He counters Medea's 

charge of ingratitude with the claira that he took her out 

of superstitious Asia and introduced her to the civilized 

people of the west. Pinally he arrogantly claims that 

Medea was sent by the gods to protect hira. 

Jason's love for the boys is presented in his next 

scene. Medea asks hira if he would grieve at their deaths. 

He replies, "Yes, after I'd cut their killer into red 

collops--I'd grieve." In addition to his love for the 

boys, in this secene Jason expresses genuine concern for 

Medea. He is not entirely without goodness. 

In the final scene of the play Jason is destroyed. 

He enters fiercely, but cannot withstand Medea's strength. 

Her triuraph coraes when Jason says, "It is no raatter now / 

rbid., p. 32 

"̂̂ lbid. 

Ibid., p. 56. 
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Who lives, or who dies." Destroyed is his future, his 

iinmortality and his pride. He has only to wait and die. 

He is weaker than Medea. Thus Jeffers shows that man 

or "civilized" man is unequal to the strength of nature 

or "natural" man. 

Nurse 

The Nurse is elderly. She once served as Medea's 

nurse and has seen Medea develop through the years. Having 

nursed Medea, the Nurse understandably shows compassion 

for her. 

The Nurse, like Medea, is a person of deep feeling. 

In her first speech she shows concern for Medea's condi-

tion and fear of what may happen. However, she lacks 

strength of will and acts neither to prevent disaster 

nor to effect Justice. Wh.en Creon approaches, she says, 

"0 my lady--my child--bend in this wind, / And not be 
62 

broken!" Thus, she is a contrast with Medea. 

She is concerned with physical requirements. She 

tells Medea to seek shelter, advice which Medea spurns. 

The Nurse is perceptive. From the beginning she 

has premonitions that evil will occur. At the end of 

Act One she exits in a terrified state, imploring the 

bid., p. 80. 

^^lbid., p. 20. 
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Chorus to pray to the gods to keep evil away. She is the 

only person who realizes that Medea will kill the boys. 

Creon 

Creon is middle-aged and on the surface is a proud 

man. He approaches Medea rudely, showing his superior 

position as a ruler. On the other hand, he is somewhat 

afraid of Medea and her powers in witchcraft and betrays 

a defensive attitude with his daughter's enemy. Further-

more, he feels a conflict between his position of father 

and ruler and a natural kindness. His shell of hardness is 

challenged by Medea when she weeps at his feet. He weakens 

and explains, "I can be gruff with warriors; a woman weep-

ing / Ploods me off course." -̂  Creon's pity for Medea 

is his undoing. 

Aegeus 

Aegeus from Athens is a kind and gentle man who comes 

to Medea because of her reputation in witchcraft. He hopes 

that she can help him to produce an heir for the throne. 

Interesting character contrasts may be seen in this epi-

sode. Medea is strong and rude whereas Aegeus appears 

to be weak, kind and gentle. 

^3ibid., p. 26. 
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Aegeus' weakness is best shown when Medea forces 

him to swear to protect her. Intiraidated and still 

anxious to benefit frora her help, Aegeus agrees to all 

of her deraands. His raain function in the play is to 

provide Medea with the proof that she raust kill the boys. 

Chorus 

The Chorus coraraents on the action and characters 

and serves as a contrast to Medea's whirling character. 

The Chorus represents the attitude of the populace of the 

civilized country and stresses raoderation as a guide to 

living. 

The Chorus appears to be syrapathetic towards Medea, 

and this syrapathy is supposed to be the raotivation for 

their appearance. Actually the Chorus is curious and 

wants to see how Medea, a "barbarian," reacts when betrayed. 

As the play progresses, however, the Chorus shows 

genuine concern for Medea's situation as they advise her 

not to give up the boys but to take thera and flee to the 

world's end. 

Tutor 

Like the Nurse, this elderly servant is devoted to 

Medea. He is different frora the Nurse in that his rela-

tionship with Medea is liraited to serving. He does not 

advise as the Nurse does. 
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His primary function is to present exposition. He 

enjoys gossip and repeats to the Nurse the talk that Creon 

intends to banish Medea. In the second act the Tutor gives 

Medea erroneous inforraation regarding Creon and Creusa. 

The purpose is to further heighten the tension by present-

ing the unexpected information and delaying the descrip-

tion of the offstage deaths. 

The Children 

The two boys say very little in the play. Their 

presence establishes a pathetic irony through their 

innocence and ignorance of the impending doom. They 

provide Medea a means of obtaining revenge. Primarily 

because of their presence, Medea's conflict between the 

witch and mother becomes vivid. 

The Slave 

The character has little personality. His function 

is to serve as a building transition between Scenes Twenty-

three and Twenty-five, elevating the tension and emotional 

level of the play. 

Dialogue 

Responding to a writ ten request for his defini t ion 

of poetry, Jeffers wrote 
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"The word 'poetry' is one of those abstract words 
covering a coraplex of things--like the word 
'beauty'. . . . I suppose the point is to distin-
guish poetry frora unpoetic verse and frora poetic 
prose. 

"As to the latter, it seeras to rae that the 
word 'poetry' as used in English implies sorae 
forra of verse . . . characterized by rhythraic 
recurrences; so that there is a noticeable and 
fairly regular correspondence pf sorae sort 
between lines or the stanzas.""^-

"The one quality of his (Jeffers') poetry upon which raost 

critics have agreed is its 'power'. . . . It not only 

narrates actions whose irapacts are powerful and describes 

scenes of spectacular grandeur but it conveys the intensity 

of these actions and the raajesty of these scenes in words 

and raetaphors of great power.""^ Through rhythra, syrabol-

isra, iraagery and various stylistic devices, Jeffers' 

poetry is natural and direct and enabling of the subject 

matter. 

Jeffers " . . . developed his own 'free' rhythras. 

These iraitate both the natural rhythras of speech and the 

actual rhythras of nature rather than the regular iarabics 

of blank verse or of the couplet."^ His natural rhythras 

are raasculine in design being " . . . raighty and long-

striding like a raan plunging through forest brush, and 

^^Bennett, p. 15^• 

^Carpenter, p. ^kk* 

^^lbid., p. 11|7. 
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rather unpredictable. . . . " ' Stress seeras to fall 

naturally, avoiding any obvious sense of rhythra. His use 

of changing stress frora line to line offers significant 

rhythraic freedora. In 1930 Jeffers was prorapted to comment 

on his poetry. 

" . . . raany of the lines are irregular length--
'free' no doubt, as are raany lines in Elizabethan 
draraatic verse--but it seeras to me that there is 
a metrical pattern, if only, and most irregular, 
as a background frora which to raeasure departures 
frora the patterns. . . . It seeras to rae . . . 
that the counting of stresses is not enough, with-
out some regard to the qualities of the unstressed 
syllables, to make well-sounding lines. But 
there I can't propose any rule; it is raore a raatter 
of ear and rhythraic sense."6c^ 

Mercedes Cunninghara Monjian quotes Jeffers as wanting his 

own prosody to be 

" . . . rhythraic and not rhyraed, moulded more closely 
to the subject than older English poetry is, but 
as forraed as alcaics if that were possible too. . . . 
The rhythm comes frora many sources--physics, biology, 
beat of blood, the tidal-environments of life, 
desire for singing emphasis that prose does not 
have."69 

At the beginning of the play the Nurse reveals the past 

action and forecasts the future action in what is tradi-

tionally labeled as the Prologue in Greek tragedy. The 

rhythm is slow and plodding and creates, along with imagery. 

'Monjian, pp. 75-76. 

Bennett, p. 150« 

Monjian, pp. 75-76. 
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a mood of impending doom. The rhythm is irregular, never 

dominant, and seems to be natural. 

I wish the long ship Argo had never passed that 
perilous channel between the Symplegades, 

I wish the pines that made her mast and her oars still 
waved in the wind on Mount Pelion, and the gray 
f ishhawk 

Still nested in thera, the great adventurers had 
never voyaged 

Into the Asian sunrise to the shores of raorning for 

the Golden Pleece. . . . 70 

This speech raay be corapared to the rhythras of Jason's 

speeches which are more regular. Rather than having a 

flowing, fluid rhythm, his speeches are quick, staccato 

and void of much feeling, in keeping with his character. 
So, Medea, 

You have once more affronted and insulted the head 
of Corinth. This is not the first time 

I've seen what a fool anger is. You might have 
lived here happily, secure and honored--I 
hoped you would--

By being Just a little decently respectful toward 
those in power. Instead you had to go mad with 
anger y>, 

And talk yourself into exile. 

Another rhythmic device of Jeffers is that of 

alliteration. He apparently uses this device for emotional 

impact. Medea's first speech can be cited as a good 

example. 

I will look at the light of the sun, this l̂ ast time. 
T wisî from that ^lue sky the white wolf of 
lightening 

"^Ojeffers, p. 9. 

'̂ l̂bid., p. 32. 
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Would l_eap, and burst ray skull and my ̂ rain, and y^ 
l̂ ike a burning'^babe cling to these ̂ reasts. . . . 

The first line contains the following pattern: w 111 www 

1. The second line is slightly different--! bb 1 bb b. 

Again, alliteration is dominant in Medea's speech to her 

children which follows the Nurse's version of the off-

stage deaths. "My l̂ ittle falcons!—Listen to mel Î augh 

73 and be glad. . . . " These repetitious sounds create 

tension and are, therefore, excellent devices for reaching 

climaxes. 

The final aspect of rhythm to be discussed is Jeffers' 

use of contrasting rhythms betv/een the Chorus and the 

characters. The choral passages differ from the speeches 

in the episodes. The lines of the Chorus almost become 

formal in rhythm and stress. They are cold and artificial 

and lack emphasis. 

And now I see the black end 
The end of great love, and God save me frora it: 
The unburied horror, the unbridled hatred, 
The vultures tearing a corpse! y. 
God keep me clean of those evil beaks.^ 

The rhythm is static although some variation is present. 

Jeffers uses this device for structural variety and con-

trast and also to reveal character differences. 

'̂ 2 bid., p. 17. 

"^^ibid., p. 71 . 

7ií-ibid., p. 38. 
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In addition to rhythm Jeffers relys on symbolism 

and imagery to strengthen his dialogue. "His ability to 

combine mere words in effective patterns is impressive. 

His metaphors are imaginative, and they open avenues of 

suggestion and analogy."'^ He strengthens his symbols 

through the use of imagery by using them together. 

Medea is described as calm and yet vicious, Just as nature 

may be calm and vicious. She is compared to the stone, 

the wave on the sea, the hawk, the lion. Jeffers also 

associates nature with Jason, but he uses the associations 

in a degrading and nagative way. The use of animals as 

symbols to create mood and character image is clearly 

demonstrated when Medea refers disgustingly to Jason and 

Creon as dogs. 

Jeffers incorporates two final devices commonly 

found in Greek tragedy: commos and stychomythia. The 

first device, commos, may be found in Medea's first speech, 

cited in an earlier paragraph. The speech illustrates 

this use of commos which may be described as a wailing 

or a lament, the agony of grief. The second device, 

stychomythia, is used briefly by Jeffers, but at the moraent 

of climsLX. This device increases tension through rapid 

and quick lines. As Medea guides her children offstage 

75 
Carpenter , p . 11|5« 
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to their deaths, the Chorus shouts in anguish, alternating 

with screams of Medea's children as they are sacrificed. 

Setting 

The use of setting seems to be of little consequence 

in Jeffers' adaptation of Medea. As Euripides placed the 

setting in Corinth, Jeffers has followed. Corinth is 

significant only because it represents a "civilized" city--

an area that boasts of its humanity and human or man-made 

attributes. Also, Medea, as in Euripides, must experi-

ence the isolation of being in a foreign land. Naturally, 

this sense of isolation heightens Medea's desperation as 

she seeks refuge and later decides on destruction. But 

the location could be anywhere other than Colchis. 

Theme 

The theme of Jeffers' adaptation of Medea centers 

around his doctrine of inhumanism. Medea represents 

nature, actively in a constructive and destructive way. 

Contrasting with nature is man--cold and intellectual, 

attempting to be "civilized" (one of man's concepts), yet 

always retaining a bit of the animal and the primitive. 

Jason symbolizes man in his civilized condition, refusing 

to recognize or even realize the primitive within him. 

Medea, on the other hand, openly acinits that she must live 

according to nature, often going against the rational. 
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"civilized" precepts of man. Beginning with the epic poem 

Taraar, published in 1921̂ , Jeffers eraployed his doctrine 

of inhuraanisra through such opposing characters as Jason 

and Medea. 

THE PRODUCTION IDEA 

The production idea for Robinson Jeffers' Medea as 

presented at the Laboratory Theatre at Texas Tech was 

designed to emphasize the syrabolic contrasts initiated 

in the characters of Jason and Medea. 

Basically, two forces are at work in Jeffers' Medea: 

nature versus civilization. In the play Medea represents 

the active force of nature in its constructive and destruc-

tive capacities. Her opponent, Jason, symbolizes civi-

lized raan, or civilization, with emphasis on raan's 

achieveraents. When the characters face each other as 

syrabolic representations, they present arguraents to gain 

support both as syrabols and as protagonist and antagonist 

forces. 

The visual aspects of the design contrasted the 

differences between nature and civilization. These visual 

contrasts might be described as natural and civilized, 

rough and sraooth, irregular and regular, georaetric and 

non-georaetric. In Chapter II these contrasts will be 

described in detai].. 



CHAPTER II 

DESIGÎ  

SCENERY 

The scenery was designed in an effort to reinforce 

the production idea involving contrasts between nature and 

civilization. Textural contrasts of rough and sraooth and 

special contrasts of irregular and regular shapes were 

used. 

The platforms rose in uniforra increments and were 

either square or rectangular, Juxtaposed at right angels. 

There were three entranceways. The highest level was 

surrounded by an irregularly shaped and roughly textured 

segraent of wall. This wall represented Medea's house and 

served to frarae her entrance. It was located up left 

center stage. Down left had a poorly located entrance which 

let to Corinth and to the areas outside of the house. This 

entrance should have been shifted to down right stage be-

cause entering characters would have been raore open. Since 

the entrance was down left, the characters were often 

placed in awkward positions facing upstage. The third 

entrance was up right. Frora this area the Chorus entered. 

It had no geographical assignraent. The Slave exited frora 

59 
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here and the Tutor took the children and exited through 

thls location, presumably to take the children to the rear 

of the house. 

The color of the wall was an off white and was a 

color contrast to the deep maroon colored platforms. This 

contrast also symbolized the characters who were in con-

flict. Medea returns to a "pure" state of nature and white 

is an association with such a condition. The deep maroon 

is rich and conveys weight and complexity when compeLred to 

white. Black drapes were used to frarae the reraaining por-

tions of the stage, allowing focus and contributing to the 

soraber nature of the play. 

Syrabolically, the regularly shaped platforms with 

their uniform rises (six inches) and sraooth surfaces repre-

sented the organization, discipline and artificiality of 

civilization. Opposing this regimentation was the segment 

of wall with its irregular shape. From a broad base on 

each side of the entrance the wall curved gracefully up-

ward, tapering to a point overhead to create a feeling of 

upsurging motion. The rough stucco-like texture helped to 

associate the wall with nature in its primitive, undisci-

plined, and chaotic state. 
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PROPERTIES 

Since the production of Medea was symbolic in style, 

the properties were designed and used to enhance this 

approach. 

The only properties remaining onstage as set pieces 

were the two gold snakes that guarded Medea's entrance. 

Pire emitted frora thera and they seeraed to be capable of 

awesome destruction. Their general design emd gold color 

may also have associated them with Medea's exotic homeland. 

Other items used in the production were hand props. 

Medea had a box with "precious things" inside it. The 

box was gold, in keeping with the serpents. Covering the 

box were vines and other natural decorations. Inside the 

box was a wreath and a cape. Both items were gold, 

awesome in their fiery brilliance. These were the prop-

erties that belonged to Medea. They were lavishly decorated 

and complex in their use of shape, color, and especially 

texture. This complexity contrasted with the simple, 

austere and almost insignificant properties associated with 

other characters. 

Creon entered with a heavy sceptre. It was simple 

and uninteresting. The sceptre's gold color was an indi-

cation of Creon's power and wealth, but conqjared to Medea's 

properties, it represented Creon's power as insignificant 

and inferior. 
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The children carried bows that were given to them 

at Creon's house. These props were intended to symbolize 

the character of "civilized" man who would destroy nature, 

but as toys, they were obviously ineffectual. 

Jason possessed two props comraonly associated with 

civilized man: coins and a sword. His Slave also carried 

a sword. 

The Pirst Woraan of Corinth carried a pair of hand 

cyrabals. At the beginning of each act and during several 

choral passages, she accorapanied the Chorus. The sounds 

were regular rhythras, a further indication of civilized 

raan's need for regiraentation and order. 
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LIGHTING 

In addition to illuminating the actors, the purpose 

of the lighting was to intensify the play's syrabolic style 

of presentation by creating a non-realistic atmosphere. 

By dividing the lighting into several independently con-

trolled areas the audience's attention could be directed 

and a somber raood could be created. Two other types of 

lighting were employed in the design of the production: 

side lighting and special effects. These lights especially 

enhanced the mood of the play as well as the non-realistic 

style of production. 

The area lighting consisted of six divisions and were 

illuminated from frontal positions. Each area had a warm 

and a cool light. Originally the area lighting was divided 

into seven sections, but because of insufficient dimmers, 

area number six was combined with area number five. The 

raain function of these area lights was to provide general 

illuraination within the areas. 

Side lighting complemented the frontal, area lighting 

in two ways. Firstly, the side lighting enriched the areas 

by adding depth to figures illuminated. Secondly, these 

lights offered variety when they were used by themselves. 

A sense of isolation resulted. The side lights covered the 

downstage (areas one through three) and centerstage (areas 

four and five). Area number seven was lighted from the 
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side and was focused on the segment of wall. 

There were numerous special effects. A rear light 

was used to punctuate entrances at Medea's house. The 

beginning of each act eraployed two pools of light that were 

angled at down center stage and at area number five. These 

instruments were supposed to establish and heighten the 

production style. At the end of Act I two harsh down 

lights fell on the Chorus at each side of the proscenium. 

The desired effect was to create a bizarre feeling. In 

order to contribute to the play's climax, two "specials" 

were focused on the Chorus. One instrument was located on 

the first beam and the other was positioned offstage left. 

These lights were tight pools and were intended to isolate 

the Chorus and enhance their expressions of fear and help-

lessness. Another "special" was used to light Medea and 

the Nurse as they sat at center stage. The pupose of this 

special effect was to provide variety and to direct atten-

tion more strongly toward the two characters. 

A final special effect was used for Jason in the last 

scene. As he sat at right center stage, he was lighted by 

an instrument angled from up left. Medea passed through 

this light during her final exit. The "special" reinforced 

her exit and served as a lighting symbol for her since the 

light came from her house. It was intended to strengthen 

Jason's destroyed life. 
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NO. 

1 

2 

3 

k 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

INSTRUMENT 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

LOCATION 

1st beam 

1st beam 

1st beam 

1st beam 

1st beam 

1st beam 

1st beam 

1st pipe 

1st pipe 

PURPOSE 

Area 1, 
warm 

Area 2, 
warm 

Area 3, 
warm 

(Chorus 
Special 1 
between 
Areas 1 & 

k) 
Area 1 , 
cool 

Area 2, 
cool 

Area 3> 
cool 

Area kf 
warm 

Act I 
Special 
(down 
light) 

COLOR 

Rosco 
# 226 

Rosoo 
# 226 

Rosco 
# 226 

Rosco 
# 251; 

Rosco 
# Zk^ 

Rosco 
# 21̂ 2 

Rosco 
# 242 

Rosco 
# 226 

None 

REMARKS 

Barn door, 
shutter 
off pro-
scenium 

Beirn door, 
shutter 
off pro-
scenium 

Barn door, 
shutter 
off pro-
scenium 

Top hat 

Barn door, 
shutter 
off pro-
scenium 

Barn door, 
shutter 
off pro-
scenium 

Barn door, 
shutter 
off pro-
scenium 

Top hat 
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NO. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1U 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

INSTRUMENT 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

LOCATION 

1st pipe 

6" Presnel 
lens spot-
light 

6" elipsoi-
dal reflec' 
tor spot-
light 

1st pipe 

1st pipe 

6" Presnel 
lens spot-
light 

1st pipe 

6" elipsoi- Ist pipe 
dal reflec-
tor spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot 
light 

1st pipe 

6" Presnel- 1st pipe 
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel- DR wall 
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

DL wall 

R wall 

PURPOSE 

Chorus 
Special 2 
(between 
Areas 1 & 
2) 

Area 7> 
warm 

Nurse 
Special 
Area 5 

Area k> 
cool 

Nurse 
Speoial 
Area 2 

Act I 
Special 
(down 
light) 

Area 5> 
cool 

Side 
wash, 
Areas 1-3, 
warra 

Side 
wash, 
Areas 1-3, 
cool 

Side 
wash, 
Areas k & 
5> warm 

COLOR REMARKS 

Rosco 
# 226 

Rosco 
# 226 

Rosco 
# 237 

Rosco 
# 237 

Rosco 
# 237 

None Top hat 

Rosco 
# 21̂ 2 

Rosco 
# 226 

Rosco 
# 21|2 

Rosco 
# 226 
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NO. INSTRUMENT 

20 

21 

22 

23 

6" Presnel-
lens spot-
light 

LOCATION 

L wall 

6" Presnel- L wall 
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel- UR wall 
lens spot-
light 

6" Presnel- UL wall 
lens spot-
light 

21; 6" Presnel- UL wall 
lens spot-
light 

PURPOSE 

Side wash, 
Areas 1; k 
S, cool 

Chorus 
Special 3 
(Area k) 

Area 7» 
side, cool 

Jason 
Special 
(between 
Areas 1 & 
2) 

Areas 7> Rosco 
rear, warm # 226 

COLOR REMARKS 

Rosco 
# 2i;2 

Rosco 
# 251; 

Rosco 
# 21;2 

Mount 3" 
from floor, 
top bat 

None Top hat 
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MSDEA LIGHTING CUE SHEET--DIMMER A 

Ál A2 A3 Al; A 5 A6 

g> g ) «) tiû W) bO 

Cue I I § 2 g g £ S g 2 g g g g g 2 ^ '̂  
uue <î o c j « o ^ « 0 = 1 : ( S c S S í S c S S 
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o o 
« o 

Preset 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 ^ . 0 0 7 0 0 7R 6 0 
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8 8 
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18 8 6 
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20 1; 6 I4. 6 10 6 

10 5 

0 6 
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MEDEA LIGHTING CUE SHEET--DIMMER B 

The following abbreviations have been included for 
area designations in diimners Bl , B5, B6 in order to conserve 
space: W refers to side lighting in areas 1-3 which is a 
wash effect; Sl symbolizes the Nurse's Special; S2 is the 
symbol for the Chorus Special 2; S3 is the Act I Special; 
Sl; refers to the Chorus Special 3; S5 is the Jason special 
at the end of the play; a small "s" refers to an area which 
is being lighted from the side. 
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COSTUMES 

The costumes were designed by Charles Kerr who 

grouped Medea as representative of nature with the Nurse 

and Tutor. All other characters were grouped with Jason, 

the representation of civilization. 

Mr, Kerr selected the warm browns, burgundies and 

golds for the characters associated with nature. These 

colors of the earth contrasted with the cool colors of 

blue, gray, green, purple and cream which were associated 

with the "civilized" characters. These cool colors 

suggested restraint. Texture contrasts were present in 

the designs. The Nurse and Tutor wore mostly cotton and 

Medea's costume appeared to be rough and heavy. Softer 

fabrics were used for the "civilized" characters. Detail 

was an important feature for contrast. Medea's costume 

was triramed with suede leather from which bright colored 

beads hung. Her costume was secured by oversize brass 

pins. The "civilized" characters had geometric trim on 

their costumes. Creon's costume had white circles sewn 

around his sleeves at regular intervals. Jason wore a 

circular neckpiece and waistband. Aegeus had a geometric 

design on the center of his costume. Most of the trim was 

stuffed and treated as tubular relief, rather than simple 

decoration. Mr. Kerr decided that this idea would add 

dimension to the costumes. There was a basic silhouette 
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for all of the costumes. With few exceptions the costumes 

retained a simplicity of design which called for close 

fitting through the sholders and chest and hips, but flar-

ing from these points. 

Medea 

Medea's costume was designed to be the most intricate 

and to reveal the nature of her primitive barbarity. The 

costume consisted of a gored, floor-length, hip-waisted 

skirt of burgundy-colored bonded knit. The skirt was 

triramed with multi-colored beads strung and sewn to the top 

of the skirt so that they swung freely. Over the top of 

the skirt was a contour leather waistband laced with 

leather thongs. The bodice was constructed of four criss-

cross pieces of bias-cut burgundy cotton. They were 

attached under each arm with four-inch brass pins. These 

bias-cut pieces of material were attached at the shoulder 

by placing a two-piece leather collar over the bodice 

pieces and pinning it all with longer length brass pins. 

Medea also wore leather armbands fitted to her upper arra 

and laced with three strings of beads on each. Attached to 

the armbands and also to the shoulder underneath the collar 

was a large drape of the sarae burgundy cotton of the bodice. 

She wore sraall-heeled sandals. Leather thongs were tied 
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into her hair. The costurae facilitated the character's 

whirling swift turns, quick raoveraent, kneeling, falling, 

and sitting. 

Nurse 

Her costurae was a basic dress of rusty brown, light-

weight cotton. The fabric was doubled to give the costurae 

added weight. The dress was styled on the princess line, 

fitted to the hips and flaring out, with long, fitted 

sleeves and no collar. Across one shoulder and under the 

arm was an asymraetrical, stiffened drape of bright gold 

cotton. Its asyraraetry served as a contrast to the syra-

raetrically georaetric designs used on the "civilized" 

characters. Attached at one shoulder and one wrist was a 

large drape of the sarae gold. Over this was a floor-

length hood of dark brown cotton, tied with a leather 

thong. She wore brown sandals. 

Tutor 

The Tutor wore a basic, floor-length, long-sleeved 

gown of gold thin-wale corduroy. Over this was a chocolate 

brown cotton asyrametrical drape stiffened with canvas, 

falling frora the shoulders to forra a sirailated collar in 

front and a hanging drape in back. Attached to the gown was 

a large hood of the sarae brown. He wore brown buckle 

sandals. 
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Jason 

This costume consisted of a side-pleated, forest 

green, wide-wale corduroy skirt, a cut-away bodlce piece of 

the same material, and a cream-colored cotton pleated drape 

worn around the shoulders and attached to the right fore-

ann. The bodice was triraraed in black corduroy tubes 

stuffed with cotton. The drape was trimmed in the forest 

green corduroy. He wore black, thong-type sandals. This 

costume was brief and presented Jason as an exhibitionist, 

a person interested in his own self. 

Creon 

Creon's costume was a basic, floor-length gown in 

royal purple to illustrate his power. The gown was a wide-

wale corduroy with long, stove-pipe sleeves and no collar. 

The overdrape was a sleeveless coat with a tapered, gored 

skirt to give a flare around the bottom. It was trimmed in 

white one-inch grosgrain ribbon around the neck and the 

waist seam. The front of the over-drape was fastened wlth 

two white rings. He also wore brown buckle sandlals. 

Aegeus 

The costume for Aegeus was made from wide-wale cor-

duroy and a cotton blend in a steel gray. The basic gown 

was of corduroy. It was floor length and had full-length 
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stove-pipe sleeves. The over-drape was of the cotton 

blend, cut llke an open coat, floor length, with no 

sleeves. The bottom of the coat curved in the front and 

had a slight flare. Over this was a broad, circular collar 

out of the cotton blend; it was trimmed, as was the 

over-drape, in black corduroy tubing stuffed with cotton. 

He wore black buckle sandals. 

Cborus 

The Chorus wore dresses that were also based on the 

princess silhouette with fitted sleeves and bodices and 

flaring at the hips. The gowns were floor length. Each 

Chorus member's costume was constructed from wool. One 

costume was light blue, another was navy blue, and the 

third oostume was gray. The dresses were extremely plain 

and uninteresting. Each actress wore buckle sandals. 

Children 

The two children's costumes were identical. The 

boys wore trunks made of the forest green corduroy of 

Jason's costume, and the same cream-colored cotton, used 

for Jason's drape, was used as an over-drape gathered in a 

poncho style. It was triramed in the green corduroy. The 

boys wore collaLrs made of the green corduroy, stuffed with 

foam, and fitted over the poncho. They wore no footwear. 
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Slave 

The Slave wore the same costurae as Jason wore, 

except that there was no pleated drape worn around the 

shoulders. 
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MAKE-UP 

The make-up aided the actors in conveying their 

characterizations. The make-up contrasts between the two 

forces in the play could be described as primitive and 

sophisticated. 

Hedea 

Medea used a darker base of pancake make-up thsin did 

other characters. She was oriental. Her barbarity was 

eniphasized in the added hairpieces that were braided and 

teased. Highlight above the forehead in diagonals made her 

look strong and fierce. Her eyes were emphasized by heavy 

color, liner and eyelashes. High cheek bones wer high-

lighted to stress harshness. 

Nurse 

The Nurse used a light base pancake and added red-

brown shading along the eyes, forehead and nose to create 

the sunken and wrinkled areas coramonly seen among elderly 

people. Not only did she look elderly, but the Nurse 

seemed to have a worried appearance. Her hair was sprayed 

white. Peet and hands were aged by shading to emphasize 

bone structure and to reduce the fleshiness of the young 

actress. 
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Tutor 

The Tutor was made up similarly to the Nurse by using 

a light base and shading the same areas on his face, hands 

and feet. He also sprayed his hair white. In addition 

the Tutor wore a full beard made of crepe hair which was 

sprayed with white. 

Jason 

Jason wore "corrective" raake-up which attempted to 

produce as perfect a face as possible by emphasizing 

desired facial features through highlight and shadow. 

Jason's youthful appearance was suggested by the appli-

cation of rouge on the cheeks and through his pancake base 

which was a youthful tan. Other exposed portions of his 

body were made up with the sarae base. 

Creon 

Creon's raake-up was middle-aged. His pancake base 

was a little lighter than Jason's youthful tan. Shading 

around the temples, cheoks, eyes, and under the chin 

emphasized this middle age. His hair was pulled neatly 

behind the ears and was left a natural black. His short, 

but neatly trimmed beard added age and stature to the 

character. 
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Aegeus 

Aegeus was the eldest character in the play. His 

base make-up was the light color used by the Nurse and the 

Tutor. His shading around the eyes, ten5>les, cheeks, nose, 

mouth, chin, and forehead was much greater than that of 

either the Nurse or the Tutor. His feet and hands were 

treated in the same degree. His hair and beard were both 

sprayed white. 

Chorus 

The Chorus wore what is often termed "straight" 

make-up which is the application of some base, rouge, and 

eye shadow. The base was a light base that had some pink 

to suggest an age of under thirty. Rouge was light red or 

pink and was used sparingly. The eye shadow varied with 

the actress, but was either a light green or light blue. 

Their hair was pulled severely back into tight buns. Com-

pared to Medea's make-up, the Chorus looked plain and un-

interesting. 

Cbildren 

The boys wore the tan pancake base worn by Jason. 

Rouge was applied to their cheeks also. Hair was allowed 

to fall naturally. Their bodies were made up with the tan 
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pancake. Stage blood was smeared over their bodies in the 

final scene. 

Slave 

The Slave's make-up followed the same pattern that 

Jason used. The make-up attempted to produoe "as perfect 

a face as possible" through correction. Jason associated 

himself with and surrounded himself by beautiful people. 

His Slave would be exception. Jason would never have an 

ugly Slave. 

PUBLICITy 

The publicity was divided into three categories; 

posters and mailers, newspaper articles, and displays. 

The posters were designed by students from an 

allied arts class on caii5)us. The one selected displayed 

a stylized Medea driving her chariot to Athens at the 

moment when the play closes. It depicts her escape and 

triui?5>h over Jason. Because the play is modern, the 

colors selected were magenta and fuchsia against a black 

background. The effect was stark, contemporary and 

slightly romantio. The mailers, on the other hand, did 

not fit into the design scheme sinoe a uniform layout and 

logo were chosen to serve for the entire season at the 

Laboratory Theatre. 
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The newspaper articles were written early when the 

production went into rehearsal. There were sent to the 

University Daily and the Avalanche-Journal. The first 

publicity releases announced the cast and presented the 

production concept. After these initial releases, articles 

based on Jeffers' treatment of Medea and his doctrine of 

inhumanism appeared in the newspapers. As the production 

date neared, articles were sent to the local newspapers 

stressing production approach and human interest. One 

article centered around the function of the Laboratory 

Theatre and the Jeffers' production of Medea. Another 

story was based on Charles Kerr's designs for the costumes. 

Two other articles stressed the importance of the Chorus 

and Miss Gurun's Turkish accent in relation to the play. 

During the week prior to Medea's opening, numerous photo-

graphs appeared in the papers along with box office infor-

mation. 

Two displays were designed to arouse interest in the 

production and to create atmosphere. A library display 

included costume plates and some rehearsal photographs of 

Miss Gurun in her costurae as Medea. The lobby display at 

the Laboratory Theatre included production photogrephs for 

patrons to observe before performances, during intermission, 

and at the performance's conclusion. The main function was 

to create a theatrical atmosphere in the Speech Building. 





CHAPTER III 

AUDITIONS, REHEARSALS AND 

PERFORMANCES 

AUDITIONS 

Auditions began on Septeraber 8. One week prior 

to that time the following raeasures vjere taken to publicize 

auditions among students on the carapus: 

1 . Notes were sent to all faculty raerabers in 

the Departraent of Speech and Theatrr- Arts and the Depart-

ment of English requesting that auditions be announced in 

their classes, 

2. Posters announcing the auditions were placed 

in buildings throughout the carapus. 

3. Scripts and audition information were pre-

pared and distributed to interested people frora the Labora-

tory Theatre office. 

1|.. The University Daily announced the auditions. 

The auditions were held at the scheduled tiraes 

on September 8 and 9. A "call-back" session was held on 

Thursday, September 10. The casting was decided that 

evening and posted on the call boards at both the Labora-

tory and University Theatres. 

100 
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Castlng was difficult. Several talented women 

attended the auditions, but the lack of equally talented 

men attending these sessions was not encouraging. However, 

the play was cast three days after the initial audition 

session. In order to capitalize on Medea's foreign nature, 

a graduate student-actress, Miss Dikmen Gurun, was awarded 

the title role. Playing opposite her was a fresbman actor, 

Mr. Richard Privitt. His tall and Anglo-Saxon appearance 

contrasted excellently with Miss Gurun's Eastern features. 

The Chorus consisted of three women who were selected 

because of their uniform heights and voices. Miss Dee 

Rollo was assigned the role of the Pirst Woman. The part 

of the Second Woman was originally played by Miss Leigh 

Caskey, but she withdrew from the production because of 

illness. Miss Caskey was replaced by Miss Jane Ann Cummings 

The Third Woman, Miss Kathy Kvale, had a regional dialect 

and stiffness in delivery of her lines. The Nurse was 

portrayed by Miss Gertrude Marchbanks. Miss Marchbanks 

was the replacement of another actress who failed to attend 

a rehearsal and was dismissed from the production. Mr. 

Jack Leard and his brother, Mr. Joe Glenn Leard, played 

Medea's children. They were exceedingly well behaved and 

very cooperative. Joe Glenn was not cast in the production 

originally, but replaced a small child who was simply too 

shy to appear on the stage. Both of the Leard children had 

a sense of stage presence. Their father, Mr. Joe Leard, 
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acted in the role of Creon. His large appearance plus 

his long black hair and beard gave him the physical appear-

ance of power that Creon required. His voice had a 

rhetorical quality that was also appropriate for the 

character. Aegeus, acted by Mr. Wade Parks, was given 

age through his voice which had a quiver. Mr. Terry 

Marrs played the Tutor. He had a short body which seemed 

suitable for the character. Mr. Marrs unfortunately had 

a lisp. The role of Jason's Slave was acted by Mr. Mark 

Johnson who looked Anglo-Saxon and who moved quickly and 

with assurance. 

The "Tryout Material for Medea," a copy of which 

follows on pages IO3-IO5, was designed in an effort to 

promote better readings at auditions. Scenes to be read 

during auditions were listed. However, students did not 

use this guide and it did not serve to stimulate preparation 

as intended. 
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TRYOUT MATERUL POR MEDEA 

Open tryouts: Laboratory Theatre (Speech Building). 
Tuesday and Wednesday, September 8 and 9. 
3:30 and 7:30 P.M. 

Call-backs: To be posted on University Theatre and 
Laboratory Theatre call boards. 

Cast and crew meeting: Priday, September 11, Laboratory 

Theatre, 5:00 ?.1^1. 

Technical and dress rehearsals: October 8-11;. 

Performances: October 15-19» 

Possible hold-over performances: October 20-25« 

The Play 

The Robinson Jeffers version of Euripides' MEDEA, 
is a symbolic drama involving Jeffers' concept of inhuraan-
ism. Medea serves as the active forc«3 of nature, wild 
and responsive to primitive instincts, whereas Jason 
represents civilization, self-centered in its hypocrisy. 
The play begins after Jason has abandoned his mistress, 
Medea, for a political marriage with the daughter of Creon, 
head of the Corinthian state. Medea plunges into despair 
and her hatred of Jason and Creon builds, giving her 
strength to seek revenge, by killing her own and Jason's 
children. She causes the death of Creon and his daughter, 
then ceremoniously slaughters her two boys as Jason 
returns to a final confrontation with Medea. Realizing 
that the death of the boys will break Jason's spirit, she 
presents their bodies to him and leaves for Athens. The 
play concludes as Jason is left on stage, destroyed, with 
no reason to continue living. 

The Roles 

There are 5 uien, 5 women and 2 boys. 

Medea—is a woman capable of expressing all emotions through 
her basic primitive nature. As the play begins she is 
seen as an animal, caged and desiring freedora. Her drive 
for revenge is a natural result of her personality. 
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Jason--reveals a warra and paternal nature in his scene 
with the two boys. His actions toward Medea expose an 
insensitive, self-centered personality. He serves as a 
shai»p contrast to Medea. 

Creon—is in his late forties. He is a raan convinced of 
his own importance and because of this, he tends to disraiss 
the feelings of others in executing his role as the head 
of the Corinthian state. Unyielding and relentless, he 
chooses a course of action and sees it through. 

Aegeus--the elderly head of state frora Athens, is sorae-
what weaker than Creon and Jason. Having genuine corapas-
sion toward Medea, he displays a raellowed nature that 
often coraes with age. 

Nur3e--raised Medea and was a substitute for her raother. 
She suffers as does Medea; yet she lacks the strength to 
rise above the suffering. Often hysterical, rauch of her 
action lacks direction and purpose. 

Tutor--enjoys gossip. He is dedicated, however, to Medea 
as elderly servants often are, especiaíly after serving 
for raany years. As a servant, he understands his respon-
sibility as guardian of the boys. 

Slave--is youthful, athletic with corapassion for Medea. 
He briefly explains the deaths of Creon and his daughter 
and advises Medea to run away. This is surely what he 
would do in similar circurastances. His concern, like that 
of all other characters except Medea, is for physical 
welfare. 

Chorus--is coraposed of three woraen who represent the Greek 
idea of raoderation--i. e. civilization. They are cora-
posed and appear to be interested in the justice of Medea's 
situation. They praise the achievements of raan, as opposed 
to Medea who explains that she acts according to nature. 
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Tryout Scenes 

SCENE 

1 

2 

3 

k 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

11; 

PAGES CHARACTERS 

9-11 Nurse 

13-1 7 Nurse , Medea, 
Chorus Woraen 

17-18 Medea 

20-27 Medea 
Creon 

29-30 

31-36 

37-39 

li-0-i;7 

I;8-50 

61-61; 

65-68 

69-70 

70-71; 

77-81 

Medea, Nurse, 
First Woraan 

Jason 
Medea 

Medea, Chorus 
Woraen 

Aegeus, Medea, 
Nurse 

Medea, Nurse 

Medea, Chorus 
Woraen 

Medea 
Tutor, Slave 

Medea, Nurse 

Medea, Nurse, 
First Woraan 

Medea, Jason 

EXPLANATION 

Prologue 

Nurse's speech beginning, 
"Oh, it's a bad thing" 
through Medea's entrance. 

Her entering speech. 

Creon's entrance through 
Medea's "I will thank you 
and the whole world will 
hear of it." 

Nurse's speech through 
Medea's last speech. 

Jason's entrance through 
Jason's line "You were 
that instruraent." 

"This is it" to the end 
of page 39. 

Aegeus' entrance through 
his exit. 

Medea's speech to the end 
of Act I. 

"Rejoice" through Kedea's 
line "Presently soraeone 
will bring us news." 

Tutor's entrance through 
Slave's exit. 

Nurse's entrance through 
page 70. 

Top of page through Medea's 
exit. 

Medea's entrance to the 
end of Act II. 
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REHEARSALS 

Rehearsals followed the usual raethod of rehearsing 

a play: study, blocking, enrichraent, run-through, techni-

cal and dress perforraances. Since elaborate rehearsal 

records were not raaintained, only a brief and sketchy 

summary of rehearsals is presented. 

One read-through was scheduled prior to blocking 

rehearsals. All cast members were present and questions 

of interpretation were exarained as well as points of 

interest such as syrabolism, structure and basic charac-

terization. 

In order to conserve cast raerabers' tirae, blocking 

sessions were scheduled by rehearsal scenes. The second 

week of rehearsal required a shift in schedule since the 

actress playing the Nurse was replaced. The production 

stage manager blocked the new actress playing the Nurse 

while the director worked with other actors. 

The third week of rehearsal concentrated on 

asserabling the play in larger units to focus on the work 

as a whole piece, rather than individual units. Each act 

was divided into two sections, rehearsed without interrup-

tion. These sessions were followed by notes from the 

director concerning blocking, delivery, interpretation, 

eraphasis, unity, and ensemble. 
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The fourth week included run-through rehearsals 

followed by director's notes. These enrichraent rehearsals 

attempted to allow the play to reach its emotional peaks 

through the actors' concentration on the play. No inter-

ruptions were allowed and all cuing ceased. 

Technical rehearsals began on October 8 and con-

tinued through October 11, with new technical items added 

each day. One departure from the traditional raanner of 

scheduling technical rehearsals in the Departraent of 

Speech and Theatre Arts was the disraissal of the cast 

during the long lighting technical rehearsal on October 9. 

DresE rehearsals afforded the cast the opportunity 

to work on the total effect of the play and to develop 

enserable that raight have been lost during technical sessions 

Final dress rehearsal was a preview perforraance with an 

invited audience. 
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REHEARSAL SCHEDULE 
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Fr iday , Septeraber 11 

5:00 - 6:00 P.M. F i r s t raeeting 

Saturday, Septeraber 12 

10:00 - i;:00 P.M. Read through 

Monday, Septeraber ^k 

Cast and crews 

Cast 

6:30 -
7:00 -

7:30 -
7:1;5 -
8:00 -
8:15 -
8:14-5 -

9:15 -

Tuesday, 

6:30 -
7:00 -
7:30 -

8:30 -
9:00 -
9:30 -

10:30 • 

7:00 P.M. 
7:30 P.M. 

7:14-5 P.M. 
8:00 P.M. 
8:15 P.M. 
8:Í4.5 p.M. 
9:15 P.M. 

10:14-5 P.M. 

Septeraber 1 

7:00 P.M. 
7:30 P.M. 
8:30 P.M. 

9:00 P.M. 
9:30 P.M. 
10:30 P.M. 

- 11:00 P.M. 

Wednesday, Septeraber 

k:30 -
10:30 -

Thursday, 

6:30 -
7:00 -
7:30 -
8:00 -
8:30 -

5:30 P.M. 
- 11:30 P.M. 

p Septeraber 

7:00 P.M. 
7:30 P.M. 
8:00 P.M. 
8:30 P.M. 
9:00 P.M. 

Scene 
Scene 

Scene 
Scene 
Scene 
Scene 
Scene 

Scene 

5 

Scene 
Scene 

2 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

8 

2 
6 

Scenes 5-10 

Scene 
Scene 
Scene 

Scene 

16 

Scene 

12 
11̂  
13 

15 

11 
Scenes 11-15 

17 

Scene 
Scene 

17 
18 

Scenes 20,21 
Scene 
Scene 

23 
2k 

Nurse 
Nurse i 
(Medea 
until ' 
Nurse, 
Nurse, 
Nurse, 
Nurse, 
Nurse, 
Medea 
Medea, 

Nurse 
Medea 
Nurse, 
Creon 
Medea, 
Nurse, 
Medea, 
Woraan, 
Medea, 
Woman 

Medea, 
Medea, 
Nurse, 

Medea 
Medea, 
Medea, 
Medea, 
Medea, 
Chorus 

and Chorus 
not required 
7:20) 
Chorus j 
Chorus, 
Chorus, 
Chorusj 

, Medea 
, Medea 
, Medea 
, Medea 

First Woman, 

Creon 

Medea, 

Chorus 
Chorus 
Nurse, 
Aegeus 
Nurse, 

Jason 
Jason, 
Chorus 

Nurse, 
Chorus 
Tutor, 
Slave, 

Chorus, 

First 

First 

Aegeus, 

Chorus 

Chorus 
Tutor, 
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9:00 - 9:1|.5 P.M. 
9:14-5 - 10 :30 P.M. 

F r i d a y , Septeraber 18 

6 :30 - 8:00 P.M. 

8 :00 P.M.— 

S a t u r d a y , Septeraber 19 

10 :00 - 11 :00 A.M. 
11 :00 A.M. - 12:00 

P.M. 

12 :00 - 12:30 P.M. 
1:00 - 1:30 P.M. 
1:30 - 2 :00 P.M. 

2 :00 - 2 :30 P.M. 

2 :30 - 3:00 P.M. 

Sunday, Septeraber 20 

6:30 - 8:00 P.M. 

8:00 P.M.--

Monday, Septeraber 21 

6:00 - 6:30 P.M. 
6:30 - 7:15 P.M. 

7:15 - 8:30 P.M. 
7:15 - 10:00 P.M. 

Scene 25 
Scene 29 

Reraaining 
Scenes in 
Act I to be 
blocked 
Act I 

Scene 19 
Scene 19 

Scene 22 
Scene 26 
Scene 26 

Scene 27 

Scene 28 

Reraaining 
Scenes in 
Act II to 
be blocked 
Act II 

8:30 -
9:15 -
10:00 

9:15 P.M. 
10:00 P.M. 
- 10:30 P.M 

Scene 9 
Scene 2 

Scene 5 
Scene 5 
Scenes 3-6, 
8, 10, 11, 
13-15, 18, 
19, 25-28 
Scene 6 
Scene 8 
Scene I4. 

Medea, Nurse 
Medea, Jason 

To be posted 

Entire cast 

Jason, Medea 
Jason, Medea, Nurse, 
Chorus, Tutor, 
Children 
Chorus 
Medea 
Medea, Nurse, First 
Woraan, Children 
Medea, Nurse, Chorus, 
Children 
Nurse , J a son , Chorus 

To be pos t ed 

Entire Cast except 
Creon and Aegeus 

Chorus, Medea 
Nurse with stage 
raanager 
Chorus, Medea 
Chorus, Medea 
Nurse with stage 
raanager 

Chorus, Medea 
Chorus, Medea, Creon 
Nurse, Medea, Tutor, 
Chorus 
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Scenes 12,11| 
Scene 11 

Scene I3 

Act II 

Tuesday^ September PP 

5:30 - 6:30 P.M. 
6:30 - 7:1|5 P.M. 

7:1̂ 5 - 8:30 P.M. 

8:30 P.M.— 

Wednesday, September 23 

6:00 - 7:00 P.M. Scenes in 
Act II 

10:30 - 11:30 P.M. Soenes in 
Act II 

Thursday, September 2^ 

7:00 - 10:30 P.M. 

Friday, September 2^ 

6:00 - 7:30 P.M. 
7:30 - 9:00 P.M. 
9:00 - 10:30 P.M. 

Sunday, September 27 

8:30 - 11:00 P.M. 

Monday, September 28 

7:00 - 7:30 P.M. 
7:30 P.M.— 

Scenes in 
Act II 

Scene 11 
Scene 19 
Scenes 28,29 

Medea moves 
Into Lab 
Theatre 

Photographs 
Scenes 1-8 

Tuesday, September 29 

7:00 P.M.— Scenes 9-15 

Wednesday, September 30 

7:00 P.M.-- Scenes 16-22 

Cborus 
Nurse, Medea, Jason 
Chorus, Slave 
Aegeus, Medea, Nurse, 
Chorus 
Everyone except Creon 
and Aegeus 

To be posted 

To be posted 

To be posted 

Medea, Jason 
Medea, Jason 
Medea, Jason 

Cast and crews 

Medea 
Everyone except 
Aegeus, Jason, and 
Slave 

Everyone except Creon 

Everyone except Creon 
and Aegeus 
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Tbursday, October 1 

7:00 P.M.— 

Priday. October 2 

7:00 P.M.— 

Saturday, October g 

1 :00 P.M.— 

^unday, October k 

1 :00 P.M.— 
7:00 P.M.— 

Monday, October g 

7:00 P.M.— 

Tuesday, October 6 

7:00 P.M.— 

Wednesday, October 7 

6:00 P.M.— 

Thursday, October 8 

6:00 F.M.— 

Friday, October 9 

6:00 P.M.— 

Saturday, October 10 

1 :00 P.M.— 

Scenes 23-29 Everyone except Creon 
and Aegeus 

Acts I and II Entire oast 

Acts I and II Entire cast 

Scenes To be posted 
Acts I and II Entire cast 

Acts I and II Entire cast 

Acts I and II Entire cast 

Acts I and II Entire cast and 
for crews crews 

Technical re- Entire cast, set 
hearsal—props and prop crews 
and set 

Technical re-
hearsal--props 
set, lights 

Props, set and 
light crews only 

Technical re- Entire cast and 
hear3al--props, prop, set, lights 
set, lights, and costume crews 
costumes 
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Sundayy October 11 

1 :00 P.M.— Technical re- Entire cast and 
hearsal—props, crews 
set, lights, 
costumes, 
make-up 

Monday, October 12 

8:15 P.M. 

Tuesday, October l^ 

8:15 P.M. 

Wednesday, October II4. 

8:15 P.M. 

Thursday, October 15 

8:15 P.M. 

Friday, October 16 

8:15 P.M. 

Saturday, October 17 

7:00 P.M. 

9:45 P.M. 

Sunday, October 18 

8:15 P.M. 

Monday, October 19 

8:15 P.M. 

Dress 
rehearsal 

Dress 
rehearsal 

Cast and crews 

Cast and crews 

Preview Cast and crews 
performance 
with audience 

First 
perforraance 

Second 
performance 

Third 
performance 
Fourth 
performance 

Pifth 
performanoe 

Sixth 
performance 

Cast and crews 

Cast and crews 

Cast and crews 

Cast and crews 

Cast and crews 

Cast and crews 
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Tuesday, October 20 

8:15 P.M. 

Wednesday, October 21 

8:15 P.M, 

10:30 P.M. 

Seventh 
performance 
(Hold-over) 

Eighth 
performance 
(Hold-over) 
Strike 

Gast and orews 

Cast and crews 

Entire cast and 
crews 
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PERFORMANCES 

The first five perforraances were sirailar in that 

the actors seeraed to be in character and thinking alertly. 

There were not full houses for the two perforraances on 

Saturday night, and it was anticipated that the perforraances 

would be "down." Yet, energy levels were still as intense 

as on opening night and the perforraances were very good. 

Beginning with the sixth perforraance, the show 

retained its intensity, but the emotion was superficial. 

Sincerity of expression and eraotion were raissing. However, 

dialogue was delivered with technical proficiency and 

movemont was properly tiraed, and perfoi»raances seeraed to 

retain impact. 
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'ZZZk T: 

PROMPT BOOK SYMBOLS 

DR DRC DC DLC DL 

V77A 

A Aegeus 

Cr Creon 

C1 Older child 

C2 Younger child 

PW Pirst Woman of Corinth 

J Jason 

CHARACTER SYMBOLS 

M Medea 

N Nurse 

S Slave 

SW Second Woraan of Corinth 

T Tutor 

TW Third Woman of Corinth 

MISCELLANEOUS SYMBOLS 

(g^) E refers to Electric and the number fdllowing refers 
to the cue number. 

x--Means crosses or cross, indicating movement. 
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Moveraent and B u s i n e s s Technip.a] Cxm^ 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 
(D) 

F;̂  enters UR with hand 
cyrabols, followed by 
SW and TW, x RC, 2C, 
5ULC, 1L, DR, 1R and 
sit. 
N enters UL x 5ULC 
with torches, places inl 
bases. 
N X D on 5ULC. 
N X DC. 

(E—Preset and House) 
House up full, ULC 
area diraly lighted. 
General stage up to 
1/Ij., N special, 
Chorus special up 
full. 
ULC up to 3/1̂.. 
ULC and Chorus 
special 2 out, side 
forestage up to 1/2. 

(E1) 

(E2) 
(E3) 
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ACT ONE 

SCENE ONE 

(E—Preset and House) 

(E1) 

(A) 

SCENE TWO 

THE NURSE: (B)(E2)(C) 

I wish the long ship Argo had never passed that peri-

lous channel between the Syraplegades, 

I wish the pines that raade her raast and her oars still 

waved in the wind on Mount Pelion, and the gray 

fishhawk 

(E3) Still nested in thera, ^ the great adventurers had never 

voyaged 

Into the Asian sunrise to the shores of raorning for the 

^ -.o m (D) Golden Fleece^ 

For then ray raistress Medea 

Would never have seen Jason, nor loved and saved hira, 

nor cut herself off frora horae to corae with hira 

Into this country of the srailing chattering Greeks and 

the roofs of Corinth: over which I see evil 
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CHART OF MDVEMENT 

Tli 

Vhi 

Anc 

Anc 

Movement and B u s i n e s s 

(A) 
(B) 

(C) 

N X DR. 
N X C with back to 
audience, pauses, then 
faces full front. 
N X DL. 

T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(El^) DR-DC up t o 1 /2 . 
Tha 

Lie 

She 

An 
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Hang like a cloud. For she is not raeek but fierce, and 

the daughter of a king. 

(̂ Ŷet at first all went well. 

The folk of Corinth were kind to her, they were proud 

of her beauty, and Jason loved her. Happy is the 

house 

Where the man and the woman^^^love and are faithful.^^' 

Now all is changed; all is black hatred. For Jason 

has turned from her; he calls the old bond a bar-

barian mating, not a Greek marriage; he has cast 

her off 

And wedded the yellow-haired child of Creon, the 

ruler here. He wants worldly advantage, fine friends, 

And a high place in Corinth. For these he is willing to 

cast Medea like a harlot, and betray the children 

That she has borne him. He is not wise, I think 

^^^But Medea 

Lies in the house, broken with pain and rage; she will 

neither eat nor drink, except her own tears, 

She turns her face toward the earth, reraerabering her 

father's house and her native land, which she 

abandoned 

For the love of this raan: who now despises her. 

And if I try to speak corafort to her she only stares at rae. 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) N X DR. 
(B) T enters DL with 01 and 

02 who X 5ULC and sit, 
T X DLC. 

(E5) Forestage up to 3/k» 
(E6--cut) 
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great eyes like stones. She is like a stone on the 

shore 

Or a wave of the sea, ^^^) and I think she hates 

Even her ohildren.^ ' 

She is learning what it is to be a foreigner, 

cast out, alone and despised. 

She will never learn to be humble, she will never leam 

to drink insult 

Like harmless water. 0 I'm in terror of her: whether 

she*ll thread a knife through her own heart, 

Or whether she*ll hunt the bridegroom and his new 

bride, {E6--cut) or what more dreadful evil stalks in 

the forest 

Of her dark mind. I know that Jason would have been 

wiser to teD5)t a lioness, or naked-hsinded 

Steal the whelps of a tiger.^^^ 

SCENE THREE 

Here comes the happy 

children. Little they know 

Of their mother's grief. 

THE TUTOR: 

Old servant of my lady, why do 

you stand out here, keeping watch in solitude 

With those grim eyes? Is it some trouble of your own that 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus ines s 

(A) N X t o T a t DLC, t h e n 
p u l l s hira back DR. 

T e c h n i c a l Cues 

«3 

So 

Olc 

You 

Gla 

T 

Knoi 

l 
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you are laraenting? I should think Medea 

Would need your care. 

THE NURSE: 

It is all one to Medea, whether I ara there or here. Yes, 

it is mine, 

My trouble. My lady's grief is my grief. And it has 

hurt me 

So that I had to corae out and speak it to the earth and 

sky. 

THE TUTOR: 

Is she still in that deep despair? 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

You are lucky, 

Old watchdog of Jason's boys. I envy you, 

You do not see her. This evil is not declining, it is just 

at dawn. I dread the lion-eyed 

Glare of its noon. 

THE TUTOR: 

Is she so wrought? Yet neither you 

nor Medea 

Knows the latest and worst. 

THE NURSE: 

What? What? 
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Moveraent and Business 

(A) N tugs at T and pulls T 
more DR. 

(B) T X DC to check on 01 
and 02, then x DR to N. 

(0) N X 20, then back DRC 
to T. 

Technical Cues 
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THE TUTOR: 

I shouldn't 

have spoken. 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

Tell me the truth, old raan. You and I are 

two slaves, we can trust each other, 

We can keep secrets. 

THE TUTOR: ^̂ ^ 

I heard thera saying—when we walked 

beside the holy fountain Peirene, 

Where the old raen sit in the sun on the stone benches 

—they were saying that Creon, the lord of this 

land, 

Intends to drive out Medea and the children with her, 

ÍE7) these innocent boys, out of this house^ '' 

And out of Corinth, and they raust wander through the 

wild world 

Horaeless and helpless. 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

I don't believe it. Ah, nol Jason 

may hate the raother, but he would hardly 

Let his sons be cast out. 

THE TUTOR: 

Well—he has raade a new alliance. 

He is not a friend of this house. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

li 

Li£ 

Movement and Business 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 

(D) 
(E) 

N and T x DR. 
N X 20. 
N X DR to T, T X 20 
exits with 01 and 02 UR. 
N X Ij-ULC. 
N X 3ULC. 

(E8) 
(E9) 

Technical Cues 

ULC rear up full. 
DR and DL up nearly 
full, C up full, side 
forestage out, side 
center and side ULC up 
to 3/l|.. 
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THE NURSE: ^̂ ^̂  

If this were truel 

SCENE FOUR 

(A) 
THE NURSE: ' 

Listen! I hear her voice. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Death. Death is my wish. For myself, my enemies, my 

children. Destruction. 

THE NURSE: ^^^ 

Take the children away, keep thera away frora her. 

Take thera to the other door. Quickly. 

MEDEA: 

That's the word. Grind, crush, burn. Destruction. Ai-

Ai--

(D)(E9) 
THE NURSE: ^ '̂  ^' 

This is ray terror: 

To hear her always harking back to the children, like a 

fierce hound at fault. 0 unhappy one, 

They're not to blarae. 

MEDEA: 

If any god hears rae: let rae die. 

Ah, rotten, rotten, rotten: death is the only 

(E) 
Water to wash this dirt. 
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CHART OF MDVEMENT 

To 

And 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) 
(B) 
(c) 
(D) 

N sits. 
N rises. 
N X DR. 
FW, SW, TW rise. 
FW X ii-ULC. 
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(A) 

THE NURSE: ^ ' 

Oh, it's a bad thing 

To be born of high race, and brought up wilful and power-

ful in a great house, unruled. 

And ruling raany: for then if raisfortune coraes it is 

unendurable, it drives you raad. I say that poor 

people 

Are happier: the little coraraoners and hurable people, the 

poor in spirit: they can lie low 
(B) Under the wind and liver^ 

while the tall oaks and cloud-

raking mountain pines go raad in the storra, 

Writhe, groan and crash. 

MEDEA: 

Ai! 

THE NURSE: ^^^ 

This is the wild and terrible justice of God: it brings 

on great persons 

The great disasters. 

MEDEA: 

Ai!!l(I^) 

SCENE FIVE 

THE NURSE: 

What do you want? 
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CHART OF MDVEMENT 

Moveraent and B u s i n e s s T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(A) FW X 1DL. 
(B) SW X 2C. 
(C) TW X 1R. 
(D) N X C to steps. 
(E) TW and SW focus ULC. 
(F) FW kneels facing UR. 
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FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

I hear her crying again: it is 

dreadful. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^^^ 

Her laraentation. 

She is beautiful and deep in grief: we couldn't help 

coming. 

THIRD WOMAN: ^^) 

We are friends of this house and its trouble hurts us. 

THE NURSE: 

You are right, friends; it is not a horae. It is broken. 

A house of grief and of weeping. 

MEDEA: 

Hear rae, God, let rae die. 

What I need: ^ 'all dead, all dead, all dead 

Under the great cold stones. For a year and a thousand 

(E) years and^ 'another thousand: cold as the stones, 

cold, 

But noble again, proud, straight and silent, crirason-

cloaked 

In the blood of our wounds. 

FIRST WOI^: ^^^ 

0 shining sky, divine earth, 

Harken not to the song that this woraan sings. 

It is not her raind's rausic; her raind is not here. 



/^ 
^j^^^f^ 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) SW X 1DL to PW and 
places hands on shoul-
ders of FW. 

(B) PW rises, x 20, faces 
ULC, N X Ij-ULC. 

(C) TW X DRi PW and SW face 
D. 
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She does not know what she prays for. 

Pain and wrath are the singers. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Unhappy one, 

Never pray for death, never pray for death, 

He is here all too soon. 

He strikes frora the clear sky like a hawk, 

He hides behind green leaves, or he waits 

Around the corner of the wall. 

0 never pray for death, never pray for death— 

Because that prayer will be answered. 

MEDEA: 

1 know poisons. I know the bright teeth of steel, I 

know fire. But I will not be raocked by ray eneraies,^^ 

And I will not endure pity. Pity and conterapt are 

sister and brother, twin-born. I will not die taraely. 

I will not allow blubber-eyed pity, nor conterapt either, 

to snivel over the stones of ray torab. 

I am not a Greek woman. 

THIRD WOMAl>í: ^^^ 

No, a barbarian woraan frora savage 

Colchis, at the bitter end 

Of the Black Sea. Does she boast of that? 

SECOND WOMAN: 

She doesn't 

know what she is saying. 



_ / 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus ines s T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(A) N X RC, SW X 3L« 
(B) PW X near N at 20 and 

kneels. 
(0) FW rises. 

It 
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MEDEA: 

Poisons. Death-raagic. ^^^The sharp sword. The heirQ) 

rope. Death-magic. 

Death— 

SECOND WOMAN: 

I hate Jason, who made this sorrow. 

FIRST WOMAl^: ^^^ 

Old and honored servant of a great house, do you think 

it is wise 

To leave your lady alone in there, except perhaps a 

few slaves, building that terrible acropolis 

Of deadly thoughts? We Greeks believe that solitude 

is very dangerous, great passions grow into 

monsters 

In the dark of the mind; but if you share thera with 

loving friends they reraain huraan, they can be 

endured. 

MEDEA: 

Ail 

FIRST WOMAN: ^^) 

I think you ought to persuade Medea to corae frora the 

dark dwelling, and speak with us, before her heart 

breaks, 

Or she does harra to herself. She has lived araong us, 

we've learned to love her, we'd gladly tell her so. 

It might comfort her spirit. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus ines s T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(A) PW and N x L, SW x DR 
to TW. 

(B) M enters UL x 5ULC. 
(C) N X UL. 
(D) SW and TW x DR a few 

steps. 

(EIO) General stage up to 
1/2. 
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THE NURSE: ^^^^' 

Do you think so? She 

wouldn't listen^^' 

SCENE SIX 

—Oh, oh, she is coraingl 

(B) Speak carefully to her: make your words a soft music. ' 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

Oh, my dear, my poor child. 

SECOND WOMAN: 

They say she is dangerous. Look at her eyes. 

FIRST WOMAN: 

She is a witch, but not evil. She can raake old raen young 

again: she did it for Jason's father. 

THIRD WOMAN: 

All the people of her country are witches. They know about 

drugs and raagic. They are savages, but they have a 

wild wisdora. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Poor soul, it hasn't helped this one rauch. 

MEDEA: 

I will look at the light of the sun, this last tirae. I 

wish frora that blue sky the white wolf of lightning 

Would leap, and burst ray skull and my brain, and like 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) M X D on 5ULC and 
collapses. 

(B) M rises x LC, N and FW 
counter L. 

(0) M X RC and then faces 
DL. 

(D) M turns violently DR, 
SW and TW raove DR. 

(E) M X L to N and PW. 

(E11) General stage up to 

3/4. 
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a burning babe cling to these breasts— Ail — Ail^^) 

Someone is here? 

I did not know I had visitors. '^l— Woraen 

of Corinth: 

If anything has been spoken too loudly here, consider 

That I believed I was alone; and I have sorae provocation. 

You've corae— let rae suppose 

With love and sympathy— to peer at my sorrow. I under-

stand well enough 

That nothing is ever private in a Greek city; whoever 

withholds anything 

Is thought sullen or proud— 

underaocratic 

I think you call it. (̂ ) (E11 )rpî ig ^g not always just, 

but we know that justice, at least on earth, 

Is a narae, not a fact; and as for rae, I wish to avoid 

any appearance 

Of being—proud. Of what? Of affliction? ^^'I will show 

you my naked heart. 

You know that ray lord Jason 

Has left rae and raade a second raarriage, with the 

bright-haired child 

Of wealth and power. ^^^I too was a child of power, but 

not in this country; and I spent ray power 

For love of Jason. I poured it out before hira like water, 
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CHART OF MDVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus ines s T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(A) 
(B) 

(C) 

M X DC. 
M X 5ULC as if to exit, 
sees the house and vio-
lently swings around 
facing full.front. 
FW X DR. 

(E12) ULC up nearly full 
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I made him drink it like wine. I gave him 

Success and fame; I saved hira his precious life; not once, 

(A) many times. ^ 'You raay have heard what I did for hira: 

I betrayed my father for him, I killed my brother to save 

him; I made my own land to hate rae forever; 

And I fled west with Jason in the Greek ship, under the 

thunder of the sail, weeping and laughing, 

That huge journey through the Black Sea and the Bosphorus, 

where the rocks clang together, through the Sea of 

Marraora, 

And through Hellespont, 

watched by the spearraen of 

wealthy Troy, '̂ ''̂ 'and horae to Greek water: his horae, 

my exile, 

My endless exile.^^ 

And here I have loved hira and borne hira 

sons; and this—man— 

Has left me and taken Creon's daughter, to enjoy her 

fortune, and put aside her soft yellow hair 

And kiss her young mouth. 

SCENE SEVEN 

(C) 
FIRST WOMAN: 

She is terrible. Stone with stone eyes. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) FW, SW, TW close in, 
N X UL. 

(B) M X 2L. 
(C) FW X 5ULC. 



SECOND WOMAN: ^^' 

Look: the foam-flake on her lip, that flickers with her 

breathing. 

THIRD WOMAN: 

She is pitiable: she is under great injuries. 

MEDEA: 

I do not know what other woman— I do not know how much a 

Greek woman 

Will endure. The people of my race are soraewhat rash and 

interaperate. As for rae, I want siraply to die. 

But Jason is not to sraile at his bride over ray grave, nor 

that great raan Creon 

Hang wreaths and raake a feast-day in Corinth. (̂ lor let 

the wreaths be bright blinding fire, and the songs 

a high wailing, 

And the wine, blood. 

FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Daughter of sorrow, beware. 

It is dangerous to dreara of wine; it is worse 

To speak of wailing or blood: 

For the iraages that the raind raakes 

Find a way out, they work into life. 

MEDEA: 

Let thera work into lifel 
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CHART OF MDVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) TW X 5ULC. 
(B) FW, SW, TW X 1RC. 
(C) N X 1L. 
(D) Cr enters DL x 1RC. 
(E) Cr faces full front. 

(EI3) General stage up full 



THIRD WOMAN: ^^' 

There are evils that cannot be cured by evil. 

Patience reraains, and the gods watch all. 

MEDEA: 

Let them watch my enemies go down in blood. 

1^6 

SCENE EIGHT 

SECOND WOMAN: . (EI3) 

Medea, bewarel 

Some great person is coming— 

It is Creon himself. 

THIRD WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Creon i s coraing. 
(C) 

THE NURSE: 

He is dark with anger. 0 my lady— 

my child—bend in this wind, 

And not be broken! 

CREON: 

You have admirers, I see. Abate your pride: these people 

will not be with you where you are gcing. 

Medea, woman of the stone forehead and hate-filled eyes: 

I have raade ray decision. I have decided 

That you raust leave this land at once and go into 

banishraent 

THREE WOMEN: 

Oohhl 

.(E) 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) M X LC, faces Cr. 

Technical Cues 

(Ellí.) ULC out. 
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CREON: 

with your children. 

THREE WOMEN: 

Oohh. 

CREON: 

I intend to reraove 

A root of disturbance out of the soil of Corinth. I ara 

here to see to it. I will not return horae 

Until it is done. 

MEDEA: 

You raean—banishraent? 

CREON: 

Exile: banishraent: 

go where you raay, Medea, but here 

You abide no raore. 
ÍA) 

MEDEA: ^ ' 
— I with my children? 

CREON: (̂ ^̂^ 

I will not 

take them away from you. 

MEDEA: 

The children, my lord— 

CREON: 

What are you muttering? 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) M X 1L, then x 0, back 
to 1L. 

(B) M X 1RC. 
(C) M X to Cr. 
(D) Cr X DL. 
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MEDEA: 

Nothing—I ara praying to ray gods for wisdora, 

And you for raercy. My sons are still very young, 

tender and helpless. You know, ray lord, 

What exile raeans—to wander with fear and faraine 

for guide and driver, through all the wild winter 

storras 

And the rage of the sun; and beg a bread-crust and be 

derided; pelted with stones in the villages, 

Held a little lower than the scavenger dogs, kicked, 

(B) 
scorned and slaved —the children, ray lord, 

Are Jason's children. Your chosen friend, I believe, 

and now 

(C) Even closer bound. And as for rae, your servant,^ ' 0 

master of Corinth, what have I done? Why 

Must I be cast? 

CREON: ^^^ 

I will tell you frankly: because you 

nourish rancorous ill will toward persons 

Whom I intend to protect: I send you out before you've 

time to do harm here. And you are notorious 

For occult knowledge: sorcery, poisions, raagic. Men 

say you can even sing down the raoon frora heaven, 

And raake the holy stars to falter and run backward, 

against the purpose 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 

Cr X DR, M oounter L. 
M X C. 
Cr X 1RC. 
M X DL. 
M turns to Cr. 
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And current of nature. Ha?^^) As to that I know not: I 

know you are dangerous. You threaten ray daughter: 

you have to go. 

MEDEA: ^^) 

But I wish her well, my lordl I wish her all happiness. 

I hope that Jason may be as kind to her 

As— to me. 

CREON: 

That is your wish? 

MEDEA: 

I misspoke. I thought of 

old days— 

CREON: ^^^ 

I acknowledge, Medea, 

That you have sorae cause for grief. I all the raore raust 

guard against your dark wisdora and bitter heart. 

MEDEA: 

You raisjudge rae cruelly.^^' It is true that I have sorae 

knowledge of drugs and raedicines: I can soraetiraes 

. n (E) cure sickness. 

Is that a crirae? These dark ruraors, ray lord, 

Are only the noise of popular gratitude. 

You must have observed 

it often: if any person 
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Knows a little more than the coramon man, the people 

suspect hira. If he brings a new talent, 

How promptly the hateful whispers begin. But you 

are not a comraon raan, lord of Corinth; you 

Will not fear knowledge. 

CREON: 

No. Nor change ray decision. 

I ara here to see you leave this house and the city: 

And not much time. Move quickly, gather your things 

and go. I pity you, Medea, 

But you raust go. 

MEDEA: 

You pity rae? You—pity rae? 

I will endure a dog's pity or a wart-grown toad's. May 

God who hears rae— We shall see in the end 

Who's to be pitied. 

CREON: ^^^ 

Yes, and I'll keep her safe of your 

feraale hatred: therefore I send you 

Out of this land. 

MEDEA: 

It is not true, I am not jealous. (̂ 1̂ 

never hated her. 

Jealous for tho sake of Jason? I am far past wanting 

Jason, ray lord. You took hira and gave hira to her. 
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CHART OF MDVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) Cr X to M. 
(B) M X 1RC. 
(C) Cr X 20. 
(D) N X 20, then 1RC. 
(E) M turns to Cr. 
(F) M X 20, tries to kiss 

Cr feet, Cr x C. 

Technical Cues 
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And I will say you did well, perhaps wisely. Your daughter 

is loved by all: she is beautiful: if I were near her 

I would soon love her. 

CREON: ^̂ ^ 

You can speak sweetly enough, you can 

make honey in your mouth like a brown bee 

When it serves your turn. 

MEDEA: 

Not honey: the truth. 

CREON: 

Trust you 

or not, you are going out of this country, Medea.^^ 

What I decide is fixed;^^^ 

it is like the firm rocks of Acro-

corinth, which neither earthquake can move 

Nor a flood of tears raelt. Make ready quickly: I have a 

guest in ray house. I should return to hira. 

THE NURSE: 

What guest? 0 ray lady, ask hirâ  

Who is the guest? If powerful and friendly 

He might be a refuge for us— 

MEDEA: '̂ ^ 

I know that your will is granite. But even on the harsh 

face of a granite mountain sorae flowers of raercy 

(F) May grow in season.^ ' Have raercy on ray little sons, Creon, 

Though there is none for rae. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) M looks up. 
(B) M rises. 
(C) M turns R. 
(D) M faces Cr. 
(E) Cr X LC. 
(P) M X LC to Cr. 
(G) M begins pacing DR to 

DL to DR. 

Technical Cues 

Of 
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CREON: 

How long, woraan? This is 

decided; done; finished. 
(A) 

MEDEA: ^^ 
(B) 

I ara not a beggar. 

I will not trouble you.^^' I shall not live long.^ 

Sire: grant rae a few hours yet, one day to prepare in, 

one little day 

Before I go out of Corinth forever. 

CREON: ^^' 

What? No! I told you. 

The day is today, Medea, this day. 

And the hour is now. 

MEDEA: 

There are no flowers on this raountain: 

not one violet, not one aneraone. 

Your face, ray lord, is like flint. —If I could find the 

right words, if sorae god would lend rae a touch of 

eloquence, 

I'd show you ray heart. 

I'd lift it out of ray breast and turn 

it over in ray hands; you'd see how pure it is 

Of any harra or raalice toward you or your household. 

Look at it: not a speck: look,'^' ray lord. They call raercy 

The jewel of kings. I ara praying 
(G) 

To you as to one of the gods: destroy us not utterly.^ 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) M continues pacing to C. 
(B) M X 1DL. 
(C) M turns to Cr, x LC and 

falls to his feet. 
(D) FW and TW x 1RC, SW x 

RC, Cr X RC. 

Technical Cues 
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To go out with no refuge, nothing prepared, 

Is plain death: I would rather kill rayself quickly and 

here. If I had tirae but to ask the slaves 

And strolling beggars where to go, how to live: and I 

must gather sorae raeans: one or two jewels 

And sraall gold things I have, 

to trade thera for bread 

and goat's railk.^^ 

(B) 
Wretched, wretched, wretched I ara, 

(C) 

I and ray boys. 

I beseech you, Creon, 

By the soft yellow hair and cool sraooth forehead and the 

white knees 

Of that young girl who is now Jason's bride: lend rae this 

inch of tirae: one day—half a day. 

For this one is now half gone—and I will go ray sad course 

and vanish in the raorning quietly as dew 

That drops on the stones at dawn and is dry at sunrise. 

You will never again be troubled by any word 

Or act of raine. And this I pray you for your dear child's 

sake. Oh Creon, what is half a day 

In all the rich years of Corinth? 

CREON: 
I will think of it.^^^ I 

am no t y r a n t . 

I have been raerciful t o ray own h u r t , raany t i r aes . 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) Cr faces M. 
(B) Cr turns U and sees 

FW, SW, TW. 
(C) Cr faces M then x 0. 
(D) Cr X DL. 
(E) Cr begins exit DL. 
(F) PW X 20. 

(El5--cut) 
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Even to rayself I seera to be foo l i sh 

thi; 

(B) 

If I grant you this thing—^ ^No, Medea, 

I will not grant it. 

Well—We shall watch you: as a hawk 

does a viper. What harra could she do 

In the tail on one day? A ruler ought to be ruthless, but 

I ara not. I ara a fool 

In ray own eyes, whatever the world raay think. I can be 

(C) gruff with warriors; a woraan weeping^ 

Floods rae off course. —Take it, then. Make your 

preparation. 

But if toraorrow's sun shines on you here—Medea, 

(D) 
you die-

hands 

Enough words.^ ' Thank rae not. I want ray 

Washed of this business. 

MEDEA: (El5--out) 

I will thank you. 

And the whole world will hear of it. 

SCENE NINE 

(P) FIRST WOMAN: ^ ' 

I have seen this raan's arrogance, I watched and heard hira 

I ara of Corinth, and I say the Corinth 

Is not well ruled. 
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Moveraent and Business 

(A) SW X R. 
(B) TW X DR on 1RC. 
(C) M rises. 
(D) M X RC. 
(E) M X R. 
(F) M X D a few steps. 
(G) M X liULC and faces DL 

Technical Cues 
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SECOND WOMAN: 

The city where even a woraan, even a foreigner,^ ' 

Suffers unjustly the rods of power 

Is not well ruled. 

THIRD WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Unhappy Medea, what haven, what sanctuary, where will you 

wander? 

Which of the gods, Medea, 

Drives you through waves of woe? 

MEDEA: 

—This raan—this barking dog 

— this gulled fool—^^^ 

gods of ray father's country, 

You saw me low on my knees before the great dog of 

Corinth; hurable, holding ray heart in ray hands 

For a dog to bite—break this dog's teeth!^^^^^^^""^^^^ 

V/oraen: it is a 

bitter thing to be a woraan. 

A woraan is weak for warfare, she must use cunning. 

(F) Men boast their battles: I tell you this, and we 

know it: 

It is easier to stand in battle three times, in the front 

line, in the stabbing fury, than to bear one child. 

And a woman, they say, can do no good but in childbirth. It 

(C ) may be so. She can do evil;^ ' 
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she can do evil. 

I wept before that tall dog, I wept ray tears before hira, 

I degraded ray knees to hira, I gulled and flattered 

him. 

0 triple fool, he has given rae 

all that I needed: a little 

time, a space of time. 

Death is dearer to me 

Than what I am now; and if today by sunset the world has 

not turned, and turned sharp too—let your dog Creon 

Send two or three slaves to kill rae and a cord to strangle 

me: I will stretch out 

(A) My throat to it. But I have a bitter hope, women. I 

begin to see light 

Through the dark wood, between the monstrous trunks of the 

trees, at the end of the tangled forest an eyehole, 

(E1 8) 
A pin-point of light:^ 

I shall not die perhaps 

As a pigeon dies. Nor like an innocent larab, that feels a 

hand on its head and looks up frora tne knife 

(B) 
To the raan's face and dies. — ^ 'No, like sorae yellow-

eyed beast that has killed its hunters let rae lie down 

(C) 

On the hounds' bodies and the broken spears. — ^ 'Then 

how to strike thera? What raeans to use? There are 

so raany 
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Doors through which painful death may glide in and 

catch—(^''9) which one, which one?^^) 

SCENE TEN 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

Tell me: do you 

know what guest 

Is in Creon's house? 

FIRST WOMAN: 

What?—Oh. An Athenian ship came frora 

the north last night: it is AEgeus. 

The lord of Athens. 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

AEgeus! My lady knows hira: I believe 

he will help us. Some god has brought hira here, 

Sorae savior god. 

FIRST WOMAN: 

He is leaving, I think, today. 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

My ladyl 

Lord AEgeus^^^^^ 

Is here in Corinth, Creon's guest. AEgeus of Athens. 

If you will see hira and speak him fairly, 

We have a refuge. 
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MEDEA: 

I have things in ray hand to do. Be 

quiet. 

THE NURSE: 

Oh, listen to me! 

You are driven out of Corinth; you must find shelter. 

AEgeus of Athens is here. 

MEDEA: 

What's that to me? 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

I lifted you in my arms when you were—this long. I gave 

you railk from these breasts, that are now dead leaves 

I saw the little beautiful body straighten and grow tall: 

Oh—child—almost my child—how can I 

Not try to save you? Life is better than death— 

MEDEA: 

Not now. 

THE NURSE: 

Time's running out! 

MEDEA: ^^^^) 
(B) 

I have time. Oh, I have time. 

It would be good to stand here a thousand years and think 

of nothing 

But the deaths of three persons. 
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THE NURSE: ^^' 

Ai! There's no hope then. 

Ai, child, if you could do this red thing you dreara of, 

all Corinth 

Would pour against you. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

After my enemies are punished and I 

have heard the last broken moan—Corinth? 

What's that? I'll sleep. I'll sleep well. I am alone 

against all: and^^^^'so weary 

That it is pitiful.^^^ 

SCENE ELEVEN 

FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Look: who is coming? I see the 

sunlight glitter on lanceheads. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^^^ 

Oh, it is Jason! 

THIRD WOMAN: 

Jason's Medea's worst eneray, who should have been 

Her dearest protector. 

(P) JASON: ^^ ^ 

What business have you here, 

you women 

Clustered like buzzing bees at the hive-door? 

Where is Medea? 
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FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

There: mouming for what you have 

done. 

JASON: 

Ha? What she has done. 

Not I. Not by my will she and my sons are exiled. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Is there another dog here? 

JASON: 

So, Medea,^^) 

You have once more affronted and insulted the head of 

Corinth. This is not the first tirae 

I've seen what a fool anger is. You raight have lived here 

happily, secure and honored—I hoped you would— 

By being just a little decently respectful toward those in 

power.^ ' Instead you had to go raad with anger 

And talk yourself into exile. To rae it raatters little what 

you say about rae, but rulers are sensitive. 

Time and again I've smoothed down Creon's indignation, then 

you like a raadworaan,^^'like a possessed irabecile, 

Wag your head and let the words flow again; you never 

cease 

From speaking evil against him and his family. So now— 

Call yourself lucky, Medea, 

Not to get worse than exile.^ ' 

In spite of all this, I have 
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your interest at heart and am here to help you. 

Exile's a bitter business. I want to make sorae provision 

for you. I wish you no harra, 

Although you hate rae.^ 

And in particular the children, ray 

sons; our sons. —You raight have been decent enough 

To have thought of our sons. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Did you consider thera 

When you betrayed this house? 

JASON: (^23)(C) 

Certainly I considered thera. 

It was ray hope that they would grow up here, 

And I, having raarried power, could protect and favor 

them. And if perhaps, after many years, I becorae 

Dynast of Corinth—for that is Creon's desire, to raake rae 

his heir—our sons 

Would have been a king's sons— I hope to help thera 

wherever they go: but now of course raust look forward 

To younger children. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Ah—it's enough. Soraething raight 

happen. It is—likely that—soraething raight happen 

To the bride and the raarriage. 
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JASON: 

I'll guard against it. But 

evidently Creon is right to be rid of you. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Have you finished now?^^' I thought I would let you speak 

on and spread out your sharalessness 

Before these woraen: the way a Tyrian trader unrolls his 

rare fabrics: "Do you like it, ladies?"^^^ 

It is the 

Dog's daughter's husband. It is a brave person: it has 

finally got up its courage—with a guard of spears— 

To come and look rae in the face. 

0 Jason: how have you 

pulled rae down 

To this hell of vile thoughts? I did not use to talk like 

a coramion woraan. I loved you once: 

And I am ashamed of it: 

but there are some things 

That ought to be remerabered by you and rae. That blue day 

when we drove through the Hellespont 

Into Greek sea, and the great-shouldered heroes were 

singing at the oars, and those birds flying 

Through the blown foara: that day was too fine I suppose 

For Creon's daughter's raan to reraember̂  ' 

—but you raight 

remeraber 
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Whether I cheated ray father for you and taraed the fire-

breathing 

Brazen-hoofed bulls; and whether I saved your life in the 

field of the teeth; and you might remeraber 

Whether I poisoned the great serpent and got you the 

Golden Pleece; and fled with you, and killed ray 

brother 

When he pursued us, raaking rayself aborainable 

In ray own horae; and then in yours I got your eneray Pelias 

hacked to death 

By his own daughter's hands—whatever these fine Corinthian 

friends of yours 

May say against ray rapid and tricky wisdora: you it has 

served, 

(A) You it has served well: 

here are five tiraes, if I counted 

right—and all's not counted— 

That your adventure would have been dusty death 

If I'd not saved you—but now you think that your adventures 

are over; you are safe and high placed in Corinth, 

And will need rae no raore. 

It is a bit of a dog, isn't it, 

woraen? It is well qualified 

To sleep with the dog's daughter. 
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But for rae, Jason, rae 

driven by the hairy snouts from the quadruped raarriage-

bed, 

What refuge does your prudent kindness advise? Shall I 

fly horae to Colchis— 

To put my neck in the coil of a knotted rope, for the 

crimes 

I served you with? Or shall I go and kneel to the daughters 

of Pelias? They would indeed be happy 

To lay their hands on my head: holding the very knives 

and the cleavers 

That carved their sire.^ ' The world is a little closed to 

me, eh? 

By the things I have done for you 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

I'll go to the palace 

And seek AEgeus. There is no other hope. 

JASON: 

I see, Medea, 

You have been a very careful raerchant of benefits.^^' 

You forget none, you keep a strict reckoning.^^' 

But— 

Some little things that I on my side have done for you 

Ought to be in the books too: as, for exaraple, that I 

carried you 
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Out of the dirt and superstition of Asiatic Colchis into 

the rational 

Sunlight of Greece, and the raarble rausic of the Greek 

teraples: is that no benefit? And I have brought you 

To meet the first rainds of our tirae, and to speak as an 

equal with the great heroes and the rulers of cities: 

Is that no benefit? And now—this grievous thing that you 

hate me for: 

That I have married Creon's young daughter, little 

Creusa:^^' 

do you think I did it like a boy or a woraan, 

Out of blind passion? I did it to achieve power here; and 

I'd have used that power to protect 

You and our sons, but your jealous raadness has rauddled 

everything. And finally: 

As to those acts of service you so loudly boast—whora do I 

thank for thera? I thank divine Venus, the goddess 

Who raakes girls fall in love. You did thera because you had 

to do them; Venus corapelled you; I 

(B) Enjoyed her favor.^ 

A raan dares things, you know; he raakes his 

adventure 

In the cold eye of death; and if the gods care for hira 

They appoint an instruraent to save hira; if not, he dies. 

You were that instruraent. 
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(A) 
MEDEA: ^^ 

Here it is: the lowest. 

The obscene dregs; the slirae and the loathing; the rauddy 

bottom of a mouthed cup: when a scoundrel begins 

To invoke the gods 

JASON: 

Hal 

MEDEA: 

You had better go, Jason. Vulgarity 

Is a contagious disease; and in a moraent what could I do 

but spit at you like a peasant, or curse you 
(B) Like a drunken slave? You had better take yourself 

back to 

"Little Creusa." 

JASON: 

I carae to help you and save you if 

possible. 

MEDEA: 

Your help 

Is not wanted. Go. Go. 

(C) 
JASON: 

If I could see ray boys— 

(D) 
MEDEA: 

Go 

quickly. 
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JASON: ^^) 

Yours the regret then. 

SCENE TWELVE 

MEDEA: (B)(E2ij.) 

This is it. I did not surely know it: loathing is all. 

This flesh 

He has touched and fouled. These hands that wrought for 

him, these knees 

That ran his errands. This body that took his—what they 

call love, and made children of it. If I could peel 

off 

The flesh, the children, the raeraory-—'^' 

Poor misused hand; 

poor defiled arm; your bones 

Are not imshapely. If I could tear off the flesh and be 

bones; naked bones; 

Salt-scoured bones on the shore 

At home in Colchis. 

FIRST WOMAN: (^)(E25) 

God keep me from fire and the hunger of the sword, 

Save me from the hateful sea and the jagged lightning, 

And the violence of love. 

SECOND WOMAN: 

A little love is a joy in the house, 

A little fire is a jewel against frost and darkness. 
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FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

A great love is a fire 

That burns the bearas of the roof. 

The doorposts are flaraing and the house falls. 

A great love is a lion in the cattle-pen, 

The herd goes raad, the heifers run bawling 

And the claws are in their flanks. 

Too rauch love is an arraed robber in the treasury. 

He has killed the guards and he walks in blood. 

SECOND WOMAN: 

And now I see the black end, 

The end of great love, and God save rae frora it: 

The unburied horror, the unbridled hatred, 

The vultures tearing a corpsel 

God keep me clean of those evil beaks. 

THIRD WOMAN: (̂ 6̂) 

What is she doing, that woman, 

Staring like stone, staring?^^^ 

Oh, she has moved now. 

MEDEA: 

Annihilation. The word is pure rausic: annihilation. To 

annihilate the past— 

Is not possible: but its fruit in the present— 

Can be nipped off. Ara I to look in my sons' eyes 

And see Jason's forever? How could I endure the endless 

defilement, those lives 
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That raix Jason and rae? Better to be clean 

Bones on the shore. Bones have no eyes at all, how could 

they weep? White bones 

On the Black Sea shore— 

Oh, but that's far. Not yet. 

Corinth raust howl first. 

FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

The holy fountains flow up frora the earth, 

The sraoke of sacrifice flows up frora the earth, 

The eagle and the wild swan fly up frora the earth, 

Righteousness also 

Has flown up frora the earth to the feet of God. 

It is not here, but up there; peace and pity are departed; 

Hatred is here; hatred is heavy, it clings to the earth. 

Love blows away, hatred reraains. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Woraen hate war, but raen will wage it again. 

Woraen raay hate their husbands, and sons their fathers, 

But woraen will never hate their own children. 

FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

But as for rae, I will do good to ray husband, 

I will love ray sons and daughters, and adore the gods. 

MEDEA: 

If I should go into the house with a sharp knife 

To the man and his bride— 

Or if I could fire the roora they sleep in, and hear thera 
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Wake in the white of the fire, and cry to each other, and 

howl like dogs. 

THREE WOMEN: ^^^^27) 

Ohll 1 

MEDEA: 

(E28--cut) 
And howl and die— 

But I might fail; I raight be cut down first; 

The knife raight turn in my hand, or the fire not burn, and 

(E29) ray enemies could laugh at me.^ ^' 

No: I have subtler raeans, and raore deadly cruel; I have 

my dark art 

That fools call witchcraft. '^^Not for nothing I have 

worshipped the wild gray goddess that walks in the 

dark, the wise one, 

The terrible one, the sweet huntress, flower of night, 

Hecate, 

In my house at my hearth. 

SCENE THIRTEEN 

(C) 
THE NURSE: 

My lady: he was leaving Creon's 

door: he is coming. 

AEgeus is coraing? 

The power of Athens. 

MEDEA: ^^^ 

Ancient Goddess to whora I and ray people 
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Make the sacrifice of black larabs and black feraale 

hounds,(E30)(A) 

Holy one, haunter of cross-roads, queen of night, Hecate, 

Help me now: to remeraber in ray raind the use of the 

venomous fire, the magic song 

And the sharp gems. 

THE NURSE: 

He is here, my lady, 

Athens is here. 

AEGEUS: ^̂ ^ 

Medea, rejoicel There is no fairer 

greeting frora friend to friend. 

Hail and rejoicel Medea. 

MEDEA: (̂ ) 

"Rejoice?" It raay be so. It 

raay be I shall—rejoice 

Before the sun sets. 

AEGEUS: 

What has happened to you? 

Your 

eyes are cavernousl 

And your raouth twitches. 

MEDEA: 

Nothing: I ara quite well: fools 

trouble rae.—^^^Where are you travelling frora, 

AEgeus? 
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AEGEUS: 

From Delphi, where I went to consult 

The ancient oracle of Apollo. 

MEDEA: 

Oh— Delphi— 

Did you get a good answer? 

AEGEUS: ^^^ 

An obscure one. 

Some god or other has raade rae unable to beget a child: 

that is ray sorrow: but the oracle 

Never gives plain responses.'^' 

I tell you these things 

because you are skilled in raysteries, and you raight 

help me 

To the god's meaning. 

MEDEA: 

You want a child? What did Apollo 

Say to you? 

AEGEUS: 

That I raust not unloose the hanging foot of the 

wine-skin until I return 

To the hearth of ray fathers. 

MEDEA: 

You have never had a 

child? 
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AEGEUS: 

No.(A) 

And it is bitterness. 

MEDEA: 

But when raisfortune coraes it is bitter 

to have children, and watch their starlike 

Faces grow dira to endure it. 

AEGEUS: 

When death coraes, Medea, 

It is, for a childless raan, utter despair, darkness, ex-

tinction. One's children 

Are the life after death. 

MEDEA: ^^' Do you feel it so? Do you feel 

it so?<C) 

Then—if you had a dog-eyed eneray and needed absolute 

vengeance—you'd kill 

The raan's children first. Unchild hira, ha? 

And then unlife him. 

AEGEUS: 

I do not care to think of such 

horrors.^ ' 

I have no eneray. 

What is it? What is the raatter, Medea? 

You are trerabling; wild fever 

Flaraes in your eyes. 
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MEDEA: 

I am well enough—Fools trouble 

me, and dogs; but not that— Oh—^^^ 

AEGEUS: ^^^ 

What has happened 

to you? 
(c) 

THE NURSE: ^^ 

My dear—my love— 

MEDEA: 

I would not hurt my children. 

Their father hurts thera. 

AEGEUS: 

What do you mean—Jason? What has Jason done? 

MEDEA: 

He has betrayed and denied 

Both me and them. 

AEGEUS: 

Jason has done that? Why? Why? 

MEDEA: 

He has cast rae off and raarried Creon's young 

daughter. 

And Creon, this very day, is driving us 

Into black exile. 

AEGEUS: 
Jason consents to that? 
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MEDEA: 

He is glad of it. 

(A) 
AEGEUS: ^^ 

Why—it's atrocious, it's past belief. 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

Ask him for refugel Ask hira to receive you in Athensl 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Do you not think such raen ought to be punished, 

AEgeus? 

AEGEUS: ^^) 

I think it is villainous. 

They told rae nothing of this— 

MEDEA: 

Do you not think such 

raen ought to be punished, AEgeus? 
(E31—cut) 

AEGEUS: ^ "̂  ' 

Where will you go? 

MEDEA: 

If there is any rightness on earth 

(E) or in heaven, they will be punished.^ ' 

(P) AEGEUS: ^ ' 

Where 

Will you go to, Medea? 

MEDEA: 

What? To death, of course. 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

W//Å 
Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) N X RC, M turns DL. 
(B) M tums to A. 
(C) N X 20. 
(D) N sits. 
(E) A X DLC. 
(P) M X DLC. 
(G) A turns to M. 

(E32—cut) 
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ÍA) 

THE NURSE: ^ ' 

Oh—She is all bewildered, sir, 

In the deep storra and ocean of grief, or she would ask of 
you 

Refuge in Athens. 

(B) 
MEDEA: 

Ah? So I should. That startled the 

(C) 

raan. —AEgeus ', ' 
Will you shelter rae in Athens? 

AEGEUS: 

Why—yes. Yes—I will 

not take you now frora Corinth; it would not be 

right.(D)(E) 

I want no quarrel with Creon, I ara his guest here. 

If you by your own raeans corae to Athens 

I will take care of you. 

MEDEA: 

(F) I could repay you for it. I know 

the reraedies—that would raake a dry stick flarae into 

fire and fruit. 

AEGEUS: (E3a--out)(G) 

You'd cure ray sterility? 

MEDEA: 

I could 

do so. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus ines s 

(A) M raises arra. 

Technical Cues 
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AEGEUS: 

You are famous for profound knowledge 

Of drugs and charms. 

You'll come to Athens? 

MEDEA: 

If I choose. 

If the gods decide it so. But, AEgeus, 

Would you protect rae if I carae? I have certain eneraies. 

If powerful eneraies carae, baying for ray blood, 

Would you protect rae? 

AEGEUS: 

Why—yes. What eneraies?— 

Yes. 

Athens protects. 

MEDEA: 

I should need peace and a free raind 

While I prepared the raedicines to raake you well. 

AEGEUS: 

You'll have thera, you'll have thera, Medea. You've 

seen the huge stones 

In the old sacred war-belt of Athens. Corae the four ends 

of the world, they will not break in: you're safe 

there: 

I am your pledge. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Will you swear it, AEgeus? 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) M drops arra. 
(B) M raises arra. 
(0) A raises arra. 

Technical Cues 
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AEGEUS: ^̂ ^ 

Ah? Why? 

I promised. 

MEDEA: 

I trust you: the oath is formal: your 

cure 

Depends on it. 

You swear by the fruitful earth and high 

shining heaven that you will protect me in Athens 

Against all men. Swear it.^ ' 

AEGEUS: ^^' 

I swear by the fruitful earth 

and high shining heaven to protect you in Athens 

Against all men. 

MEDEA: 

And if you should break this oath? 

AEGEUS: 

I will not break it. 

MEDEA: 

If you should break it, the earth 

Will give you no bread but death, and the sky no light 

But darkness. 

AEGEUS: 

I will not break it. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Businoss Technical Cues 

(A) 
(B) 
(0) 
(D) 
(E) 

M X DRC. 
A X C. 
M exits 5ULC. 
A X 3ULC. 
A X 1L, FW, SW, TW, N 
rise. 

(E33) RC, C, ULC up to 3/k* 
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MEDEA: 

You raust repeat the 

words, AEgeus. 

AEGEUS: 

If I break it, the earth 

Will give rae no bread but death, and the sky no light 

But darkness. 

(A) 

MEDEA: ^^ 

You have sworn: the gods have heard 

you. 

AEGEUS: ^̂ ^ 

When will you corae to Athens? 

MEDEA: 

To Athens? 

Oh, 

To Athens. Why: —if I corae, if I live—it will be soon. 

The yoke's 

On the necks of the horses. 

— I have sorae things to do 

That men will talk of afterwards with hushed voices: 

while I and ray children 

Safe in Athens laugh. ^^^^^Is that it? ^^^Farewell, 

AEgeus. 

AEGEUS: ^̂ ^ 
( E ) May t h e gods corafort you, Medea.^ ' — t o you a l s o 

f a r e w e l l . 
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CHART OF MOVEMEITT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) A exits DL, FW x D on 

(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 

1RC, N 
SW and 
N X RC. 
N X DC. 
N X 20, 

X LC. 
TW X D on 1RC. 

PW X DC, SW X 

(E3l|) ULC out. 
(E35) DR, DL, RC, 0 and 

side forestage out. 
(E36) DC out, DL up full, 

ULC rear up to 3/k' 

DR, TW X DL. 
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Women of Corinth. ̂ ^^ ̂ ^^^' 

FIRST WOMAN: 

Fair be the gale behind you, sir, and 

the way ahead. 

SCENE FOURTEEN 

What is she plotting in her deep raind? 

She is juggling with death and life, as a juggler 

With a black ball and a white ball. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^^^ 

No: she is like sorae distracted city 

Sharpening its weapons. Erabassies visit her: 

The heads of state corae to her door: 

She receives thera darkly. 

THE NURSE: ^^^ 

I beseech you, woraen, 

Not to speak words against ray lady whora I love. Y o u ^ ^ ^ ' 

know that wicked injustice she has to suffer. 

0 God, protector of exiles, lord of the holy sky, lead us 

To the high rock that Athens loves, and the olive 

Garland of Athens. 

THIRD WOMAN: ÍE36)(E) 

Athens i s beau t i fu l 

As a larap on a rock. 

The teraples a re raarble-shafted; l i g h t shines and l i n g e r s 

t h e r e . 
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CHART OF MDVEMENT 

Moveraent and B u s i n e s s 

(A) SW X DLC. 
(B) PW X DR. 
(0) SW X DRC, M enters 

ÍULC. 

Technical Cues 

(E37) Forestage up full. 
(E38) ULC up full. 
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Honey-color among the carved stones 

And silver-color on the leaves of the olives. 

The maidens are crowned with violets: Athens and Corinth 

Are the two crowns of time. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Mycenae for spears and armor; Sparta 

For the stern raen and the tall blonde woraen; and Thebes 

I remember, 

Old Thebes and the seven gates in the gray walls— 

But rather I praise Athena, the ivory, the golden, 

The gray-eyed Virgin, her city. 

And also I praise Corinth of the beautiful fountains, 

On the fair plain between the two gulfs. 

FIRST WOMAN: (B)(E37) 

God-favored cities of the Greek world. 

Fortunate those that dwell in thera, happy that behold 

thera. 

SECOND WOMAN: 

How can one wish to die? How can that woraan 
/goA\(r) 

Be drowned in sorrow and bewildered with hatred?^ -̂  ' ^^' 

For only to be alive and to see the light 

Is beautiful. Only to see the light; 

To see a blade of young grass, 

Or the gray face of a stone. 

THIRD WOMAN: 

Hush. 
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CHART OF MOVEMEíIT 

(A) 
(B) 
(c) 
(D) 

M X 3 U L C . 
M X DLC . 
M X DRC. 
M X C . 

Technical Cues 

(E39—cut) 
(Ei|0) C up full. 
(E2j.l) 0, ULC out, side 

forestage up full. 
(Eíj.2} Forestage down to 1/2 
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SCENE FIPTEEN 

MEDEA: (E39--out) 

As you say. What a raarvelous privilege it is 

Merely to be alive. And how foolish it would be 

To spend the one day of life that reraains to rae—at least 

in Corinth—this tag end of one day 

On tears and hatredl Rather I should rejoice, and sing, 

and offer gifts; and^^'(^^^'as to ray eneraies— 

I will be reconciled with thera. 

PIRST WOMAN: 

Reconciled with theral 

MEDEA: ^^^'^^^^ 

As you say. Reconciled. Why should they hate rae? 

Surely I can appease those people. 

They say that gold will buy anything; even friendship, even 

love: at least in Greece, 

Among you civilized people, you reasonable and civilized 

Hellenes. —In fact,^^) 

We've seen it happen. They bought Jason; Jason's love. 

I shall buy theirs. 

I still have two or three of the treasures that I brought 

frora horae, things of pure precious gold, which a 

god(El;2) 

Gave to the kings of ray ancestors. 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

y////Á 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) N X RC. 
(B) N exits DL. 
(C) M x DL, delivers line, 

looks at TW, turns DR, 
looks at FW and SW, 
begins to laugh as she 
X 5ULC, takes torches, 
exits UL. 

(El|3) Act I special up full. 
(Eiji|.) Porestage out. 
(Elfí) Nurse special up full. 
(EJÍ6) Everything slow fade 

out. 
(Eij.7) House up and preset. 
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Is it late? It seeras 

to me 

That the light darkens. 

Is it evening? 

THE NURSE: ^^' 

No— No— A cloud. 

MEDEA: 

I hope for thunder: let the sky rage: my gifts 

Will shine the brighter. —Listen, old woraanl I want you 

To go to Jason and tell hira—tell hira— Tell hira that I ara 

sick of hating and weary of evill 

I wish for peace. 

I wish to send precious gifts to that pale girl with the 

yellow hair 

Whora he has raarried: tell hira to corae and take thera 

—and to kiss his boys 

Before we go into exile. Tell hira to corae speedily. Now 

run, run, find him. 

THE NURSE: (Ei;3)(B) 

Oh, I'll go. I'll run. 

But I am terrified. I do not know— I ara terrified.^ ^ ' 

Pray to the gods, woraen, to keep 

Evil birds frora our heartsî 

MEDEA: ^^' 

Runl Runl Pind hiralIII (El;5)(El|6)(EÍ4.7) 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) T enter UL x 5ULC with 
torches, then exits UL. 
FW enters UR x 20, 
5ULC then x 3L and 
sits, TW follows but 
stands at 1L, SW enters 
UR X 3ULC. M enters 
UL X $ULC with box, 
gold cape and wreath 
and sits. 

(B) M rises, faces TW and 
SW. 

(0) M X i^. 
(D) M X ?ULC and picks up 

wreath. 

(Ei|8) C areas up to full, 
house out. 
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ACT Tv;o 

SCENE SIXTEEN 

(EI4.8) 

(A) 

SCENE SEVENTEEN 

MEDEA: 

These are the gifts I ara sending to the young bride; this 

golden wreath 

And this v7oven-gold veil. They are not without value; there 

is nothing like thera in the whole world, or at least 

The Western world; the God of the Sun gave thera to ray 

father's father, and I have kept thera 

In the deep chest for sorae high occasion; which has now 

corae.^^' 

I have great joy in giving these jewels to Creon's daughter, 

for the glory of life consists of being generous 

To one's friends, and—raerciless to one's eneraies—you 

know what a friend she has been to rae. All Corinth 

knows. 

(c) The slaves talk of it. ^ 'The old stones in the walls 

Have watched and laughed. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

See, it is alraost alive. Gold is a living thing: such 

pure gold. 



^^fBaWBEUJBiJgi^^lla 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and B u s i n e s s 

(A) M X 2C. N enter DL x 
LC. 

(B) M X 5ULC, T enters UL, 
X ULC then exits UL. 

(0) M X C. 
(D) M X DR, N X DR. 

Technical Cues 

(Ei|9) General stage up full, 
except DR. 

(E50) DR and side forestage 
up full 
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But when her body has warraed it, how it will shinen^"^^ ' 

SCENE EIGHTEEN 

Why doesn't he corae? What keeps hira? 

NURSE: 

Oh, ray lady: presently. 

I have but now returned frora hira. He was beyond the gate, 

watching the races—where a raonstrous thing 

Had happened: a young raare broke frora the chariot 

And tore with her teeth a stallion. 

MEDEA: 

He takes his tirae, eh? It 

is intolerable 

To sit and wait.^^^ 

Take these into the house. Keep them at hand 

T:, u T T-i (E50)(C) For when I call.' -^ ' ^ ' 

You say that a raare attacked a stallion? 

THE NURSE: 

She 

tore hira cruelly. 

I saw hira being led away: a black racer: his blood ran 

down 

Prora the throat to the fetlocks. 

MEDEA: ^^' 

You're sure he's coraing. 

You're sure? 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus iness Technical Cues 

(A) SW X DC. 
(B) PW X DLC. 
(C) TW X DL. 
(D) M weaves between SW, 

PW, TW. 

(E51) DR and DC down to 
side lights out. 

(E52) Side forestage and 
center up full. 

1/2, 
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THE NURSE: 

He said he would. 

MEDEA: 

Let hira raake haste, thenl 

SEC OND WOMAN : ^ ̂^^ ̂  ̂ ) 

Frightening irrational things 

Have happened lately; the face of nature is flawed with 

oraens. 

FIRST WOMAN: ^^^ 

Yesterday evening a slave 

Carae up to the harbor-gate, carrying a basket 

Of new-caught fish: one of the fish took fire 

And burned in the wet basket with a high flarae: the thing 

was witnessed 

By raany persons. 

THIRD WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

And a black leopard was seen 

Gliding through the raarket-place— 

MEDEA: <E52)(D) 

You haven't told rae yet: 

do you not think that Creon's daughter 

Will be glad of those gifts? 

FIRST WOMAN: 

0 Medea, too rauch wealth 

Is soraetiraes dreadful. 



c 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus iness Techn i ca l Cues 

(A) 
(B) 

(c) 
(D) 

M X DR. 
PW, SW, TW X 1L, N X 
[(.ULC and sits. 
J enters DL, x C. 
J X DL as if to exit. 

(E52A) Forestage up f u l l . 
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MEDEA: 

(A) 
She'll be glad, however. She'll 

take them and put them on, she'll wear thera, she'll 

strut in thera, 

(E^2A) 
She'll peacock in thera. — I see hira coraing now. 

(B) 
— the whole place will adraire her. —Stand away 

frora rae, woraen, 

While I raake ray sick peace. 

SCENE NINETEEN 

JASON: 

Well, I have corae. I tell you 

plainly, 

Not for your sake: the children's. Your woraan says that 

you have your wits again, and are willing 

To look beyond your own woes.^ ' 

It appears doubtful. 

—Where are the children? I have raa e inquiry: I can 

find fosterage for thera 

In Epidarus; or any other of several cities 

That are Creon's friends. I'll visit thera frora tirae to 

tirae, and watch 

That they're well kept. 

MEDEA: 

You raean—take thera frora rael 

Be careful, Jason, I ara not patient yet. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus iness T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(A) M X DRC. 
(B) M turns DR, then slowly 

back to DL. 
(C) M X DC. 
(D) M turns DR. 
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I ara the one who 

labored in pain to bear thera, I cannot 

Sraile while I lose thera. But I ara learning: I ara 

learning. — 

No, Jason: I will not give up ray little ones 

To the cold care of strangers. 

Hard faces, harsh hands. It will be far better for 

thera to share 

My wandering ocean of beggary and bleak exile: 

I love thera, Jason.^^' Only if you would keep thera and 

care for thera here in Corinth, 

I raight consent. 

JASON: 

Gladly—but they are exiled. 

MEDEA: 

—In your own 

house. 

JASON: 

Gladly I'd do it—but you understand 

They are exiled, as you are. I asked Creon and he refused 

it. 

MEDEA: 

You asked Creon to take ray children frora rae?^^' 

Porgive rae, Jason, 

As I do you 

(D) We have had too rauch wrath, and our acts 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus iness Techn.ical Cues 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 
(P) 

M 
M 
J 
M 
J 
M 

f aces 
X LC. 
X DR. 
turns 
f aces 
X DRC 

DL. 

DR. 
DL. 
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Are closing on us. On rae, I raean. Retribution is frora 

the gods, and it breaks our hearts: '^^but you 

Feel no guilt, you fear nothing, nothing can touch you. 

It is wonderful to stand serene above fate 

(R) While earthlings wince.^ ' If it lasts. It does not 

always last. 

—Do you love the children, Jason? 

JASON: 

Ha? Certainly. The 

children? ^̂  ̂ Certainlyl 

I ara their father. 

MEDEA: 

Oh, but that's not enough. If I ara to 

give thera up to you^ —be patient with rae, 

I raust question you first. And very deeply; to the 

quick. If anything happens to thera, 

Would you be grieved? 

JASON: 

Nothing will happen to thera, Medea, 

(E) if in ray care. ^ Rest your raind on it. 

MEDEA: 

You raust pardon rae: it is not possible to be certain of 

that.^^^ 

If they were—killed and their blood 

Ran on the floor of the house or down the deep earth— 

Would you be grieved? 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 

J X DLC. 
M X C. 
J X DR. 
N e x i t s UL. 
J X C, g r a b s M. 

Technical Cues 
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(A) 

JASON: 

You have a sick raind. What a weak 

thing a woraan is, always drearaing of evil. 

MEDEA: 

Answer rael 

JASON: 

Yes, after I'd cut their killer into red collops 

—I'd grieve. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

That is true: vengeance 

Makes grief bearable. —But—Creon's daughter, your 

wife—no doubt will breed 

Many other boys. —But, if soraething should happen 

to—Creon's daughter— 

JASON: ^̂ ^ 

Enough, Medea. Too rauch. 

Be silentl 

MEDEA: 

I ara to conclude that you love—Creon's daughter— 

More than your sons. They'll have to take the sad 

journey with rae.^ ' 

Tell the boys to corae out 

And bid their father farewell. 

JASON: ^^' 

I could take thera frora you 

By force, Medea. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) 
(B) 

(0) 

(D) 

(E) 
(P) 
(G) 
(H) 
(I) 
(J) 

M X DL. 
C1 , 02 enter UL x Í4ULC, 
N and T enter UL, x 
5ULC. 
C1 and 02 x DL, T sits 
3L, N X 3ULC. 
M kneels between 01 and 
C2. 
J X DL, kneels. 
M rises. 
M turns DL. 
N X 1RC. 
J rises, lifts 01 . 
J X DR with 01 and 02. 

(E53) Stage up full. 
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MEDEA: 

Try It, you!<E53)(A) 

No, Creon decided otherwise; 

he said they will share ray exile. —Corae, Jason, 

Let's be friends at lastl^^' 

(C) I ara quite patient now; I have learned.^ ' —Corae, boys: 

corae, 

Speak to your father. 

No, no, we're friends again. We're 

not angry any raore. 

JASON: ^^^ 

Big boys. Tall fellows, ha? 

You've grown up since I saw you. 

(F) 
MEDEA: ^ ' 

Sraile for hira, children. 

Give hira 

your hands. 

THE NURSE: ^^' 
1 think he's afraid of you, sir. 

JASON: 

What?^^' 

What? Y o u ' l l l e a r n , ray raan, 

Not t o f e a r rae. Y o u ' l l raake your eneraies run away frora 

you 

When you grow u p . 

^ 'And you, C a p t a i n , 
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CHART OF MOVEMEtíT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) FW X 2 0 . 
(B) J g i v e s co ins to C1 and 

0 2 . 
(0) SW X 1LC. 
(D) SW and T\'J x 2C. 
(E) M X LC. 
(F) M X 0. 

{E^k) General stage down to 
3/Í4., except 0. 

(E55) Side forestage, DR 
and DC up to full. 
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How would you like a horn-tipped bow to hunt rabbits 

with? 

Wolves, I raean. 

FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Don't give thera to hira,^^' 

Medea. If you do it will ache forever. 

SECOND WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

You have refuge; 

take thera there. 

Athens is beautiful— 

MEDEA: (E5i|)(D) 

Be silentl 

Look at hira: he loves thera—ah? Therefore his dear 

children 

Are not going to that city but a darker city, where no 

garaes are played, no rausic is heard. —Do you think 

I ara a cow lowing after the calf? Or a bitch with pups 

licking 

(E) The hand that struck her? Watch and see. Watch this 

raan, woraen: he is going to weep. I think 

He is going to weep blood, and quite soon, and rauch 

raore 

Than I have wept.' Watch and keep silence. 

(E55)(P)jason, 

Are the boys dear to you? I think I ara satisfied that you 

love thera. 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

vz/n 
Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) M turns, x DLC, J rises 
(B) M turns DR. 
(0) M X DRC. 
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These two young h e r o e s . 

•MEDEA: 

0 h - . 0 h - - 0 h l ^^' 

JASON: 

—God's hand, Medea, what is it? 

What is the raatter? 

MEDEA: 

(B) 
Nothing. It is hard to let thera go. 

—This I have thought of: 

You shall take thera to—Creon's daughter, your wife—and 

raake thera kneel to her, and ask her 

To ask her father to let thera stay here in Corinth. He'll 

grant it, he is growing old, he denies her nothing. 

Even that hard king loves his only child. 

(C) 

What she asks is done.^ •' —You will go with the boys, 

Jason, and speak for thera, —they are not skillful 

yet 

In supplication—and I'll send gifts. I'll put gifts in 

their hands. People say that gifts 

Will persuade even the gods. —Is it well thought of? 

Will she listen to us? 

JASON: 

Why, if I ask itl She'd hardly 

refuse rae anything. And I believe that you're right, 

She can rule Creon. 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) M X 0, T rises and exits 
UL. 

(B) M sits 10, C1 and 02 x 
10 and sit, N counters 
1RC. 

(C) J faces DR, then 0. 
(D) T enters UL x 1C with 

box, leaves boxes, then 
X 3L and sits, 01 opens 
box. 
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(A) 
MEDEA: ^ ' 

(B) 

Bring rae those gold things. 

Dear ones, brave little falcons—little pawns of ray 

agony— 

Go, ask that proud breastless girl of her bitter charity 

Whether she will let you nest here until your wings 

fledge, while far your raother 

Flies the dark storra— 

JASON: 
íc) I'ra sorry for you.^ ' Parting is 

hard. 

MBDEA: 

I can bear it. 
(D) 

And worse too. 

Oh, here: here are the things: take thera, 

darlings, 

Into your little hands. 

Hold carefully by the cases: don't 

touch the gold, 

Or it raight—tarnish. 

JASON: 

Whyl These are king's treasures. You 

shouldn't Medea: it's too rauch. Creon's house 

Has gold enough of its own. 

MEDEA: 

Oh—if she'll wear thera. What 



::^ 

11̂  
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

\ ®v\ 

\P\yá 
& ) ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Vi/ —— 

V///Å 

1/ V\ 

Movement and Bus iness 

(A) M r i s e s . 
(B) M X RC. 
(C) M f a c e s C. 
( D ) M c o u n t e r s R, T r i s e s 

and N X C, t a k e boxes , 
e x i t DL. 

(E) J X DL wi th C1 and C2. 
(P) M X DL k n e e l s , then J , 

C1 and C2 e x i t DL. 
( G ) M r i s e s , t u r n s and 

f a c e s DR, TW x IR, 
SW X 1L. 

/ ' T ^ N 

Techn ioa l Cues 

{E56) Stage o u t , excep t 
s i d e c e n t e r and s i d e 
f o r e s t a g e and ULC. 
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(A) should I want with woven gold vanities— Black is 

my wear. The woman ought to be very happy 

With such jewels—and such a husband—ah? Her sun is 

rising,^^^ 

mine going down—I hope 

(C) 

To a red sunset.^ ' —The little gold wreath is pretty, 

isn't it? 

JASON: 

It looks like fire— 

MEDEA: 

Vine leaves: the flashing 

Arrow-sharp leaves. They have weight, though. 

Gold is too 
heavy a burden for little hands. Carry them, 

(E) you,' 

Until you come to the palace. 

(P) —Farewell, sweet boys: 

brave little trudging pilgrims from the black wave 

To the white desert: take the stuff in, be sure you 

lay^ -̂  it in her own hands. 

Come back and tell me what happens. 

Tell rae what happens. 

SCENE TWENTY 

(C ) 
^ 'Rejoice, women, 

The gifts are given; the bait is laid. 



: ^ 

^ 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Movement and B u s i n e s s T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(A) M X DR, t h e n 1RC. 
(B) M X 5ULC. 
(C) PW X 5ULC. 
(D) M X 2C. 

(E57) RC up t o 1 / 2 . 
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The gods roll their great eyes over Creon's house and 

quietly smile; 

That robe of bright-flowing gold, that bride-veil, that 

fish-net 

To catch a young slender salmon—not mute, ^ 'she'll sing: 

her delicate body writhes in the meshes, 

The golden wreath binds her bright head with light: she'll 

dance, she'll sing loudly: 

(B) Would I were there to hear it, that proud one howling. 

—Look, the sun's out again, the clouds are gone, 

All's gay and clear. Ail I wish the deep earth would 

open and swallow u s — 

Before I do what comes next. 

I wish all life would perish, 

and the holy gods in high 

heaven die, before my little ones 

Come home to my hands. 
(c) 

FIRST WOMAN: ^ ' 

It would be better for you, Medea, if the earth 

Opened her jaws and took you down into darkness. 

But one thing you will not do, for you cannot, 

You will not hurt your own children, though wrath like 

plague-boils 
(E^7) Aches, your mind in a fire-haze 

Bites the purp3e apples of pain—no blood-lapping 

Beast of the field, she-bear nor lioness, 
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CHART OP MOVEME IT 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) TW X R. 
(B) M turns R, x RC. 
(C) SW X 1RC, PW and TW x 

2C. 
(D) M X 5ULC. 

(E58) DL and C up to 1/2. 
(E59) Side center down to 

1/2. 
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Nor the lean wolf-bitch, 

Hurts her own tender whelps, nor the yellow-eyed, 

Scythe-beaked and storm-shouldered'^^ ' 

Eagle that tears the lambs has ever made prey 

Of the fruit of her own tree— 

MEDEA: 

How could that girl's death 

slake me? 

ÍA) 
THIRD WOMAN: ^^ 

I am sick with terror. 

I'll run to the palace, I'll warn them. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Will you? —Go. 

Go if you will. 

God and my vengeful goddess are doing these things: you 

cannot prevent them, but you could easily fall 

In the same fire. 
(C) 

THIRD WOMAN: ^ ' 

I am afraid to go. 

MEDEA: (E59)(D) 

You are wise. Anyone 

Running between me and my justice will reap 

What no man wants. 

PIRST WOMAN: 

Not justice; vengeance. 

You have suffored evil, you wish to inflict evil. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) M turns U. 
(B) FW X DR. 
(C) SW X R. 
(D) M X DC. 

(E60) DR, DC and RC up full, 
side center out. 
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MEDEA: ^^' 

I do according to nature what I have to do. 

SCENE TWENTY-ONE 

PIRST WOMAN: (B)(E60) 

I have heard evil 

Answering evil as thunder answers the lightning. 

A great waste voice in the hollow sky, 

And all that they say is death. I have heard vengeance 

Like an echo under a hill answering vengeance, 

Great hollow voices: all that they say is death. 
(C) 

SECOND WOMAN: ^ ' 

The sword 

speaks 

And the spear answers: the city is desolate. 

The nations remember old wrongs and destroy each other. 

And no man binds up their wounds. 

PIRST WOMAN: 

But justice 

Builds a firm house. 

(D) 

MEDEA: 

The doors of her house are vengeance. 

SECOND WOMAN: 

I 

dreamed that someone 

Gave good for evil, and the world was araazed. 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus iness T e c h n i c a l Cues 

(A) M X DRC to PW. 
(B) PW starts to x DL, M 

blocks her. 
(C) M X DL. 
(D) SW kneels. 
(E) PW kneels. 

(E6I) General stage out, 
Chorus special 1 up 
full. 

(E62--cut) 
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(A) 

MEDEA: ^ ' 

Only a coward or a raadman gives good for evil. —Did you 

hear a thin rausic 

Like a girl scresiraing? Or did I perhaps iraagine it? Hark, 

it is music. 

FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Let me go, Medeal 

I'll be mute, I'll speak to no one. I cannot bear— 

Let rae go to my housel 

MEDEA: 

You will stay here, 

And watch the end. 
(C) You will be quiet, you women. ^ 'You 

came to see 

How t h e b a r b a r i a n woraan endures b e t r a y a l : watch and y o u ' l l 

knoví. 

SCENE TWENTY-TWO 

SECOND WOMAN: ^^'^^ '^' 

My heart is a shaken cup 

Of terror: the thin black wine 

Spills over all my flesh down to my feet. 

FIRST W O M N : (E62-cut)(E) 

She fled from her father's house in a storm of blood, 

In a blood-storm she flew up frora Thessaly, 

Now here and dark over Corinth she widens 



c i : ^ 
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CHART OP MDVEMENT 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) TW kneels 
(B) M turns DR, x R. 

(E63) Chorus special 3 up 
full. 

(E64) Specials out, fore-
stage and side fore-
stage up full. 
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Wings to ride up the twisted whirlwind 

And talons to hold with— 

Let me flee this dark place and the pillared doorway. 
(A) 

THIRD WOMAN: ^ ' 

I hear the man-wolf on the snow hill 

Howl to the soaring raoon— 

SECOND WOMAN: ^ "̂ ' 

The deraon coraes in through the locked door 

And strangles the child— 

THIRD WOMAN: 

Blood is the seed of blood, hundredfold the harvest, 

The gleaners that follow it, their feet are crimson— 

PIRST WOMAN: 

I see the whirlwind hanging from the black sky. 

Like a twisted rope, 

Like an erect serpent, its tail tears the earth, 

It is braided of dust and lightning, 

Who will fly in it? Let rae hide rayself 

Prora these night-shoring pillars and the dark door. 

SCENE TWENTY-THREE 

(E6ii) 
MEDEA: ^ ^' 

Have 
( • D ) 

patience, woraen. Be quiet.^ ' 

I am quite sure something has happened; presently soraeone 

Will bring us news. 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 

(D) 
(E) 
(F) 

FW, SW, 
FW, SW, 
M faces 
with C1 
DL and 
M faces 
T X LC. 
T X RC. 

TW rise. 
TW X 1RC. 
DR, T enters DL 
and 02 who sit 

play with toys. 
DL. 
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FIRST WOMAN: 

Lookl The children are coraing. 

SECOND WOMAN: 

They have bright things in their hands: ^^Hheir faces 

ÍB) are clear and joyous; was all that fear^ 

A dreara, a dream? 

THE TUTOR: ^̂ ^ 

Rejoice, Medea, I bring good news. The 

princess graciously' ' 

Received your presents and srailed: it is peace between 

you. She has welcomed the little boys, they are safe 

^ -n (E) from exile. 

They'll be kept here. Their father is joyful. 

MEDEA: 

Yes? 

THE TUTOR: 

(P) All Creon's house is well pleased. When we first 

went in 

The serving-women came and fondled the children; it was 

ruraored through all the household that you and Jason 

Were at peace again: like word of a victory 

Running through a wide city, when people gather in the 

streets to be glad together: and we brought the boys 

Into the hall; we put those costly gifts in their hands; 

then Jason 
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CfíART OF MnVKMKNT 

wm 
Movement and Business 

(A) T X DL. 

Technical Cues 
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Led thera before the Princess. At first she looked 

angrily at thera and turned away, but Jason said, 

"Don't be angry at your friends. You ought to love 

Those whora I love. Look what they've brought you, dear," 

and she looked and saw 

In the dark boxes the brilliant gold: she srailed then, 

And marveled at it.^ ' 

Afterwards she caressed the children; 

she even said that this little one's 

Hair was like fine-spun gold. Then Jason gave thera these 

toys and we carae away. 

MEDEA: 

Yes. —-If this 

Were all. If this were all, old raan— 

I'd have your bony loins beaten to a blood-froth 

For the good news you bring. 

THE TUTOR: 

My lady—I 

MEDEA: 

however. 

I t w i l l corae soon. 

There ' s raore. 



c 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) 01 X RC. 
(B) M X DR, 01 backs to C. 
(C) T X C with 02, takes 01 

and exits UL. 
(D) M X 1RC, FW X D on 1RC. 
(E) S enters DL. 
(P) FW X R. 
(G) S X 20 and kneels. 
(H) M X 20, U of S, PW, SW, 

TW sit 1R. 

(E65) 
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SCENE TWENTY-FOUR 

. (A) ELDER BOY: 

Look, Mother. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Take them away from rael 

I cannot bear. I cannot bear. 

THE TUTOR: (̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  

Children, corae quickly. 

PIRST WOMAN: 

If there is any raercy or forbearance in heaven 

Let it reach down and touch that dark mind 

To save it from what it dreams— 

THE SLAVE: ^̂ ^ 

Where is Medea? 

(F) PIRST V;OMAN: ^ ' 

What has 

happened? What horror drives you? 

Are spears hunting behind you? 

THE SLAVE: ^̂ ^ 

Plee for your life, Medea! 

I am Jason's raan, but you were good to rae 

While I was here in the house. Can you hear me? 

Escape, Medeal 
(ri) 

MEDEA: ^ ' 

I hear you. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Movement and Business Techninal Dnfíc, 

(A) S rises x C. 
(B) S X DLC. 
(C) S X DR. 
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Draw breath; say quietly 

What you have seen. It must have been something notable, 

the way your eyes 

Bulge in the whites. 

ÍA) 
THE SLAVE: ^ ' 

If you have horses, Medea, drivel Or 

(B) 
a boat on the shore, 

Saill 

MEDEA: 

But f i r s t you raust t e l l rae about t he b e a u t i f u l g i r l 

who was l a t e l y raarried: 

SLAVE: 

Oohl 

MEDEA: 

your g r e a t raan's d a u g h t e r : 

SLAVE: 

Oohl 

MEDEA: 

Are they all quite well? 

SLAVE: ^̂ ^ 

My ears ring with the crying, ray 

eyes are scalded. She put on the gold garraents— 

Did you do it, Medea? 

MEDEA: 

I did it. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Movement and B u s i n e s s 

(A) S f a l l s on knees 
(B) M X RC. 
(C) S r i s e s , x 1RC, M 

counters R. 
(D) S e x i t s UR. 

T e c h n i c a l Cues 
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SLAVE: 

OooohllI 

(A) 

MEDEA: ^̂ -

Speak quietly. 

THE SLAVE: 

You are avenged. 

You are horribly avenged. It is too much. 

The gods will hate you. 

MEDEA: 

That is my care. Did anyone die 

with her? 

THE SLAVE: 

Creonl 

THREE WOMEN: 

Ooohl I I I 

MEDEA: 

Where is pride now? 

Tell me all that you saw. Speak slowly. 

THE SLAVE: 

He tried to save 

her— he died! Corinth is masterless. 

All's in amazed confusion, and some are looting, but 

(C) they'll avenge him— 

I'm going on!^ 

Soraeone is going to die. 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and B u s i n e s s 

(A) N e n t e r s DL, s i t s 2 0 . 
(B) M X 2 0 . 
(C) M s i t s . 

Technical Cues 

(E66) Everything out, but 
ULC and chorus 
special 2. 
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SCENE TWENTY-FIVE 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Here comes a raore stable witness. 

Old 

friend: 

Catch your breath; take your time. I want the whole tale, 

every gesture and cry. I have labored for this. 
(E66) 

THE NURSE: ^ 

Death is turned loosel I've hobbled and run, and fallen— 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

Please, Nurse: I am very happy: go slowly.^^' 

Tell me these things in order from the beginning. 

As when you used to dress me, when I was little, in ray 

father's house: you used to say 

"One thing at a tirae; one thing and then the next." 

THE NURSE: 

My eyes are 

blistered, 

My throat's like a dry straw— There was a long mirror on the 

wall, and when her eyes saw it— 

After the children had gone with Jason—she put her hands in 

the case and took those gold things—and I 

Watched, for I feared something raight happen to her, but I 

never thought 
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CHART OF MQVEMEWT 

77Z/7)< 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) M grabs N hair, pulls 
it, and slaps N, then 
releases her. N does 
not speak, M grabs N 
by hair again then 
turns N loose as N 
speaks. 
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So horribly—she placed on her little head the bright 

golden wreath, she gathered the flowing gold robe 

Around her white shoulders, 

And slender flanks, — 

And gazed at the girl in the raetal rairror, going back and 

forth 

On tiptoe alraost; 

But suddenly horror began. I-—Oh, oh— 

MEDEA: 

You are not suffering. 

(A) 

You saw it, you did not feel it. ^ 'Speak plainly. 

THE NURSE: 

Her face 

went white; 

She staggered a few steps, bending over, and fell 

Into the great throne-chair; then a serving woman 

Began to call for water thinking she had fainted, but saw 

the foam 

Start on her lips, and the eyes rolling, and screaraed 

instead. Then sorae of thera 

Ran after Jason, others ran to fetch Creon: and that 

dooraed girl 

Prightfully crying started up frora the chair; she ran, she 

was like a torch, and the gold crown 

Like a coraet strearaed fire; she tore at it but it clung to 

her head; the golden cloak 



c 
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CHART OP M0VE?4BNT 

Moveraent and B u s i n e s s T e c h n i c a l Gues 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 

N rises. 
M rises, 
M pushes 
N raises 

hits N in back. 
N DR, N falls. 
head. 

(E67) DC and DR up full. 
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Was white-hot, flaying the flesh from the living bones: 

blood mixed with fire ran down, she fell, she burned 

(A) On the floor, writhing. Then Creon came and flung 

himself on her, hoping to choke 

That rage of flame, but it ran through him, his own agony 

Made him forget his daughter's. The fire stuck to the flesh, 

it glued him to her; he tried to stand up, 

He tore her body and his own. The burnt flesh broke 

In luraps frora the bones. 

I have finished. They lie 

there.<S67> 

Eyeless, disfaced, untouchable; raiddens of sraoking 

flesh— 

Nol 

I have no more. 

MEDEA: ^̂ ^ 

I want all.(^^ 

Had they died when you came away? 

THE NURSE: 

I am not able—have 

raercy— ( 'No, the breath 

Still whistled in the black raouths. No one could touch 

thera. 

Jason stood in their sraoke, and his hands tore 

His unhelraeted hair. 



s 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) M X DR. 
(B) C1 and 02 enter UL, 

hide behind colurans. 
(C) M X 4ULC and sits; 01 

and 02 come near her. 
(D) M rises. 
(E) M X 20. 

(E68) RC, C, ULC up to 3/4. 
(E69) DC, DR and RC down 

to 1/4. 
(E69A) Side center up to 1/2, 

special out. 
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SCENE TWENTY-SIX 

MEDEA: (E68) (A) 

(rt) 

You have told good news well: ^ 'I'll 

reward you. 

As for those people, they will soon die. Their woes are 

over too soon. 
Mine are not. 
(C) Jason's are not. 

My little falconsl —Listen to rael Laugh 

(E69) 
and be glad: we have accoraplished it. 

Our enemies were great and powerful, they were full of 

cold pride, they ruled all this country—they are 

down in the ashes. 

Crying like dogs, cowering in the ashes, in their own 

ashes. They went down with the sun, and the sun will 

rise 

And not see them again. He will think "Perhaps they are 

sleeping, they feasted late. 

At noon they will walk in the garden." Oh, no, oh, nol 

They will not walk in the garden. N̂o one has ever 

injured me but suffered more 

X u ^ ^^ ^ (E69A)(E) Than I had suffered. 

Therefore this final sacrifice I 

intended glares in my eyes 

Like a lion on a ridge. 



j/ 
:;s\ 
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CHART OF MOVEimJT 

Moveraent and Bus iness Techn ica l Cues 

(A) 
(B) 

(c) 
(D) 
(E) 

M X 3ULC. 
M X 1L, 01 and 02 cheat 
D on 5ULC. 
PW rises. 
M turns R. 
SW and TW rise. 

(E70) DL up to 3 /4 . 
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We still hate, you know;—a person 

nearer than these, more vile, more contemptible, 

Whom I—I cannot. If he were my own hands I would cut 

him off, or ray eyes, I would gouge hira out— 

But not you: that was raadness. 

(E70)(B)3Q jason will be able to 

say, "I have lost rauch, 

But not all: I have children: My sons are well."(^ 

Nol I want hira crushed, boneless, crawling— 

I have no choice. 

^^'YOU therel ^^^You thought rae soft and 

subraissive like a coraraon woraan—who takes a blow 

And cries a little, and she wipes her face 

And runs about the housework, loving her raaster? I ara 

not such a woraan. 

PIRST WOMAN: 

Awake, Medeal 

Awake frora the evil dreara. Catch up your children and 

flee, 

Farther than Athens, farther than Thrace or Spain, 

flee to the world's end. 

Fire and death have done your bidding, 

Are you not fed full with evil? 

Is it not enough? 
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CHART OP MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Bus iness Techn ica l Cues 

(A) M X LC. 
(B) M faces full front. 
(C) M turns U to 01 and 02, 

then collapses. N x LC 
to M. 

(D) M turns U to 01 and 02 
again, then back. 

(E) N and M rise, N x RC, 
M X to 4ULC. 

(P) N X DR. 

(E71) DC and RC up to 3/4, 
DL out. 

(E72) RC, 0 and ULC up to 
3/4. 
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(E71)(A) 

No, Loathing is endless. 

Hate is a bottoraless cup, ^ 'I will pour and pour.( ' 

Children— 

— 0 my 

little onesl 

What was I dreaming? —My babes, my ownl 

Never, never, never, 

never 

Shall my own babes be hurt. Not if every war-hound and 

spear-slave in headless Corinth 

Were on the track. 

Look, their sweet lips are trembling: 

look, women, the little raouths: I frightened thera 

With those wild words: they stood and faced me, they 

never flinched. 

(E) Look at their proud young eyes! My eaglets, my golden 

onesl(E^2) 

0 sweet sraall faces—like the pale wild-roses 

That blossora where the cliff breaks toward the brilliant 

sea: the delicate forra and color, the dear, dear 

fragrance 

Of your sweet breath— 

THE NURSE: ^̂ ^ 

My lady, raake haste, haste! 

Take thera and flee. Flee away frora here! Someone will 
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CHART OP MDVEMENT 

Movement and Busine ss Technical Cues 

(A) M rises, x 5ULC and 
brings 01 and 02 D one 
step. 

(B) M backs U on 5ULC, urg-
ing 01 and 02 to follow. 

(C) 01 and 02 x U on 5ULC 
and exit UL. 

(D) M looks offstage UL, 
then faces full front, 
kneels between torches, 
places ash on her face, 
rises, begins exit UL 
as N screaras "no." M 
turns DR warning N, 
pointing her arra to in-
dicate silence, then M 
exits UL. 

(E73) DC down to 1/4, 0 out. 
(E74) RC and C up to 1/2. 
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come soon. 

Oh—listen to me. 

Spears will corae, death will corae. All Corinth is in 

confusion and headless anarchy, unkinged and araazed 

Around that horror you made: therefore they linger: yet 

in a moraent 

Its avengers corae! 
(A) 

MEDEA: ^ ' 

1 have a sword in the house. 

I can defend you. 

Would you say that this child 

Has Jason's eyes? 
—They are his cubs. They have his blood 

(B) 
As long as they live I shall be raixed with hira. 

Children: 

(0) 
It is evening. See, evening has come. Come, little 

ones. 

(E73) 
Into the house. 

Evening brings all things home. It brings 

the bird to the bough and the lamb to the fold— 

And the child to the mother. 

We must not think too rauch: 

people go mad 

I f t h e y t h i n k too rauch 

THE NURSE: (^*^^^ 

No! 



:}s^ 
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CHART OF MQVEMENT 

Movement and Business Technical Cuea 

(A) FW X 3ULC. 
(B) SW X D on 1RC. 
(C) TW X 20. 
(D) TW kneels. 
(E) N wails, falls to floor. 

(E75) DR, DL, RC, 0 up to 
3/4. 
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SCENE TWENTY-SEVEN 

(A) 
PIRST WOMAN: ^ ' 

What i s g o i n g t o happen? 
( • D ) 

SECOND WOMAN: ^ ' 

That crown of horrors— 

CHILD'S VOICE: 

Mother Ai—1 

PIRST WOMAN: 

Medea, nol 

SECOND WOMAN: 

Prevent herl 

THIRD WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Save theral(^^ 

A god is here, Medea, he calls to you, he forbids 

you— 

ELDER BOY'S VOICE: 

Mother— Mother—ail 

MEDEA: 

AaahhlI!I 
(E75)(E) 

THE NURSE: ^ '^ 

There is no hope in heaven or earth. It is done. 

It was destined when she was born, now it is done. 
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::-:.-.:iT OF MOVEM:Í 

Movement and Business 

(A) TW rises, PW x 20. 
(B) J enters DL x DRC. 
(C) J X 10. 

Technical Cues 
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SCENE TWENTY-EIGHT 

(A) 

SECOND WOMAN: ^ 

Who is coming? 

Someone is running at us! 

PIRST WOMAN: 

The accursed man. 

Jason. 

THIRD WOMAN: 

He has a sword. 

PIRST WOMAN: 

I ara raore afraid of the clinging 

contagion of his raisfortunes. 

A raan the gods are destroying. 

JASON: ^̂ ^ 

Where is that raurderess? 

Here in the house? 

Or has she fled? She'll have to hide in the heavy raetal 

darkness and caves of the earth—and there 

I'll crawl and find her. 

JASON: ^̂ ^ 

Are you struck durab? Are you 

shielding her? 

Where is Medea? 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

Movement and Business Technical Cues 

(A) FW and TW x 1RC. 
(B) J X 1L. 
(C) J X DR to N. 
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(A) 
PIRST WOMAN: ^ 

You caused these things. She was faithful 

to you and you broke faith. 

Horror is here. 

JASON: 

Uncaused. There was no reason— Tell rae 

at once— 

(B) Whether she took ray boys with her? Creon's people 

would kill thera for what she has done: I'd rather 

save thera 

(C) Than punish her. Help rae in this. 

THE NURSE: 

Oh, oh, oh— 

JASON: 

So she has 

killed herself. 

Good. She never lacked courage— I'll take ray sons 

away to the far end of the earth, and never 

Speak of these things again. 

THE NURSE: 

Oh, oh, oh— 

JASON: 

Is she lying in 

there? 



'v. 

CHART OP MOVEMENT 

Moveraent and Business Technical Cues 

(A) J X C. 
(B) J faces UR. 
(0) FW X D on 1RC. 
(D) PW, SW, TW turn U, x 

1RC, J X 2C. 
(E) M begins entrance UL, x 

5ULC. 
(P) M faces full front. 

(E76) C and ULC up full, 
side center up to 3/4» 
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Honorable at least in her death.^^ — I might have 
(B) 

known it. 

Well, answerl 

FIRST WOMAN: ^̂ ^ 

Death is there; death is here. 

But you are both blind and deaf: how can I tell you? 

JASON: 

But— 

the—children are well? 

PIRST WOMAN: 

I do not know 

Whether Medea lives or is dead. 

JASON: ^^' 

Women, I am alone. 

Help me. 

Help rae to find ray sons. 
(E) 

Go and seek help— 

SCENE TWENTY-NINE 

,^^, (E76) 
MEDEA: 

What feeble night-bird overcorae by raisfortune beats at 
(F) 

my door? 

Can this be that great adventurer, 

The famous lord of the seas and delight of woraen, the 

heir of rich Corinth—this crying drunkard 
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CHART OP MOVEÎ^NT 

Movement and Bus iness 

(A) J X L on 20. 
(B) M holds out hands, x D 

on 5ULC. 
(C) J X RC. 

Technical Cues 
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On the dark doorstep? —Yet you've not had enough. You 

have corae to drink the last bitter drops. 

I'll pour thera for you. 

(A) 
JASON: ^ ' 

What's that stain on your hands? 

MEDEA: (̂^ 

The 

wine I was pouring for you spilled on ray hands— 

Dear were the little grapes that were crushed to raake it; 

dear were the vineyards. 

JASON: 

I came to kill you, Medea, 

Like a caught beast, like a crawling viper. Give me my 

sons, that I may save them from Creon's men, 

I'll go quietly away. 

MEDEA: 

Hush, they are sleeping. Perhaps 

I will let you look at them: you cannot have them. 

But the hour is late, you ought to go home to that high-
(C) born bride; the night has fallen, surely she longs 

for you. 

Surely her flesh is not crusted black, nor her forehead 

burned bald, nor her mouth a horror. 

She is very young. 

But surely she loves and desires you— 

Surely she will be fruitful. 
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JASON: ^̂ ^ 

I'll kill you first and then find my sons. 

MEDEA: 

You must be care-

ful, Jason. Do you see the two fire-snakes 

That guard me here? 

Here and here: one on each side: two 

serpents. 

(B) 
Their throats are swo len with poison, 

Their eyes are burning coals and their tongues are fire. 

They are coiled ready to strike: if you come near 

thera, 

They'll raake you what Creon is. But stand there very 

quietly. 

I'll let you 

(C) Look at you sons. 

Open the doors that he ir.ay see thera. 
(E77)(D) JASON: ^ f ^ ' 

I knew 

it already. 

I knew it before I saw it. No wild beast could have 

done it. 

MEDEA: 

I have done it: because I loathed you more 

Than I loved them. 
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CHART OF MOVEMK̂ IT 

Movement and Business 

(A) J X 1RC. 
(B) M X 3ULC. 
(0) J X 20. 
(D) M X 5ULC. 
(E) M points to torches. 
(F) J X 1RC and sits. 
(G) M X 20. 

Technical Cues 

(E78) J special up full. 
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(A) 

JASON: ' 

Did you feel nothing, no pity, are you pure evil? I 

should have killed you 

The day I saw you. 

MEDEA: ^^' 

I tore my own heart and laughed: I was tearing yours. 
(C) 

JASON: 

Will you laugh while I strangle you? 

MEDEA: (̂^ 
(E) 

I would still laugh. 

—Beware my protectors, Jasonl these 

eager serpents. —I'd still be joyful 

To know that every bone of your life is broken: you are 

left helpless, friendless, mateless, childless, 

Avoided by gods and men, unclean with awful excess of 

grief—childless 

JASON: ^̂ ^ 

It is no matter now 

Who lives, or who dies. 

MEDEA: (^78)(G) 

You had love and betrayed it: now 

of all men 

You are utterly the most miserable. As I of women. But 

I, as woman, despised, a foreigner, alone 

Against you and the might of Corinth, 
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CHART OF MOVEMENT 

XZZZZÅ 

Moveraent and Business Technica Cues 

(A) J attempts to rise and 
pass M. 

(E79) RC, C, ULC out. 
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Have met you, throat for throat, evil for evil, vengeance 

for vengeance. 

JASON: 

What does it matter now? 

Only give me my boys: the little pitiful violated bodies: 

that I raay bury them 

In some kind place. 

MEDEA: 

To you? —You would betray even the little bodies: coin 

them for silver. 

Sell them for power. Nol 

JASON: (̂^ 

Let me touch their dear flesh, let me touch their 

hair! 

MEDEA: 

No. They are mine. 

í E79) They are gomg with me: the chariot is at the gate. ' ' 

Go down 

to your ship Argo and weep beside it, that rotting 

hulk on the harbor-beach 

Drawn dry astrand, never to be launched again—even the 

weeds and barnacles on the warped keel 

Are dead and stink: —that's your last companion— 

And only hope: for sorae time one of the rotting timbers 
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' "̂  '^ MOVEi'-^l'INT 

Moveraent and Business 

(A) M turns slowly UL, x 
5ULC, looks back at J, 
then exits UL, J raises 
head, then lowers it. 

(E80) 

(E81) 
(E82) 
(E83) 
(E84) 

Technj oal Cues 

Everything out but 
spacial, side center 
and side ULC. 
ULC side out. 
Side center out. 
J special out. 
House and preset up 
full. 
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Will fall on your head and kill you—meanwhile sit there 

and raourn, reraerabering the infinite evil, and the good 

That you raade evil. 

Now I go forth 

Under the cold eyes of heaven—those weakness-despising 
(A)(E80)(E81 )(E82)(E83)(E84) stars: —not rae they scorn. /̂  ^ -r 
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CHAPTER VI 

EVALUATION 

The response to Medea was varied. The campus and 

city newspapers reviewed the production and tbeir reports 

were favorable. This type of reviewing, however, cannot 

always be relied upon as serious criticism. Nevertheless, 

these reviews have been Included in the Appendix. 

To arrive at some adequate evaluation of the pro-

duction, I must turn to sorae source: my own opinion, based 

on observations, and the opinions of my professors. 

Pirst of all, the play accomplished exactly what I 

wanted it to do--emotionally drain my audience. Although 

reactions to the play were mixed, there were very few 

people who were not involved in the play. I was partic-

ularly interested in what appeared to be general audience 

response. Sorae people left the theatre with tears in their 

eyes. Some people were so disturbed after the production 

that they talked compulsively to compensate for the pro-

duction's impact, especially the climax and final scenes 

(thanks to Jeffers'script and Miss Gurun's performance). 

Some raembers of the audience became extremely uncorafortable 

because of the mounting tension in the play. Sufficient 

306 
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relief was not presented which further agitated these 

patrons. No doubt the play was intense. Intensity is 

important in theatre and there is such a fine line of de-

marcation between too much intensity and not enough. That 

perfect line is difficult to achieve. If the play is too 

intense, the audience will be thrown out of the illusion 

and will probably respond by laughing. If the play is not 

sufficiently intense, the play never gets off the ground 

and into the realm of illusion. One performance did step 

beyond the line and the audience responded with a few 

nervous titters. 

In theory a play's emotional impact is aided by 

numerous directorial devices such as blocking and picturi-

zation. These devices, however, are minor. The major 

sources for the emotional impact of productions €Lre derived 

from two areas: the dialogue and the acting. Miss Gurun's 

primitive savagery was a matoh for Jeffers' script. 

With reference to my work as a director, I have 

made several observations. Although I conceived the pro-

duction's style and served as the central force that moves 

a production, I felt that some of my work failed to achieve 

the artistic level of production to which I was striving. 

After reviewing my blocking charts, I have discovered a 

oertain amount of repetition in staging. The picturization, 

in most cases, was acceptable, but the shifting from 

X 
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picture to picture was frequently awkward. Emphasis, in 

terms of blocking, was occasionally misplaced. In addition 

to these probløms, as a director, I was unable to offer 

proper direction to those actors playing elderly roles. At 

best I could have offered cliche suggestions for developing 

characterization. Rather than provide them with direction 

that I knew was inadequate, I left the actors alone after 

blocking thera in their scenes. Fortunately, the persons 

playing in these elderly roles had sufficient experience 

and talent to create their characters. 

The response of my professors to the play should be 

mentioned in some detail. One week following the close of 

Medea, the Theatre Arts faculty raet with rae. They expressed 

their approval of the production and especially approved of 

the production concept and the costurae for Medea. Although 

the production was termed "comraendable" and the criticisras 

were terraed rainor, the following observations wøre made: 

1 . Blocking lacked sufficient variety priraarily 

because raost entrances occured down left, placing the 

entering characters in awkward positions. 

2. Not enough relief frora the play's intensity was 

provided. Thus the production seemed soraewhat static. 

3. Miss Gurun's last performances showed a reduction 

in honest emotion, resulting in mechanical acting. 
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In conclusion I must sumraarize that Medea was not as 

artistically successful as it could have been. The play 

needed raore variety in blocking and rhythm. 
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ROBINSON JEFFERS wroic his adaptaiion of 
Euripidcs" Medca in the early fortics upon the 
suggestion of Judith Anderson. The original 
production was direcied by John Gielgud who 
also played the role of Jason. The production, 
featuring Miss Anderson as Medca. lan for 2 14 
perforinanccs on Broadway. 

Jeffers received his early cducation in 
Europe and later in California. attending 
Occidcntal College and ihc Univcrsity of South-
ern California. With the publication of Tamar 
in 1924 Jeffers bccame associatcd with in-
hunuinism. This doctrinc grew out of Jcffcrs' 
belicf that nature is far greater in its perma-
nencc than man is in his ephemeral existence. 
His major works abound in violcncc witfi man 
playing the fool, appearing to be civilizcd, yet 
behaving like a barbarian. Througii his poetry. 
Jeffers wanted inan to turn av>a\ froin himself 
and scek inspiration and guidance from nature. 
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The Unlversity Daily, October 16, 1970 Page 5 

'Medea' cast gives 
good performances 

Unless you are willing to get 
emotionally involved, don't go 
to see "Medea", 

It's a scorcher that will leave 
you feeling wonderfully 
exnausted by the time the final 
scene comes around. Pat 
Rogers, who directed this 
Robinson Jeffer's version of 
Euripides' classic Greek 
tragedy, opens the play on a 
peacef id level and builds up to a 
resounding crescendo. 

Opening with the chorus 
entering silently except for the 
steady ringing of a bell, 
"Medea" grows in scope and 
context. Dikmen Gurun, who 
has done numerous comedy 
roles in past Tech productions, 
proved that she has the 
potential of a fine dramatic 
actress as welL The Turkish 
graduate student had a good 
sense of deep concentration as 
she created the role of the 
rapidly deteriorating Asiatic 
bride of Jason 

Jason (Richard Privitt), on 
the other hand, was somewliat 
weak in the first act, but cæne 
on strong after the intermissicn, 
and achieved a high level of 
intensity to build the climax. 

The "star" of the play was 
most definitely Trudie Mar-
chbanks as the nurse. Ivliss 
Marchbanks was a thrill to 
watch and literally stole the 
show. It is a rare opportunity to 
see such an exciting piece of 
acting ability. 

Creon (Joe Leard) was a 
combination of thoughtful 
charity and subdued arrogance 
all roUed into one character for 
a somewhat different, but 
pleasing interpretation of the 
powerful King of Corinth. 

The chorus of women of 
Corinth consisted of Dee Rollo, 
Jane Ann Cummings, and 
Kathy Kvale, Miss Kvale was 
apparently from "southern" 
Greece, which was a bit 
distracting at times, but many 
of the chorus reactions were 

excellent. It did appearj 
however, that at times the 
chorus moved without any 
motivation, but moved merely 
for the sake of having; 
something "happening" on i 
stage. Miss Rollo handled the I 
bulk of the choru's load and did ! 
a nice job of it. } 

Terry Marrs' make-up as the ! 
tudor was above par and the , 
characterization was of goc-d 
quality. The number of new 
faces and new-found talent • 
which appeared in "Medea" is a ; 
credit to director Rogers. One of ' 
the new faces was Wade Parks 
as Aegeus, the old King of 
Athens. Parks' portrayal of the 
diildlf^ss king had a quality of 
clarity and confidence to it. j 
Though brief, the sceue with Í 
Aegeus and Medea was one of \. 
the L)etter segments in the play. i 

Jason'sslave (Mark Johnson) I 
was an unexpected surprise. 
After a walkon in the first part 
of the play, he left and it ap-
peared that that was that. 
However, the slave reappeared 
in íhe second act and burst forth 
vith some action packed lincs. 
Here's hoping for some more of 
the same in íuture shows. It 
seems that there is some real 
talent here! 

Jack and Joe Glenn Leard 
appeared as Medea's children 
and were little "pros". 
"Medí,a" is an exciting 
production that questions what 

, justice really is. J 
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Tuetday Morning, Oclober 20 , 1970-LUBEOCK ÃVAtÅNCHEJOURHAL-Ã-7 

Tech's Laboratory Theater 
Proves Siiccess In 'Medea' 

By JACK SHERID.AN 
Avalanche-Journal Staff 

Experimental in c o n c e p t , 
daring in selection, student 
directed and acted, Texas Tech 
University's Laboratory Theater 
can usualJy be counted on for a 
provocative evening of theater 

|and the first production of the 
,new season, the c u r r e n t 
"Medea" bears out the pattem 
most admirably. 
I The small 100-seat theater in 
the Speech Building has been 
packed for each of the sLx 
performances through Monday 
directed by Pat Roeers has bcen 
announced for tvvo additional 
performances at 8:15 p.m. today 
and Wednesday. 

Euripides Tragedy 
The Robinson Jeffers version 

of the Euripides tragedy was 
created íor Dame J u d i t h 
Anderson in the 1940s and has 
served her well down through 
the years. It is the story of a 
woman who puts her lamily, her 
house and her country behind 
her for love and comes to a 
strange land to bear t w o 
claildren in lc'"e, ccily to be cast 
off by her husband when he 
remarries for power. This is the 
woman rejected and, in place of 
love, she nurti.U"es on the bitter 
brew of vengence and murder, 
facing banishment with her 
children and no hope in the life 
to come. 

It is strong stuff, as anyone 
who has seen the Anderson 
performanco c a n remember. 
For a student cast to tackle the 
vehicle is startling e n o u g h . 
Medea is the central, the pivot 
point and in two acts of 
unrelenting tragedy, mounting 
to horror the casting must be 
better than adequate. If the 
characterization of Medea fails, 
so does the drama. 

In the Tech production the 

Medea is played by Turkish 
student actres? Dikmen Gurun. 
She plays it for all she is worth 
and she wins the day. She spears 
her ven^eance and her hatred, 
builds her ultimate stroke as 
surely as the clock ticks. She 
nev^er lets up. Her accent lends 
itseLf to the "foreign woman" in 
the foreign land and her 
contempt, her diabolical steps 
are marked and deadly sure. 
Miss Gurun is quite an actress. 

The supporting cast, and all 
under M e d e a must be 
supporting, are competent and 
interesting. The arrogant and 
ambitious Jason is played by 
Richard Privitt and there is a 
nice piece of work by Wade 
Parks as the Athenlan Aegeus. 
Creon is soberly done by Joe 

Leard ajid Leard's young sons, 
Jack and Joe Glenn, play their 
life roles as Jason's children. 

Perhaps the second strongest 
role in the student production is 
that of the Nurse as played by 
Gertrude Marchbanks. She is a 
voice and face of troubled 
sorrow for the woman she has 
brought from infancy. S h e 
mirrors the i n e v i t a b I e 
throughout, helpless to stem the 
will of the gods. She does a very 
commendable interpretation. 

Filling out the cast are the 
t iree Womcn of Corinth, acting 
cus chorus, Dee Rollo, Jane Ann 
Cummings, and Kathy Kvale, 
Terry Marrs as the Tutor and 
Mark Johnson as Jason's Slave. 

Notable, too, are the costumes 
designed by Charles Kerr. 


